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MODERN store fronts of black and white 
Vitrolite cure this Toledo business block 
of a severe case of Rundownitis. Note 
that business property just beyond has 
also caught the urge to modernize. 
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STEEL CASEMENT 

Note that one handle on the meet- 

ing rail locks two swing leaves at 

once. Swing leaves operated by 

roto-adjusters of sill. A wide variety 
of stock types and sizes. 

INSIDE SCREEN 

One bronze-mesh screen covers 

both swing leaves. Windows 

opened, closed, locked without 
touching screens. Flat metal frames 

are non-warping. 

INSIDE STORM SASH 

Replaces screen in winter. Extruded 

rubber baffling seals opening tight. 

Provides 34” insulating, dead-air 
space. Ventilating and non-ven- 

tilating types. 

vest plat Whdons HELP MAKE YOUR 

COLONIAL HOUSES V/s 

In this distinguished new Colonial house at Rocky River, Ohio, 

Wm. Nilges, Cleveland Builder, installed Fenestra Steel Case- 

ment Windows. The owner, Lee W. Stanley, is highly pleased, 

for two reasons: 

First, Fenestra Casements faithfully preserve all the traditional 

beauty of the windows used in our Early American houses. 

Second, Fenestra Casements provide the conveniences neces- 

sary to modern living: finger-touch opening, safe cleaning, 

inside bronze-mesh screens for summer, inside storm sash for 

winter ...all the advantages of complete windows... Yet, as 

installed, ready for use, Fenestra Casements often cost less 

than double-hung wood windows. 

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS CO., 
2252 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 

Please send me your Leaflet on Fenestra Storm Sash, and Sheet on 
Window Costs. 

BIDE cine bik ons oh, OL eee earn cas. 

Address 

CZTAVILE 

! 

o> ea (| bs 
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“Happy New Year— 

and Many of Them’ 

HE nation has now had seven years of 

depression—the longest such period 

in its history. There has been a large 

measure of recovery since the bottom was 

reached. Four years ago we were just 

entering a terrible banking crisis. Condi- 

tions and prospects have since improved 

enormously. 

This could not be more strikingly illus- 

trated than by what has occurred in. the 

residential construction field. Total ex- 

penditures in that field in 1933 and 1934 

averaged only $288,000,000 annually. 

They increased in 1935 to $550,000,000. 

They increased again in 1936 to almost 

$900,000,000. It is estimated that in 1937 

they will be $1,500,000,000—an increase 

over 1936 of 65 per cent; over 1935 of 

almost 200 per cent; over 1934 of more 

than 400 per cent. 

UT the depression is not ended. Least 

of all is it ended in the building field. 

Statistics are broadcast showing that 

‘industrial production”’ is now about as 

large as before the depression. They are 

misleading as an index of general busi- 

ness—principally because they do not 

include construction. Expenditures for 

residential construction in 1928 were 

about 3 billion dollars and in 1929 over 

2 billion dollars. Therefore, if they are 

114 billion dollars in 1937 they will still be 

less than three-fourths as large as in 1929 

and only one-half as large as in 1928. 

Why bring that up? To emphasize how 

much greater improvement can still be 

made in this field and thereby in general 

business and employment. For the vol- 

ume of Home Building which is done in 

every Urban and Rural Community, 

largely determines the total volume of all 

kinds of business and employment. 

® Persons with a depression complex re- 

gard it as unduly optimistic to anticipate. 

restoration of building, business and em- 

ployment to the levels of ’28 and ’29. But 

after every previous depression in this 

country building, business and employ- 

ment were advanced to levels never before 

approached. Economic conditions are 

now right for as great an advance as ever 

occurred; and another great advance above 

all previous levels will occur in the years 

immediately ahead unless prevented by 

new influences. 

EVER in all history was there need 

of so much residential construction 

asnow. Never could it contribute so much 

toward creating prosperity for the masses 

and enabling them to have better homes 

and better lives. 

Government can help by not entering 

the field of home building with excessive 

taxation, interfering legislation and sub- 

sidies. : 

Labor can help by being reasonable re- 

garding working conditions and hourly 

wages. 

Business can help by doing constructive 

and effective selling and being reasonable 

regarding prices. 

Present prospects in the home building 

field are the brightest for more than a 

decade. Given sane co-operation by gov- 

ernment, labor and business, and home 

building in this country will soon surpass 

all previous records and make the Great 

Depression remembered chiefly as the 

precursor of Great Prosperity. 
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DeW itt Clinton Cafe Building, Syracuse, 
N.Y. Architect, M. F. DeAngelis, Roch- 
ester. General Contractors and Plastering 
Contractors, Dawson Brothers, Syracuse. 

WHATEVER THE JOB...IT CAN BE DONE WITH 

Stucco 

@ Stucco is a versatile material. Each year sees 

new evidence (both in new building and moderni- 

zation) pointing to its adaptability. 

Stucco is beautiful. And its beauty is not re- 

stricted toa single color. For with Atlas White itis 

possible to get pure white stucco or any variety of 

pleasing tints. In texture, too, the architect or 

builder has free rein. In fact, whatever the color 

scheme—whatever the texture desired—it can be 

achieved easily with stucco made with Atlas White 

portland cement, plain and waterproofed. 

Important, too, is stucco’s durability —its weath- 

er-proof, fire-safe permanence. Low first cost, low 

upkeep cost, long life and pleasing appearance 

make this popular finish ideal both for exteriors 

and interiors. Universal Atlas Cement Co. (United 

States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 208 South 

La Salle Street, Chicago. 

A FACTORY PREPARED STUCCO IS PREFERABLE 

Ss bs OF Or Or 6) 

MADE.WITH 
Atlas White 

PORTLAND 

CEMENT 
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AMERICAN BUILDER 

AND BUILDING AGE 

Some Needed 1937 Resolutions 

confidently believe will be one of increasing pros- 

perity, it might be well for the men of the build- 

ing industry to consider some good sound resolutions 

and reforms. Many lessons were learned during the 

depression years, but they will be valueless if not borne 

in mind now that prosperity—a capricious lady—has 

apparently once more decided to dwell with us for a 

time. 

American Builder feels that the greatest evil that be- 

sets real estate and building today is HIGH TAXES. 

This is so apparent that many will say, “Yes, but what 

can we do about it?” The answer is, let every builder, 

dealer, architect and craftsman unite with the National 

Association of Real Esate Boards in its campaign for 

state laws restricting the amount of taxes that may be 

assessed against real estate. Such laws have been passed 

in a number of states. The Association is fighting for 

new laws in practically every other state. Every build- 

ing man should resolve now to join this fight. It seems 

like a drastic move, but it is the only way to force dis- 

tribution of the tax burden to other sources of revenue 

than real estate. Another approach to the tax problem 

is the adoption of laws putting the levying of real estate 

taxes on the basis of income produced. This system is 

used in England and other countries, where the owner 

pays taxes on the amount of rent produced, or its equiva- 

lent if occupied by the owner. It is a fair system, and 

worthy of support. 

A THE beginning of the year 1937, which we all 

4%, Building Money 

Second on American Builder’s program of resolutions 

is LOWER INTEREST RATES. With money as 

plentiful as it is in this country, home owners should be 

able to finance soundly built, soundly planned homes for 

as little as 4 percent. Yet by far the majority of fi- 

nancial institutions are still demanding 6 percent. They 

have been traditionally shortsighted in maintaining high- 

er rates than prevail in most civilized countries, and it 

will take much pressure from building men to force the 

interest rate down. But it can be done. 

What about building costs? They are undoubtedly 

working higher, but there is danger of this being over- 

done. It is very possible that too sharp an advance will 

stifle building, as it did after the World War. Let us 

resolve to keep costs as low as possible commensurate 

with a fair profit and fair wages to the workers. 

Contractor’s License Laws are another reform needed 

at this time in the building industry. Laws similar to 

the one used in California would prevent too rapid an 

influx of inexperienced, unqualified builders into the 

field. With better times ahead, a swarm of new oper- 

ators can be expected. A certain amount of new blood 

is needed, and will be a good thing, because new and 

young men usually bring new ideas and methods which 

in the long run advance the industry. But adequate state 

license laws to make sure that the new men who enter are 

suited, trained and qualified are highly important. The 

building industry needs quality not quantity as far as 

contractors are concerned. 

Less Cumbersome Deed Recording 

Another reform builders should resolve to work for in 

1937 is the Torrens System of deed recording. The 

present system of title guarantees, title searches and 

legal costs attending them are little short of a racket in 

many states and communities.. The property owner is 

forced to pay exhorbitant and outrageous legal and 

other fees to obtain a clear title and to have it “guaran- 

teed.” Yet it has been amply proved that usually the 

“guarantee” is not worth the paper it is written on. And 

most of the fees and costs of searching the title are 

grossly excessive. 

Better design and better construction ought to be the 

resolve of every builder in 1937. There have been nota- 

ble advances during the depression. Design, especially 

in small homes, has greatly changed and improved. Bet- 

ter co-operation should be worked out between archi- 

tects and builders to make the advantages of improved 

design available to the public at reasonable costs. Im- 

proved construction methods are first dependent on a 

receptive mind and a desire to learn about the new de- 

velopments. Many builders still go on using outmoded 

methods until they suddenly find that a competitor has 

left them far behind. Calling him names and deriding 

his work will not be enough to make up for backward- 

ness. 

Team-Work for Success 

Last, and probably ‘most important on our list of reso- 

lutions is CO-OPERATION. Residential builders 

should organize to set up better trade standards, to ex- 

change ideas and improve their own industry. Closer 

co-operation between builders and dealers, between both 

of these and the architects and real estate men is import- 
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ant. There is too much criticism of the other fellow. 

Perhaps the example of the builder who called in several 

oil burner men is worth telling. Each burner salesman 

described the faults of his competitor’s equipment. Fin- 

ally the builder was so confused and alarmed he decided 

to put in gas. -Building men who unfairly run down their 

competitors may find that they have scared people so 

that they will not build at all. 

i die 

Mechanics Again Buying 

Good Tools 

NE of the most significant building recovery indi- 

cators we have encountered was reported recently 

by a sales executive of a leading firm producing a very 

extensive line of mechanics’ tools. In the past 18 months, 

he stated, sales of quality tools such as are used by skilled 

building craftsmen have increased about 95 percent 

above depression level. Back in the dark days, he re- 

lated, many in the tool trade predicted that there never 

again would be a normal demand, as of old, for quality 

tools—that cheap “handy man” lines would rule. How- 

ever, 18 months ago a change appeared and the sale of 

quality mechanics’ tools has grown in increasing volume 

as building has gotten under way and real jobs requir- 

ing good tools have again held out promise of steady 

employment. 

+++ 

More Rural Building Facts Needed 

N December 18 the U. S. Crop Reporting Board 

released figures showing the total production and 

value of all crops produced in the country in 1936. The 

figures are complete and authentic, going right down to 

such items as “peanuts—1,300,540 pounds.” 

Yet during this same year of 1936 no official body is 

able to give even a rough estimate as to the amount of 

construction that went on in the farm and rural areas of 

the country. 

Preparation of such a Statistical Number as this Jan- 

uary issue of American Builder is made difficult by the 

lack of data on rural construction. Cities and a consid- 

erable number of small towns down to 2500 population 

are fairly well covered by the U. S. Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, but no governmental agency attempts to cover 

the rural and farm areas. American Builder strongly 

urges the setting up of some national agency to record 

and report rural and farm construction. 

The 1930 Census shows a farm population of 30,- 

445,350 people. It shows another rural group of 9,183,- 

453 people who live in very small communities of less 

than 2500. There is still another important rural group, 

the 14,480,000 people who live in rural areas but are 

neither farmers nor dwellers in small towns. This last 

group represents one of the most rapidly growing sec- 

tors of the population. It represents the people who are 

building houses outside of corporate towns or cities in 
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order to escape high taxes, restrictive building regula- 

tions and high union wage scales. These types of homes 

are built along the paved highways and on country roads 

within easy driving distance of cities and towns. They 

are Classified by the Census as rural homes, yet they are 

not used by farmers, for most of the people who so 

build have jobs in, or income from, nearby towns. In- 

cluded in this group are the millions who operate filling 

stations, roadside stands and tourist camps. 

This important group of people represents a tremend- 

ous growing building market. The automobile has made 

homes in the country highly desirable. American Build- 

er predicts these will make up an extremely important 

part of the residential market in the next decade. A 

method of reporting such construction should be estab- 

lished by the Federal Government. 

Job for Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Probably the best equipped agency to report such 

construction is the Division of Construction of the U. 

S. Bureau of Labor Statistics which is under the able 

direction of Herman B. Byer. This Bureau already 

reports construction in some 1500 communities and is 

doing an excellent job. A method of reporting and es- 

timating rural construction could be developed by 

“sampling” strategic counties. The difficulty of com- 

pletely covering every part of the United States is made 

apparent when it is realized that there are 3,072 counties 

and roughly, some 75,000 townships. Perhaps the as- 

sistance of the Department of Agriculture’s 150,000 

crop reporters might be secured in this work. 

Few people realize the enormous extent and ramifica- 

tions of the building industry. Certain departments of 

the Federal Government are now making studies which 

are beginning to reveal how private construction on 

farms and in villages, as well as in towns and cities has 

affected the economic system of the country. These 

studies show that no enduring prosperity is possible with- 

out it. Once started, it leads to national cycles of pros- 

.perity approaching inflation, usually following several 

years after the construction activity itself reaches a 

peak. It thus becomes increasingly important that such 

activity be fully and accurately reported if a better 

understanding of the causes and controls of business 

cycles is to be achieved. 

+++ 

425,000 New Homes in 1937 

erekceaniree of firms serving the building field are 

planning their sales quotas and budgets for next 

year. They want to know how many homes were built 

this year, and what percentage of gain they can expect 

in 1937. Their questions are answered in a remarkable 

article written especially for this 1937 Statistical Number 

by William C. Bober, Statistical Research Department, 

Johns-Manville Corporation. He accounts for the erec- 

tion of 260,000 new homes in 1936, and predicts that 

425,000 new homes will be built in 1937. 



ABOVE construction view shows 
two of six modern homes 
planned and now being built in 
Evanston, Ill., by Irvin A. Blietz 
of Chicago. Photographed by 
American Builder on Dec. 14 
to illustrate current work typi- 
cal of today's requirements for 
good design, construction and 
equipment supplied by the well 
co-ordinated service of local 
dealers and builders. 

Home Building Industry Looks 

for Biggest Year Since 1929 

WITH the bright prospect of attaining 

a volume of 425,000 new homes during 

1937, all factors in the industry are pre- 

paring for what promises to be the best 

building market in the last seven years 



Outlook Summary 

400,000 to 500,000 homes will be built in 1937 

Rents have risen one-third; will continue 

sharply up in 1937. 

Real estate values will continue up, making 

building more profitable. 

Building costs of all kinds to rise sharply. 

Outlook for next 5 years excellent—volume 

may rise to 800,000 units annually. 

a boom that will carry it to greater heights than ever 

before. The American Builder estimates that resi- 

dential volume in 1937 will run from 65 to 100 percent 

above 1936. This should result in a total of from 400,000 

to 500,000 new homes, including farms and rural building. 

American Builder makes this estimate after careful 

study. Its figures are based on new and hitherto unpub- 

lished data. 

A new understanding of the size, extent and economic 

ramifications of the building industry is being built up 

by a group of statistical experts representing important 

national institutions. These include the Federal Reserve 

Board, the Economics and Statistics Division of the Fed- 

eral Housing Administration, the Construction Division 

of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Brookings 

Institute, the National Industrial Conference Board and 

the National Bureau of Economic Research. Much of 

the data of these groups is as yet unpublished. When it 

is, a much clearer picture will be revealed of what a 

construction giant the residential building field undoubt- 

edly is. 
All of the most reliable indices of construction point 

sharply upward. The only difference of opinion among 

experts is the estimate of the increase. The American 

Builder estimate of a 65 to 100 percent increase in 1937 

is conservative in the light of the background data assem- 

bled by the statistical organizations mentioned above. 

Before looking into the future, let us take a brief look 

at the past. Here a comprehensive group of studies 

Te residential building industry is on the verge of 
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American Builder Presents the Facts 

Behind the Coming Boom and Predicts 

65 to 100% Rise in '37 Home Building 

shows that the residential building field has been grossly 

under-estimated in the past. Indications are that in the 

years 1923, 24 and 25 there was a net increase in dwelling 

units in the neighborhood of 800,000 per year. The dollar 

volume of residential construction, repairs and mainte- 

nance during those years was in the neighborhood of 5 

billion dollars. These figures give a new concept of the 

size of the home building industry and an indication of 

why it had such an inflationary effect on the general busi- 

ness of the country. 

Looking back to the early 20’s, it is recalled that con- 

ditions were very similar to today. It is estimated that 

residential units jumped from a low of around 250,000 in 

1920 to 450,000 in ’21 and had reached the neighborhood 

of 700,000 in ’22. This amazing increase was the result 

of a period of non-building during the war. The statis- 

tical need for homes in 1920 was not as great as that which 
exists today. 

The background for the coming boom in residential 

building, which will probably not reach its peak for an- 

other four or five years, can be seen in such basic economic 

factors as population growth and movement, marriages, 

demolition and loss of old houses and the ability of people 
to buy. : 

Let us consider some of these factors that the statistical 

organizations have uncovered. In the first place, the ab- 

solute dearth of home building in the depression years has 

not only canceled any over-building but has built up a defi- 

ciency estimated at 400,000 units. The growth of popu- 

lation in the next five years should add a need for two- 

and-a-quarter million households. The undoubling of 

families and the addition of new families by marriages 

will add a need for more than half a million homes. The 

U. S. Department of Agriculture estimates that there is 

a rapid movement of population from farms to cities, 

which in 1934 and 35 was in excess of 350,000 a year. 

The marriage rate for the country has moved sharply 

upward in the past few years, and the indications are that 

the number of new families formed—subtracting dissolu- 

tions by death or divorce—has risen from a low of around 

125,000 in 1922 to the neighborhood of 400,000 in 1935. 

All of these figures account for the enormous statistical 

need for homes. In addition, every year a certain per- 

centage of the houses of the country are destroyed by fire, 

flood, tornado, deterioration or to make space for new 

business structures. One estimate of the number so de- 
stroyed is 70,000 per year. 

Thus the statistical need for homes mounts into a total 

of many millions. In fact, the estimate of American 

Builder in its February 1934 Re-employment and Financ- 

ing Number that there is an annual need for 800,000 new 
homes per year is closely borne out. 

It is agreed that there is a statistical need for 800,000 
new homes per year for at least the next five years. But 

will this need become a reality in lumber, brick and stone? 

The answer is, not all at once, but ultimately these homes 
will be built. 

The best estimates of the well-informed authorities 

indicate that the 1937 program will range from 400,000 

ll” !l a 
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American 

Builder Forecast 

to 500,000 new homes. The fol- 

lowing year will be much better, 

but, even so, the admittedly cur- 

rent high building costs are ex- 

pected to hold back the required 

volume of construction so that it 

may not reach the 800,000 level 

for several years. The statisti- 

cians declare, however, that if 

building is prevented from going 

ahead at the needed rate in the 

years immediately ahead, it will 

result in a still greater boom in 

the early 40’s. 

One of the most immediate 

causes of the upturn in building 

is rising rents. The rent index for 

the country has been rising stead- 

ily for several years. Rents have 

now risen more than 25 percent 

from their low point in 1933, and 

when such items as concessions 

and non-collections that were 

prevalent during the depression 

are considered, it may be esti- 

mated that rents have risen one- 

third. The growing pressure for 

35 

RISE, FALL AND RISE OF HOME BUILDING. 

Upper DoTTED LINE :- Estimated Dwelling Units Built 

Dwelling Annually in the United States. 
Units | LOWER BARS‘ New Dwelling Units in 257 Cities, 

1000,000 Bureau of Labor Statistics. - 
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HOW RESIDENTIAL BUILDING rose and fell and is likely to rise again is shown 

by the above chart. The lower bars are based on U. S. Bureau of Labor statistics 

in 257 cities. The dotted upper line is. an estimate of the probable total non- 

farm home units built in U. S. This estimate is based on new statistical studies 

that reveal residential construction as much larger than is commonly assumed. 
housing is driving rents rapidly 

higher. The statistical outlook is 

that building volume will not be able to keep pace with 

the demand for houses and that as a result rents will sky- 

rocket in the next few years. It is predicted that people 

will once more be advertising for places to live in and 

offering a bonus to get suitable quarters. 

Accompanying the rise in rents is a vigorous rise in 

real estate values. The “action point” is now being 

reached in many communities where it is once more profit- 

able to build. In the last analysis, the volume of new build- 

ing is closely controlled by the relation of building costs to 

present values. It is only profitable to build when a new 

structure can be built for less than the comparable old 

structure. 
Building costs of all kinds are rising and will continue 

to rise sharply in 1937. A study of the relationship be- 

tween building material prices and all prices in the U. S. 

shows that building material prices have always risen with 

a rise in the general price level. This happened in previ- 

ous boom years and is happening again. There is every 

reason to believe that building material prices will not 

only rise to the 1926 levels but will probably exceed pre- 

vious levels due to the effect of devaluation of the dollar. 

There is also little doubt of a considerable rise in labor 

costs. The growing shortage of skilled labor is having 

a very pronounced effect on wages, and as building volume 

continues to increase in 1937 the labor problem may be- 

come acute in some sections. Since local conditions great- 

ly affect this important cost factor, contractors making 

building estimates for next year are urged to figure cau- 

tiously and after a thorough study of the labor pay pros- 

pects in their sections. 

Another warning is the need for ordering materials and 

equipment farther in advance than has been the custom 

during the depression. Many products, such as hardware, 

millwork, cabinets, fixtures and even basic commodities, 

such as lumber, cement and brick, can no longer be ob- 

tained on short notice. Certain special types of hardware 

and equipment should be ordered as far as two months in 

advance. This situation calls for more careful scheduling 

of building jobs with corresponding advance planning. 

In summary, probably the best statement of the outlook 

for next year is that the residential building industry is 

in a period of rapidly rising volume and costs similar to 

that which existed in 1920 and 21. Contractors should 

take cognizance of the changed state of affairs from de- 

pression years. No one knows how much or how far 

building costs will rise. In making future commitments 

on new construction this fact should ever be borne in 

mind. The experience of the past shows that a period 

such as is indicated for 1937 and the next few years is 

one when much money can be made my those who keep 

closely in touch with swiftly changing conditions. On 

the other hand, it is a period when losses may be high due 

to inaccurate estimate of the price trend. 
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NEW RESIDENTIAL VOLUME has moved sharply upward since 1935 

although the trend in latter part of 1936 tapered off slightly. In- 

dications are that 1937 will run at least 65 percent ahead of 1936. 

exactly—right down to a car—how many auto- 

mobiles were produced in this country in 1936. 
But we will never know how many new homes were 

built in the United States in 1936, not even by a margin 

of accuracy of 40,000 or 50,000. The primary reason 

is, of course, that all automobiles are produced by a very 
few, very large manufacturers, whereas homes are con- 

A= weeks after the year closes we will know 
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425,000 Homes fst 

Statistical Study Shows 

260,000 Built in 1936 In- 

cluding Rural and Small 

Town Work. Unreported 

“Hidden Market’ Contrib- 

uted Heavily to Total. 

By WILLIAM C. BOBER 

Statistical Research Department, 

Johns-Manville Corporation 

ducers. As a result statistical information in the home 

building, field is far more difficult to gather and organize. 

This writer could easily follow in the footsteps of 

others in the past and merely assert that so-and-so many 

homes were built in 1936 and so-and-so many will be 

built in 1937. Some newspapers and magazines have 

been willing to publish such assertions in the past and 

unsuspecting readers have been left quite ignorant of 

the huge element of guess in these assertions. 

This writer proposes to be honest with his readers 

and wit: the trade. I say at the outset that the necessary 

statistical information to estimate closely the number of 
structed by tens of thousands of small scattered pro- homes built in this country does not exist. Our basic 

NEW HOMES BUILT IN FIRST 9 MONTHS OF 1936 

Estimated from data by Division of Construction, U.S. Dept. of Labor, except where showm by star (*#) 

— Population Number of Homes Built 
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s Estimated for 

data are widening constantly, but 

we still have mere statistical 
“samples” of the production of 

homes, instead of complete rec- 

ords, in some of the most impor- 

tant sectors of the building field. 

I am going to let the reader see 

for himself in what sectors we 

have 100 per cent data, in what 

sectors data are much less than 

that, and finally in what sectors 

our information is so inadequate 
that all estimates of total con- 

struction are sheer guesses. 

There are of course two basic 

sources of information on the 

production of homes—the figures 

issued by the Division of Con- 

struction of the U.S. Dept. of 

Labor and those furnished by 

F. W. Dodge Corporation. I 

propose to examine the Dept. 

of Labor data first and submit 

a schedule on the facing page 

which shows the number of 

homes built in the first 9 months 

of 1936. It is well at this point 

to remember that each apartment 

in a multi-family dwelling counts 

as a home: 

We are a highly urbanized na- 
tion and over 17 per cent of our 

population lives in 14 big cities 

with over 500,000 people. It is 

natural that our building infor- 

mation should be mast complete 

in this sector which comprises 

21,315,411 people. All 14 cities 

are covered by U.S. Dept. of La- 
bor permit tables and the “cover- 

age” from this angle is therefore 
100 per cent. The next sector is 

our group of 79 cities ranging 

from 500,000 down to 100,000 

population. On the average 78 

cities were covered by reports in 

the first 9 months of 1936 and 

1937 Building Program 

Non-Reported Home Building (in Black) 

Data from U.S. Bureat of Labor Statistics 
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the population coverage is 99 per 

cent. There is therefore relative- 
ly little to complain of here. 

Neither is there when we get to 
the 3rd sector which comprises 

the 98 cities of 100,000 to 50,000 population. The cov- 

erage is 97 per cent and we can therefore summarize by 

saying that we are getting very comprehensive reports 

for all cities over 50,000. But bear in mind that these 
cities contain only about 35 per cent of our population. 

The fact that they account for almost 69 per cent of all 

homes reported built this year should at once put us on 
our guard. 

It is when we start analyzing the 4th sector—cities be- 

tween 50,000 and 25,000—that we get the first glimpse of 

inadequate coverage. There are 185 of these cities but 

only 159 on the average are being reported in the Dept. 

of Labor’s building tables. The coverage of population 

HOW LARGE A PART of the residential building market is normally unreported is shown 

in this chart. The white area indicates part of population covered by U. S. Building Permits. 

The black area shows the large part of population not covered by reports and not usually 

mentioned in estimating total volume of home construction in U. S. 

is 85 per cent which means we are in the dark as to the 

building activity of the remaining 15 per cent. The ac- 

companying chart illustrates the situation. The portion 

of each sector’s population not covered by building re- 
ports is shown in deep black, an appropriate color to 

indicate the extent to which we are in the dark. 

Notice how the black area widens in the 5th sector, 

cities between 25,000 and 10,000 for which we only have 

71 per cent coverage. But it is when we get below the 

10,000 population line that our troubles really begin. 

Until the beginning of this year no building information 

at all was published for cities below 10,000. The decision 

to begin showing figures this year for the cities from 
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10,000 down to as small as 2,500 is greatly to the credit 

of the Construction Division of the Dept. of Labor and 

has materially widened the range of our view. This 

sector is of special importance because these small cities 
and towns are not necessarily in the strictly farming dis- 

tricts. Many such centers are suburbs of big cities and 

it is just such small suburban cities that account for a 
disproportionately large volume of our home building. 

But the building information we are getting for the 

6th sector, cities between 5,000 and 10,000, must be 

regarded as no more than an important sample of what 

is happening in the sector. Only 40 per cent of the total 
population is covered. As we get to the even smaller 

cities and towns from 5,000 to 2,500 the “sample” be- 
comes still smaller. Only 28 per cent of the population 

is covered and the chart shows a deep black area (rep- 
resenting the area in which we are in the dark) for al- 

most three quarters of this, our 7th and last urban sector. 

We have now covered the urban United States with 

its 1,465 cities over 2,500 and aggregate population of 
68,954,823. As the reported cities vary slightly from 

month to month, we must use certain averages, but we 
can sum up by saying that 126,090 homes were reported 

built in this area in the first 9 months of 1936. Many a 
press article will stop at this point and report this figure 

as the actual total number of homes built in the entire 

United States. This has occurred many times in the past. 

But informed people know that our major calculations 

are still ahead of us if we want to arrive at even an 
approximately accurate guess as to the total building 

activity for the entire country. 

Adjustments for Uncovered Areas 

As we have seen, the above 7 urban sectors are re- 
ported in varying degrees, ranging all the way from 100 

per cent coverage for cities over 500,000 to a mere 28 

per cent coverage for the smallest cities. Obviously we 

must make adjustments and the first step is to figure 

the per capita building in the “covered” sector so we can 
apply the same per capita ratio to the uncovered portion 

of the sector. Here, then, is the first important element 
of guess. 

The first sector requires no adjustment as homes built 
in cities over 500,000 are reported 100 per cent ; the chart 
shows no dark black area for this sector. But in the 2nd 

sector the schedule shows that 25,532 homes were built 
and that it is covered 99 per cent by permit reports. This 

requires a very trivial adjustment but gives us an op- 

portunity to show the method we employ. 1,718 homes 
were built per 1,000,000 people and if we apply the same 

ratio to the uncovered 1 per cent of the sector’s popula- 

tion, it.raises our number of homes built from 25,532 
to 25,787. We have applied this method in all 7 urban 

sectors and the element of guess grows with each sector. 

When we get to the smallest and least adequately cov- 

ered cities—the 7th sector comprising cities between 

5,000 and 2,500 population, the element of inaccuracy 

is very large. Only 28 per cent of the population is 

covered by permit reports which show 3,879 homes built 
per million people. Are we justified in applying this 

ratio to the remaining 72 per cent of the sector’s popula- 
tion about which we are in the dark? Only if we knew 

that the home building data for the covered 28 per cent 

of the sector were a good representative cross section of 

the whole. In view of the inaccuracy of the many elec- 

tion straw polls, we hesitate to make the assumption. Yet 

we have to, if we are going to get anywhere. By apply- 
ing the ratio, we come to the conclusion that around 

18,301 homes must have been built in this 7th sector 
instead of the 5,159 reported. 

It is not necessary to weary the reader with calcula- 
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tions already on the schedule. In total, 126,090 homes 

were reported built in the 7 urban sectors. By the time 

we have made the above adjustments allowing for in- 

adequate coverage, this figure becomes 161,601. There- 

fore we can assume for the moment that roughly that 

many new homes were constructed in the urban United 

States in the first 9 months of 1936. 

Estimating Rural Construction 

But the urban area is only 56 per cent of our total 

population. What happened in the remaining 44 per 

cent, all of which is pictured deep black on the chart? 
Our troubles begin as we invade the 8th sector, the 

13,433 incorporated small centers below 2,500 population 

in which 9,183,453 of our people reside. A great many 

of these small centers are of course in the farming dis- 
tricts but many others are really suburban to much larger 

cities. As farm income has risen very rapidly in this and 

recent years and as home building has been dispropor- 

tionately great in the smallest suburban cities, we can 

perhaps assume that building activity in this sector was 

not so very much below that of our 7th sector—the cities 

between 5,000 and 2,500 population. In the latter, home 
building this year has been at a rate of 3,879 new homes 

per million for 9 months. If we assume 3,000 new homes 
per million in our 8th sector—and frankly this is a mere 

guess—we get a total of 27,549 additional new homes 

which we must add to our 161,601 homes built in the 

strictly urban section. 
We have remaining one more sector, our 9th, and a 

very important one from the point of view of population. 

It is the rural section of the United States with its 44,- 

636,770 people. No one knows the volume of construc- 

tion here within even a very rough degree of accuracy. 

We have to fall back on certain figures from the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics which has estimated the total 

expenditures on farm buildings and repairs on buildings 

for the 5 years 1930 to 1934 at $675,000,000. No figures 

are available as yet for later years. Neither is there 

anything to guide us as to the distribution of this amount. 
How much was for barns, silos, sheds and how much for 

homes? How much was for repair and how much for 

new construction? We must guess. If we deduct one 

third for barns and non-home structures we have left 

$450,000,000 which farmers spent in five years on homes. 

This does not seem like heavy investment even if we 

bear in mind the depression years and no doubt much 

repair work was done, and even small homes built that 

never got into the figures. 

Farmers Spend 28% as much on Home Building 

But it is interesting and instructive to compare this 

record of $450,000,000 spent by 44,636,770 farmers on 
homes with residential construction in urban areas. 

There is a group of 257 cities with very nearly the same 

population—44,850,467 to be exact—for which we have 
a great deal of building information. In the same 5 

years in which the farmers spent roughly $450,000,000 
on homes, these 257 cities spent $1,612,207,847 on resi- 

dential construction. That is, the farmers spent 28 

per cent as much as the urban dwellers. Perhaps it is 

a fair assumption that this ratio has not changed much 

in 1936. These 257 cities are all over 25,000 population 

and in this urban section 2,004 new homes were built 

per million people in the first 9 months of 1936. If 

we assume 28 per cent of this ratio for the farmers, 
the latter built 561 homes per million. And as there are 

44.6 million farmers, we get an estimate of 25,020 new 

homes built by our farm population in the first 9 months 

of 1936. This is shown on the schedule for our 9th sec- 
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tor. In grand total we now get an estimate of 214,170 

new homes for the whole United States. 
As the reader will have noticed, if he has had the pa- 

tience to follow the calculations, the element of guess 

has widened steadily as we have entered the deep black 

zones on the chart which represent those entire sectors 

or parts thereof in which we are largely in the dark. 

But we are not through with estimating, or if you pre- 

fer, guessing. 

Adjustments for Population Growth 

First of all, our population figures are all as of 1930, 

taken from the Census. Since then our population has 

increased approximately 5 per cent. As our estimates, 

except in those sectors which are adequately covered, 

are based on “per million of 1930 population” figures, 

we must raise the number of homes built in certain sec- 

tors by the increase in population since 1930. The 
average works out at 3.8 per cent rather than 5 per cent. 

Increasing our grand total by 3.8 per cent we now get 

222,308 homes for 9 months of 1936. 
The next step is to estimate the homes that will be 

built in the remaining 3 months of this year as Dept. of 

Labor figures are not as yet available beyond September. 

This entire article therefore presents preliminary esti- 

mates which must be revised when 12 months figures 

are available. Experience with building permits in the 

past has shown that very roughly the first 9 months ac- 

count for 76 per cent and the latter 3 months for 24 

per cent of an entire year’s home building. This is based 

on groups of cities above 25,000 and to a lesser extent 
on additional cities of over 10,000. I am aware that our 

figures include for the first time cities below 10,000 for 
which we have as yet no seasonal factor thereby adding 

an additional element of guess. But assuming that 24 

per cent is a fair ratio, our estimate of 222,308 homes 

built in 9 months rise to 292,510 and represents the 

estimate for the entire 12 months of 1936. It is well 

to add a few more thousand homes to take care of those 

built in recorded areas but requiring no permits and call 

it 300,000. 

Permit Figures Vs. Dodge Contract Reports 

So we have finally worked our way thru many a guess 
and estimate to a grand total of 300,000 new homes built 

in 1936. How are we going to check this figure? The 

other source of information is F. W. Dodge. They re- 

cord contracts awarded for 65,845 new single family 

houses in the first 9 months of 1936. Also 2,009 two 
family houses which means 4,018 homes and 30,662,000 

sq. ft. of apartment house space. The latter must be 

converted into number of homes. We use the figure— 
650 sq. ft. per apartment home, thereby adding another 

element of guess. This gives us 47,172 new apartment 
homes. Adding up the 3 types of homes we get a total 

of 117,035 for 9 months in 37 states. How about the 

11 Western States not covered by Dodge? Population 

would require us to increase the above figure by about 

11 per cent; but building activity is rather a matter of 

growth from expected future population than existing 

population. Permit figures by geographical zones show 
that home building per capita is much more active in the 

West this year than in the country as a whole. The per 

capita construction in fact in the West is 64 per cent 

higher than in the remainder of the country. It seems 

therefore that we must raise the Dodge figures by 18 

per cent instead of 11 per cent to cover the West and 
allow for its disproportionate home building. This gives 

us an estimated total of 138,101 new homes in the 48 

states for 9 months. Using a seasonal factor based on 
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Dodge figures, about 76 per cent of a year’s home build- 

ing comes in the first 9 months and 24 per cent in the 

last 3 months. Applying these seasonal ratios, we get 

a rough estimate of about 182,000 homes contracted for 

in the entire United States in 1936. 
How are we going to reconcile the above figures— 

300,000 homes derived from Dept. of Labor data and 

only 182,000 based on Dodge? The first point is that 
accuracy is strongly in favor of Dodge in the 37 states. 

Dept. of Labor data are based on permits which are more 

in the nature of intentions to build than actual commit- 
ments such as the contracts recorded by Dodge. All 

permits do not become actual buildings. Cancellations 

enter the picture and we have no record of them. On 

the other hand we must remember most of the inaccura- 
cies involved in permit figures is in very loose estimates 

of the cost involved and not, of course, in the actual 
number of dwellings. 

Both the Division of Construction of the U.S. Dept. 

of Labor and F. W. Dodge are rendering a service of 

incalculable value to the construction industry. I would 

be the last to criticize. their excellent work. Both are 

limited by the expense factor. It is very expensive to 
gather production data in an industry so scattered as 

the construction industry. This expense factor limits 

the number of fieldmen that F. W. Dodge can profitably 

employ, especially in the thinly populated areas. It is my 

opinion that they cannot possibly cover the 37 states so 

as to record every home because the problem is too vast 
and too expensive. Working from permit data has one 

advantage over the use of fieldmen—you are making 

use of information actually recorded in thousands of 

local offices by many thousands of individuals. 

Births, Marriages and Houses 

It is my opinion that we must compromise between 

the two estimates. I would say the number of homes 

built this year is considerably greater than what Dodge 

will show but also considerably smaller than estimates 

based on Dept. of Labor data. I would sum up by say- 

ing that the irreducible minimum of homes built in 1936 
is around 215,000 and that it is quite possible we built as 

high as 275,000. Perhaps 260,000 is a workable figure. 

Many people figure the number of new homes required 

annually by using the present rate of growth of popula- 

tion which is between 800,000 and 900,000 annually in 

this decade. But as this writer pointed out in an article 

entitled “The Housing Shortage” published a few months 

ago, the following is the true situation: 

The number of new homes required in any given year 
such as 1936 is dictated by the number of people reach- 

ing marriageable age (around 24 or so) in that year. 

People of that age were of course born around 1912 

and it is the rate of increase at that time and not in the 
present year 1936 that is to the point. 

Our rate of population growth is slowing down rapidly 

but the effects will not reach the demand for homes in 
full force until quite some time, except for the number 

of rooms per house which is determined by the size of 
the family at the present time. THERE IS A TIME 

LAG between declining population growth and its im- 

pact on the demand for homes. For instance from 1920 

to 1924 we grew at the rate of 1,800,000 per year be- 
cause of immigration and a higher birth rate than today. 

The people born at that time (less death rate) will reach 
marriageable age around 1944 to 1948 at which time our 

rate of increase will be no more than 800,000 per year 

(a full million less) if that much. From 1944 to 1948 
we will therefore have a very large contingent of young 

people ready to marry and looking for new homes, but 

they will be the product of a very high rate of population 
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increase that will have ceased to exist in 1944 to 1948. 

When we recollect that, on account of the dispropor- 

tionately large contingents of young people who are now 

reaching marriage age, we require at least 350,000 new 

homes to take care of new families—we get some con- 

ception of the piling up of shortage in home space. As 

at least 50,000 homes should have been built to replace 

destruction, 1936 probably increased the shortage figure 

by 140,000 homes without allowing a single new home 

to replace antiquated and inferior dwellings. 

Forecast for 1937 

And now—how many homes will we build in 1937? 

In view of the difficulty we have in estimating actual 

construction in a year that is passing, it seems like sheer 

foolhardiness to venture into a future year. Neverthe- 

less we can make some shrewd guesses. On what does 
home building depend? On the accumulated shortage, 

on the growth of population, on the availability of mort- 

gage money at reasonable interest rates, on the relation 

between people’s incomes and the cost of building homes, 

on the relation between rents and building costs in the 

speculative field, and above all, on the general level of 

business activity which of course determines in the last 

analysis the incomes of all of us. 

We can probably take for granted that 1937 will be a 

year of continuing recovery, the home shortage is a 

fact, mortgage money exists in superabundance for safe 

prospects at a rate of interest that is lower than in our 

great building boom days of the past, rents are rising 

and so are incomes, and as to building costs—they will 

work higher, to what degree is a subject in itself that 

cannot be touched on here. 

At this point however I think we should have a word 

of warning. There is a shortage of certain classes of 

skilled labor developing in certain building centers. It is 

not very widespread as yet. But if it becomes so and 

labor costs rise materially, it may have a pronounced 

effect on 1937 building volume. We must never forget 

that home building in the last analysis depends on the 

relation between cost of the home and the income of the 

prospective home owner, or the net rent the speculative 

builder can get out of the home. If building costs become 

excessive they may act as a serious break on volume. 

The estimates for 1937 are based on the expectation, or 

rather hope, that costs will rise no more than moderately. 

The above factors in general make for continued ex- 

pansion of home building. But there is another factor 

which is of first rate importance, namely—the home 

building industry is in competition with a thousand other 

industries for the consumer’s dollar. This is nothing new 

of course. What is new—is that the producers of homes 

are for the first time fully conscious of the situation and 

have organized to do something about it. The lesson of 

the huge demand for automobiles, the result of an ex- 

cellent product aggressively sold, has not been lost on the 

men who produce, and service homes. 

The home building industry is at last awake to the 

fact that its products must be sold—literally sold, not 

merely made available for sale. It is organizing for the 

purpose. The example I am most familiar with is nat- 

urally the one sponsored by my own company. I refer 

to the Housing Guild system whose sole purpose is to 

enable dealers and contractors to place trained salesmen 

in the field who know how to sell the materials and serv- 

ices of every branch of the industry. They are frankly 

telling the American people they ought to buy a 1937 

model house because its better materials, more light, 
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more air, temperature control, reasonable financing, 

make it a bargain offer. 
The trends of business are up, but they do not climb 

continuously upward at constantly the same rate of 

growth. The small chart shows the trend of residential 

construction in 37 states as recorded by Dodge. Note 

the steep trend in 1935 and the decided slackening in 

trend in 1936. In other words the rate of growth in 

home building that existed in 1935 as compared to 1934 

was not maintained into 1936. If it had been, the Dodge 

figures for entire 1936 would show around 370,000,000 

sq. ft. of residential construction instead of perhaps 
around 230,000,000 which they are more apt to show for 

this year. Because a year’s home building is double its 
predecessor’s, it is foolish to assume that a coming year 

will necessarily also double the volume of the preceding 

year. Such rates of increase never go on forever. I do 

not believe 1937 will double the volume of 1936 although 

the theoretical demand is certainly there. I think how- 

ever we have a right to use 425,000 new homes for 1937 

as a rough workable figure. Both 1936 and 1937 esti- 

mates are of course preliminary, based on 9 months fig- 

ures and should be revised as more months’ figures be- 

come available. 

Inflation Boom Possible 

In case fear of inflation should become a much more 

pronounced factor than at present, this figure of 425,000 

houses may become much higher as cash seeks refuge 

in real estate. I am referring here strictly to homes built 

entirely with private money. In my own opinion, slum 

clearance and homes for very low income groups built 

partly with public subsidies are very definitely on the 

governmental program. Whether many of us disapprove 

of this policy of subsidization is entirely beside the point 

if we are trying to look at things realistically. We are 

very likely to see the beginnings in 1937 of such a policy 

and it is entirely likely to develop into a factor of major 

proportions in the home building field in coming years. 

In closing, it should be pointed out that when we say 

“so and so many homes were, or will be, built,” we mean 

as shown by the records of building permits or contracts 
awarded. As a matter of fact, the permit may be taken 

out in November, the contract let in December and 

building operations not start until the beginning of the 

following year. One reason for the difference between 

Dept. of Labor and Dodge figures is that they do not 

cover the same time period. This was strikingly shown 

this year by the sudden spurt in apartment house con- 

struction as shown by permits in June and July but 

not reflected in awarding of contracts until August. 

This article has incidentally brought out the extreme 

lack of statistical information in the home building field 

in many of its most important sectors. The question 

is whether it is not now time to expand our mechanisms 

for gathering data. We sincerely hope the Division of 

Construction in Washington will continue its policy of 

throwing new light into the dark areas shown by the 

chart and perhaps take up the matter of cancellations. 

We also hope F. W. Dodge may one of its days extend 

its invaluable service into the remaining as yet uncovered 

11 Western States. It would also be decidedly helpful 

if Dodge would report the actual number of apartments 

in multi-family dwellings instead of merely the number 

of projects. I would also like to see the U.S. Bureau of 

Agricultural Economics give us a great deal more in- 

formation about home building on the farms. In this 

extremely important sector of over 44,000,000 people 

we have almost no real information to guide us. 
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Geographical Analysis 

Home Building for 1935 and 1936 Charted by Regions 

with 1936 Gains Over 1935 Shown 
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RESIDENTIAL BUILDING — 1935 AND 1936—F. W. DODGE CORPORATION FIGURES—BY REGIONS 

New Met.N.Y. Upstate Middle Pittsburgh Southeast Chicago Central Southern St.Louis Kansas New Texas 
1935 England and New Atlantic Territory Territory Territory Northwest Michigan Territory City Orleans Territory TOTAL 

States Vicinity York States Territory Territory Territory Territory 

January $ 1,247,300 $ 6,122,800 $ 150,700 $ 2,426,900 $ 2,082,400 $ 5,141,800 $ 779,900 $ 96,800 $ 833,200 $ 1,210,200 $ 612,100 $ 360,000 $ 1,446,600 $ 22,410,200 
February 912,800 3,422,000 264,900 2,806,200 1,935,500 2,248,200 756,100 184,800 527,500 1,226,400 698,300 349,900 1,284,200 16,616,800 
March 2,513,800 7,755,000 299,500 5,205,700 2,644,300 5,133,300 1,790,100 633,800 971,500 2,266,200 1,194,700 445,300 1,456,200 32,209,400 
April 3,258,400 10,507,600 1,306,500 7,557,800 3,275,400 4,404,900 3,568,400 986,800 1,609,700 2,121,900 1,405,300 546,800 1,653,300 42,202,800 
May 3,696,100 10,700,700 1,258,500 6,895,100 3,361,600 4,596,500 3,142,600 1,136,500 2,391,500 3,023,900 1,401,500 599,000 2,698,300 44,901,800 
June 3,566,400 10,122,800 889,500 7,277,300 7,204,400 4,308,500 6,410,900 1,495,200 2,206,000 2,121,600 1,866,100 530,600 1,833,300 49,832,600 
July 4,262,000 10,487,200 827,400 8,603,700 4,991,700 4,670,400 4,211,200 1,135,700 1,949,100 1.913,100 2,258,600 533,200 2,551,500 48,394,800 
August 3,455,100 8,868,600 858,500 6,497,600 4,581,500 3,310,300 3,587,700 910,400 1,950,700 2,386,600 1,784,200 441,000 1,896,100 40,528,300 
September 3,014,700 8,441,800 644,900 6,319,100 4,242,900 6,049,800 3,910,700 1,013,700 2,777,200 2,411,400 1,637,300 483,000 1,864,300 41,810,800 
October 4,754,500 10,413,500 930,000 8,435,800 10,936,700 6,152,100 4,151,000 859,500 2,632,100 1,803,000 1,942,600 691,800 2,397,700 55,100,300 
November 4,970,700 9,989,700 951,900 5,688,500 3,436,400 3,266,200 3,216,700 1,167,000 2,084,000 1,783,100 1,120,300 367,500 1,653,200 39,695,200 
December 4,711,700 7,620,400 660,600 + 7,950,400 3,357,500 5,660,800 5,153,300 674,298 1,633,600 1,841,200 2,883,100 1,009,500 2,083,800 45,140,100 

TOTAL $40,363,500 $104,451,600 $ 9,042,900 $ 75,664,100 $52,050,300 $52,942,800 $40,678,600 $10,094,400 $21,566,100 $24,108,600 $18,704,100 $ 6,357,600 $22,818,500 $478,843,100 
ba 

1936 
January $ 2,289,600 $ 9,141,000 $ 456,700 $ 6,312,600 $ 4,304,500 $ 3,466,200 $ 2,967,400 $ 486,700 $ 1,625,400 $ 1,685,500 $ 1,762,300 $ 531,900 $ 2,459,700 $ 37,439,500 
February 2,822,700 7,028,800 238,000 6,185,700 2,625,800 5,183,800 1,931,500 327,700 1,342,500 863,100 1,303,500 638,100 2,184,300 31,175,500 
March 3,997,200 12,697,100 520,500 7,299,600 5,720,400 5,743,300 3,822,500 1,076,400 3,999,800 3,559,100 2,420,300 874,000 3,490,400 55,220,600 
April 6,874,800 12,731,800 1,064,800 10,093,900 7,647,200 7,036,900 6,617,700 1,471,100 4,413,500 2,535,500 2,378,700 1,026,300 3,258,800 67,151,000 
May 5,748,700 13,272,500 1,469,100 12,140,200 7,643,600 6,454,600 6,688,400 1,518,300 5,517,900 3,342,100 2,530,800 1,019,600 2,907,600 70,253,400 
June 5,829,700 16,226,500 1,232,300 7,816,900 8,245,900 8,636,400 7,832,600 1,681,600 5,843,000 3,687,400 2,632,100 1,032,400 2,907,800 73,604,600 
duly 6,169,200 15,224,500 1,259,900 11,409,700 7,189,500 8,288,700 6,650,200 1,761,700 4,548,500 2,747,500 2,190,300 1,387,100 3,166,900 71,993,700 
August 12,621,700 20,462,700 6,981,600 12,147,500 8,684,000 10,836,200 14,549,300 1,576,000 4,848,300 2,647,800 2,125,900 871,500 3,170,000 100,522,500 
September 5,737,400 14,147,900 1,312,800 10,898,400 10,519,500 6,983,000 7,131,400 1,699,900 5,056,900 8,496,200 4,253,700 861,400 3,572,300 80,670,800 
October 5,711,100 17,159,600 2,362,600 12,492,300 8,156,700 8,760,800 7,285,000 1,711,000 65,236,800 2,987,600 2,348,800 1,937,600 3,514,300 79,664,200 
November 6,992,800 15,916,600 1,413,800 10,618,300 8,407,100 6,537,500 5,567,000 1,287,800 4,264,300 2,807,800 2,134,300 691,300 2,802,600 68,440,700 
December * 5,813,800 15,741,400 1,696,400 11,336,300 9,027,800 7,426,800 6,661,100 1,566,000 4,852,700 4,763,900 2,912,300 1,163,400 3,296,400 76,258,300 

TOTAL $69,058,700 $169,750,400 $19,008,500 $117,751,400 $88,172,000 $85,354,200 $77,704,100 $16,163,700 $51,549,600 $40,123,500 $28,993,000 $12,034,600 $36,731,100 $812,394,800 
*Estimated. 

“DODGE TERRITORIES” as tabulated above are defined as follows: New England States: Me, N.H., Vt., Mass., Conn., 
R.I.; Metropolitan N.Y. and Vicinity: Greater New York City including Northern N.J.; Upstate New York: N.Y. North of 
Greater New York City; Middle Atlantic States: Eastern Pa., Southern N.J., Del., Md., Va.; Pittsburgh Territory: Western 
Pa., W.Va. O., Ky.; Southeast Territory: N.C., S.C., Ga., Fla., Eastern Tenn., Ala.; Chicago Territory: Northern IIl., South- 
eastern Wis., Ia.; Central Northwest Territory: Minn., Northwestern Wis., Upper Peninsula Mich., N.Dak., S.Dak.; Southern 
Michigan Territory: Lower Peninsula Mich.; St. Louis Territory: Southern IIL, Eastern Mo., Ark., Western Tenn.; Kansas 
City Territory: Western Mo., Nebr., Kans., Okla.; New Orleans Territory: La., Miss., Texas Territory: Tex. 



1936 Home Building Analyzed 

1—The Percent Built for Owners’ 

Occupancy 

2—New Home Contracts 1930 to 1937 

3—Monthly Totals 1936 Construction 

4—Count of Major Building Industry 

Factors 

5—Single, Double and Multi-Family 

Dwelling Units Built in 1936 

6—1936 Homes by Price Classes 

7—Present Taste in Home Styles 

| ei present home building market is divided ap- 

proximately into two halves—with 57 per cent money 

value and 48 per cent number of houses being built in- 

dividually for owners and 43 per cent money value and 

52 per cent number of houses being built speculatively 

for sale or rent to home seekers. These significant fig- 

ures are from a study of residential contracts reported 

by the F. W. Dodge Corp. for the 37 states east of 

the Rockies for the first 9 months of 1936. L. Seth 

Schnitman, chief statistician of the Dodge organization, 

in releasing this study said, “As the year 1936 draws to 

a close it becomes apparent that the one-family house 

still dominates the residential building field. Dwellings 

erected for owners for their own occupancy still are 

the most important class, followed by those erected 

for sale or rent.” 
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1930 ~1936 

37 Eastern States 
Dodge Figures 

American Builder Chart 

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS IN 1936 

F, W. Dodge Figures for 37 States East of Rockies 

Public Works 
Month Residential Residential and Utilities Total 

Value Number 

January $ 37,439,500 4,831 $ 90,479,800 $ 76,873,500 $ 204,792,800 
February 31,175,500 4,176 62,610,900 48,263,800 142,050,200 
March 55,220,600 7,601 81,460,300 ‘62,297,400 198,978,300 
April 67,151,000 10,385 94,068, 100 73,412,500 234,631,600 
May 70,253,400 10,516 82,251,700 63,565,600 216,070,700 
June 73,604,600 10,211 79,078,900 80,371,100 233,064,600 

Total Ist 
Half Year $334,844,600 47,720 $489,949,700 $404,783,900 $1,229,578,200 

July $ 71,993,700 10,576 $ 96,125,200 $126,615,600 $ 294,734,500 
August 100,522,500 11,046 80,379,900 94,379,000 275,281 ,400 
September 80,670,800 11,396 69,098,700 84,502,000 234,271,500 
October 79,664,200 10,378 79,071,300 67,032,400 225,767,900 
November 68,440,700 9,498 65,895,300 73,868,200 208,204,200 
December* 64,779,600 8,482 57,227,200 56,085,800 178,092,600 

Total 2nd 
Half Year $456,071,500 61,376 $447,797,600 $502,483,000 $1,416,352,100 

Total 1936 $800,915,000 109,096 $937,747,300 $907,266,900 $2,745,930,300 
*Estimated 
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WHY A BUILDING REVIVAL WILL 

END UNEMPLOYMENT 

The construction industry is gigantic, widespread. It is 

carried on in villages, cities and farms—in some 3,072 

counties and 75,000 townships. Listed below are impor- 

tant groups that make up the building industry. 

THE MEN* 
1930 

Builders and Building Contractors 167,512 

Carpenters 766,787 

Retail Lumber Dealers (men) 34,070 

Laborers in Coal and Lumber Yards 73,232 

Architects 22,000 

Brick and Stone Masons and Tile Layers 157,180 

Painters, Glaziers and Varnishers (Bldg.) ........ 415,027 

Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters 164,601 

Plasterers and Cement Finishers 70,053 

Roofers and Slaters 23,636 

Structural Iron Workers (Bldg.) 25,400 

Designers and Draftsmen 100,430 

Tinsmith and Coppersmith and Sheetmetal Workers...................- 83,427 

Real Estate Agents and Officials 240,030 

Electricians 82,875 

Casares Riri ek roo ea Ee 57,897 

Laborers and Helpers, Bldg. Construction 419,802 

Apprentices to Bldg. and Hand Trades 40,133 

RETAIL STORES AND SALES, 1935** 
No. of Stores Firm Members Net Sales, 1935 

and Employees 
Lumber and Bldg. Material Dealers 21,039 101,054 $ 861,160,000 

Hardware Stores 26,951 72,184 466,552,000 

Heating and Plumbing Equipment 

Dealers 4,863 20,435 84,141,000 

Paint, Glass, Wallpaper Stores ........ 8,880 22,279 126,638,000 

Electrical Supply Stores .................... 1,471 4,708 22,134,000 

WHOLESALERS AND SALES, 1929**# 

Construction and Building Materials 

(Other than Metal and Wood) .... 3,222 46,979 —_1,009,846,000 

Lumber and Millwork .......................- 2,291 24,874 1,134,206,000 

Construction Equipment and Supplies 498 4,059 132,690,000 

Plumbing Equipment and Supplies .... 2,15! 30,327 701,746,000 

Heating Equipment and Supplies ... 635 6,025 117,921,000 

Refrigerators (Electric) ....................-- 172 7,950 104,292,000 

*U. S. Census 1930, includes building workers in all industries. 
**Census of Business 1935. 
***Census of Distribution 1929 

TYPES OF HOUSING 

Single Family, Double Houses and Multifamily Dwellings 

Built in Some 1468 Cities, Ten Months, 1936, 

As Reported by U. S. Department of Labor 

Units in Units in Unit in 

1-family 2-family Multifamily 
1936 Dwellings Dwellings Dwellings 

January 4,380 413 3,008 

RS oibegies aces 5,315 311 2,437 

March 8,522 738 2,249 

April . 9,636 906 2,485 

May 9,622 733 2,986 

June 10,324 813 8,350 

July 10,204 917 9,894 

August 9,988 763 5,673 

September 10,149 815 4,247 

October 10,544 873 4,482 

Total 88,684 7,282 45,811 
Total, all groups, 141,777 Family Units. 
Per Cent of Total ................ 63% 5% 32% 

43 

60% oF FHA InsureD Homes 

VALUED UNDER $7,000.22 

> 

Bars show valuation of New Residential 
Properties on which FHA Mortgages were 
accepted for Insurance in 1936 

> 

FHA Property Percent of Total Number 

VALUATION Ee Ce ee, Se, 

Under $2,000 

2,000 — 2,999 

3,000 — 3,999 

4,000 — 4999 16.61 % 

5,000 — 5,999 17.48% 

6,000 — 6,999 

7,000 — 7,999 

8,000 — 8,999 

9,000 — 9,999 

10,000 — 11,999. 

12,000 —15,999 

16,000 — 19,999 

$20,000 and Over [J .85% K Represents House and Lot 

A GOOD cross section of the value of residential properties (in- 

cluding house and lot) built in 1936 is given by the above chart. 

Half of the properties accepted for mortgage insurance by FHA 

were valued at less than $6,000. Houses valued between $4,000 

and $6,000 made up more than 1/3 of the total. Those above 

$12,000 made up only 7!/, per cent of the total. 

_ Present AMERICAN TASTE IN, 

2 Home Sty.es 

tigation among Niagara- 
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oo Building Costs in 1936 

Total Costs and Cubic Foot Costs of Identical House Built in 

Representative Cities in Feb., May., Aug. & Nov., 1936 

HE Federal Home Loan Bank Board reports that 

between August and November, 1936, the cost of 
building the same typical 6-room house went up 1 

per cent or more in 8 of the 24 cities making comparable 

reports for these two periods. In 4 cities the costs went 

down 1 per cent or more and in 12 cities costs remained 

the same or the change was less than 1 per cent. 

The largest increase of 9 per cent, or 2.1 cents per 

cubic foot, was reported by Pittsburgh, Pa. The change 

was principally due to wage increases. New Orleans, 

La., reported an increase of 5.3 per cent; and Los An- 

geles and San Diego, Calif., of 3.7 per cent and 3.1 per 

cent respectively. Cincinnati, O., and Phoenix, Ariz., 

both registered a drop of 3.1 per cent. 

Special attention is called to the description of the 

standard house on which costs are obtained. This house 

is a detached 6-room home of 24,000 cubic-feet volume. 

Living room, dining room, kitchen and lavatory on first 

floor ; 3 bedrooms and bath on second floor. Exterior is 

wide-board siding with brick and stucco as features of: 

design. Best quality materials and workmanship are used 

throughout. 
It is emphasized by the Federal Home Loan Bank Re- 

view, in releasing these figures that the costs reported 

do not represent the cost of building a completed house 

in any of the cities. The purpose of the reports is rather 

to give a true picture of movements of costs within each 

city and a reliable comparison of costs among all report- 

ing cities. The house is not completed ready for occu- 

pancy. It includes all fundamental structural elements. 
In figuring costs, current prices on the same building 

materials list are obtained every 3 months from the same 

dealers, and current wage rates are obtained from the 

same reputable contractors and operative builders. 

Total costs and cubic-foot costs of building the same standard house in representative cities in specific months 
[Source: Federal Home Loan Bank Board] 

Total building cost Cubic-foot cost 
Federal ped Loan Bank Districts, ; 

tates, and cities ing August May — — August May pi 

No. 3—Pittsburgh: 
Delaware: 
CS eee ET $5,258 | $5,259 | $5,290 | $5,213 $0.219 | $0.219 | $0.220 | $0.217 

Pennsylvania: 
SOO TOT ETT 5,408 5,405 5,439 5,371 .225 235 .227 .224 
IE RT 5,010 4,929 4,870 4,584 . 209 . 205 . 203 .191 
| SER et a 5,920 5,433 5,405 5,474 .247 . 226 aa .228 

West Virginia: ‘ 
ER TT 5,696 5,564 5,477 5,475 .237 . 232 .228 . 228 
| ET ROLLE S0ee | simak: 3 haan. @ ae Ce | aes Do oe. 2 ee 

No. 5—Cincinnati: 
Kentucky: 

Lexington.............. 5,183 5,196 5,079 4,952 .216 .216 .212 . 206 
me Louisville 5,456 5,338 5,326 5,384 .227 yy 222 .224 

io: 
en |, ee 5,748 5,932 5,827 5,809 . 239 .247 . 243 . 242 
EEE: 6,288 6, 240 6,222 6,051 . 262 . 260 .259 cane 
EEL NE, 5,778 5, 850 5,529 5,522 .241 . 244 . 230 . 230 

Tennessee: 
Ee 5,092 5,080 5,120 4,841 303 «a2 .213 . 202 
hi Sal la ea 5,094 5,096 5,089 5,030 212 .212 a2 .210 

No. 9—Little Rock: 
Arkansas: 
TT 5,136 5,202 5,215 $215 .214 .217 «217 aad 

Louisiana: 
New Orleans................................. 5,395 5,124 5,075 5,075 .225 .214 .211 211 

Mississippi: 
IN ciecsicisncenicieviobinieivndeteliaed 5,412 5,365 5333 5,319 «aes .224 .222 .222 

New Mexico: 
ms Albuquerque................-.....--- 5,827 5,779 5,625 5,625 . 243 241 . 234 .234 
exas: 
ee 5,641 5,641 i en sae .235 oe aoe 
Houston 5,759 5,759 - fe . 240 . 240 . ie 
RO 5,538 5,532 5,532 5,464 231 .231 .231 . 228 

No. 12—Los Angeles: 
Arizona: 

Phoenix : 5,843 6,032 6,112 6,044 . 243 ay | 255 ane 
California: ’ 

Los Angeles 5,489 5,301 5,239 5,316 ,229 ~aal .218 .221 
San Diego 5,338 5,177 5,198 $225 "222 .216 .217 .218 
San Francisco 6,222 6,152 a nner .259 .256 a | to 

Nevada: 
Reno 6,354 6,313 6,324 6,097 . 265 . 263 . 263 .254 



Popular Home Designs for 1937 Building 

HOME planning ideas for this 

year’s market presented on the 

following Design Section pages 

THE CAPE COD Cottage with attached 

garage illustrated above was chosen as the 

January House of the Month; the style 

promises to be as popular in the small house 

tield during 1937 as it has been for the past 

several years. A. J. Weil, Chicago, was 

the designer and builder of this well pro- 

portioned and carefully planned five-room 

model home. He has included numerous 

modern construction features in the layout 
which add efficiency and reduce building 

cost. A good sized combination living and 

dining room follows present trends. Kitchen, 

lavatory and bath are grouped for econ- 

omy; utility room is of ample size. 

Exterior detailing is well handled, particu- 
larly the entrance which is shown at the left. 

The colors of the select common brick, in- 
teresting angled header course below 

cornice, light trim and green blinds combine 

to give a pleasing effect. The house is lo- 

cated in Wilmette, Ill. 

PLANS, ELEVATIONS AND DETAILS 

GIVEN ON THE NEXT TWO PAGES 

45 
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NUMEROUS variations are possible in the basic plan 

shown below. If a basement is desired, the space taken 

for the utility room can be used for a den, separate din- 

ing room or extra bedroom connecting with the hall. 

Also third bedroom can be added over the garage. 

On opposite page, fireplace illustration shows built-in 

shelves and section indicates how an ash pit has been in- 

cluded in a basementless house; access is from the utility 

room which has a floor level slightly below grade. Inside 

walls of the utility room are open from bottom of first 

floor joists to the top of utility floor curb, allowing for 

air circulation under house. 

Cost Key is 1.666—137—(840)—(36)—21—16 
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OUTLINE SPECIFICATION 

January House of the Month, Wilmette, Ill. 

A. J. Weil, Chicago, Designer and Builder 

CONSTRUCTION—Brick veneer on full foundation with 
footing and drain tile. Standard wood framing, Sisalkraft paper 
over wood sheathing. 
INSULATION—Balsam-Wool in exterior walls and roof; 

Red Top insulation used in garage ceiling. 1st fl. insulated with 
Sisalkraft paper; 2nd fl. insulated with sound deadening. 
FLOOR & TRIM—Oak floors in all rooms except kitchen 

which is inlaid linoleum; gum trim; birch doors. 
FIREPLACE—Natural wood burning fireplace with ash drop 

and damper; face of opening dull black matt tile; hearth of one 
piece slate 1” thick. Mantel and bookshelves above. 
PLUMBING FIXTURES—Standard plumbing fixtures. 
HEATING SYSTEM—Air conditioned; cleansed, humidified, 

warm air. “Juneaire”’ furnace with Silent Glow oil burner and 
550 gal. storage tank. Automatic controls and thermostat. Hot 
water coil in furnace with 40 gal. storage tank. 
ROOF—Heavy asphalt 3 in 1 shingles with additional 304 

felt asphalt paper applied first. 
STORM SASH-— light storm sash; convertible storm doors. 
SCREENS—Brass screens with convertible screen doors. 
GLASS—Libbey-Owens-Ford quality “A” glass. 
GARAGE DOOR—National upward-acting garage door. 
HARDWARE—Dull chrome in liv-dining room, chrome in 

kitchen, lav. and bath; glass knobs in bedrooms; solid brass in 
utility, garage and exterior doors; front door cadmium plated. 
CAULKING—AIl door and window openings in brick are 

caulked. 
ELECTRICAL OUTLETS—Sufficient outlets for lamps and 

equipment properly placed with regard to furniture. 
SPECIAL SILLS—Red face brick sills laid with cement joints. 
CLOTHES CHUTE—Galvanized sheet metal chute. 
WATER SUPPLY—Deep drilled well and Deming pump. 
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CHIMNEY and entrance combine in a most attractive way. 

MASSIVE 

CHIMNEY, 

STUDIO LIVING- 

ROOM FEATURE 

ENGLISH HOUSE 

John J. Cappelli, Builder 

Louis Kurtz, A.LA., 

Architect 

ONE of the most admired houses 

in the Riverdale section of New 

York City is this substantial Eng- 

lish structure which was the result 

of the co-operation of a good 

builder and a good architect. The 

massive chimney has attracted un- 

usual attention. The house has con- 

crete floors and heavy insulation. 
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FLOOR plans reveal a spacious and comfortable home, well planned and 

well built. The studio living room, shown below, is the outstanding feature 

of the house, which is owned by an artist. A balcony runs across one end, 

and the other is dominated by the heavy window, letting in north light. 

Cost Key is 2.088—185—1490—62—27—25 



ONE-LEVEL HOUSE 

CURVED CEILING 

IN GREENWICH, Conn., this rambling brick house, de- 

signed by Architect Harrison Gill, establishes a high for 

good, forward-looking yet practical design in a small house. 

It is all on one level with a heater room off the kitchen. 

The living room is admirably laid out, with three exposures, 

and is finished in stained pine with ivory doors and trim. 

The curved ceiling is a striking feature. 

Cost Key is 1.633—197—(1367)—(58)—21—22 



THE SIMPLE details of 

this entrance give life 

to an otherwise bare 

corner. Walls are of 

second-hand brick, 

painted with oil paint. 

Roof is of red cedar 

shingles. Outside trim 

is painted cream color. 

BED ROOM"! 
14-0°X12"3" 

LIVING ROOM 
236 X14-6° 

DINING ROOM 
14°6:X13"0" 

AIR CONDITIONER 

OFF KITCHEN 

THE ROCKY soil of Connecticut makes basements 

expensive. This house has a winter air conditioning 

plant located in a small room off the kitchen and near 

the back entrance. Maximum economy in installation 

is achieved by this central location, which is also next 

to the living room fireplace so that one chimney only 

is required. Modern, attractive heating equipment 

makes such a furnace room entirely unobjectionable 

in such a location. 
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JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE HOME 

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA "YOUR House of Today,"' a model home built co-operatively by 

Jas. L. Gatling, Architect 

Curtis F. Hooks, Builder 

FIRMS COOPERATING 
CONCRETE, Sloss-Sheffield Co. 
FLOORING—OAK BLOCK, E. L. 

Bruce & Co. 
HARDWARE, Grayson Lumber Co. 
HEATING PLANT, Alabama Coals, Inc. 
COAL STOKER, Geo. F. Wheelock Co. 
BUILDING MATERIAL AND LUMBER, 

Barnett Lumber Co. 
LIVE RUBBER FLOORING—KITCHEN 
AND BATHS, Goodyear Rubber Co. 

MORTAR AND CEMENT, Southern 
Cement Co. 

PAINT, WALL PAPER AND VARNISH, 
Birmingham Paint & Glass Co. 

PLASTER, Certain-teed Products Co. 
PLUMBING, J. H. Morris Plumbing Co. 
ROOF, Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co. 
SASH, DOORS, CABINETS, Birming- 

ham Sash & Door Co. 
TILE, Wimberly & Thomas Hardware Co. 
SHEET METAL, Alabama Tin Shop 
VITROLITE AND MARSH TILE, Build- 

ers Supply Co. 
WIRING AND LIGHTING FIXTURES, 

Simmons Electric Co. 
WROUGHT IRON RAILING, Avon 

Iron & Wire Co. 
PLUMBING, Peerless Alabama Co. 
BUILDING LOT, Schultz-Hodo Realty. 
LANDSCAPING, Pauly Nurseries 
INTERIOR DECORATIONS, Miss Cary 

Johnson and Leon C. Bailey 
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR, R. B. 

Broyles Furniture Co. 
GAS RANGE, WATER HEATER, 

SPACE HEATER, Birmingham Gas Co. 

two dozen contractors and building supply people and sponsored 

by the Junior Chamber of Commerce recently opened and has 

so far been visited by 35,000 persons, who paid 25 cents each 

admission charges. The home is air conditioned with heating 

plant placed in a small room adjoining the kitchen. The kitchen 

is all electrical, the bathroom walls are of vitrolite, the living room 

walls of fir, one of the bedrooms is finished in masonite and 

others have paper or plaster walls. The house is of colonial style, 

whitewashed brick and with steel shingle roof. 

Cost Key is 1.847—200—(1740)—(72)—19—23 
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INTERIORS of model home sponsored by the Junior Chamber of Commerce in Birmingham, Ala., and visited to date by 

more than 35,000 persons. ABOVE is view of living room wh’'ch has walls of fir plywood covered with lauan wood, imported 

from the Philippines. BELOW to left is shown the heating and air conditioning plant in the heater room adjacent to the 

kitchen. Coal is fed to the furnace direct from the coal bin by a “bin-feed” coal stoker. Below to right is a view during 

construction showing Reynolds insulation used between brick and plaster of exterior walls and between the ceilings and roof. 
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FEATURES: 

Heating—Moncrief Winter Air 

Conditioning 

Insulation—2" Rock Wool Bats in 

roof 

Floors—Select oak throughout 

Doors—Birch 

Finish—Gum first and second floors, 

pine on third floor 

Plumbing—Copper pipes, Standard 

Plumbing Fixtures 

Pine-panelled recreation room in 

basement 

Garage—Crawford Upward Acting 

Doors 

Frame—Pine with brick veneer over 

sheathing on three sides. Brick 

veneer and siding in front. 

Price Class—$1 1,000. 

Cost Key is 1.678—1I 13—780—893—24—13 

COMPACT COLONIAL 

AT UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, CLEVELAND A 

C. S. Kinney, Builder V 

Leonard Broida, Architect 
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CONCRETE MASONRY HOUSE 

AT CINCINNATI SIDE-HILL home with three big rooms on the upper level, 
and garage and basement entered from the lower side. 

Walks are of cinder concrete block finished with white 

Walter Koenig, Builder portland cement stucco. 

Cost Key is 1.072—138—848—37—1I5—16 
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~ROCHELLE 

CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE 

MODEL 

HOUSE 

George J. Ferns- 

child, Jr., Architect 

Cameron Construc- 

tion Co., Builder 

THE unusually cheerful and 

attractive kitchen is further 

improved by a circular wall 

at one end, with a circular 

seat intended for quick meals 

or breakfasts. This makes 

the breakfast nook part of 

the kitchen and adds spa- 

ciousness to it and makes a 

most attractive spot without 

wasting much space. 

THE RECREATION room 

below is finished in knotty 

pine, has an attractive fire- 

place and French doors at 

one end opening upon a 

porch. This has been made 

an attractive, cheerful room. 

De ei, 

sci a 

POON iii escent 

FLOORS of the recrea- 

tion room are of Johns- 

Manville 3/I6-inch as- 

phalt tiles, laid over a 

well waterproofed con- 

crete slab. The entire 

basement was carefully 

laid out to be fully used 

throughout and is dry, 

warm and _ attractive. 



LOW COST GARDEN HOME 

Built by Pepper Construction Co., Chicago, near 

Palatine, Illinois, for Arthur T. McIntosh Co. 

60 

WHILE this house was planned as a 

flexible unit for subsistence home- 

stead development, it would with few 

changes serve equally well as a sum- 

mer cottage or low cost home in town 

or city. The house shown here repre- 

sents a minimum accommodation to 

keep the original cost very low. 

Two bedrooms and closet space 

can be finished on the second floor; 

the one on the first floor would be 

used as a dining room and the closet 

open into the vestibule. A basement 

and furnace would replace the oil 

heater placed under the stairs. Blinds 

will improve the exterior appearance. 

Cost Key is .869— 
116—732—3!—13—11 
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Plan For a Modern Basement. 

Successful builders must know every 

phase of basement space utilization 

to meet new demands of home buyers 

By LYMAN M. FORBES 

comfortable basements into houses is becoming 

more important every day. Rapid development of 

automatic heating units has made residential basement 

space increasingly useful and valuable. 
A central heating plant no longer sprawls in the center 

of a modern basement. It has been replaced by a com- 

pact, streamlined unit that will operate efficiently from | 

practically any point. Bulky head-bumping ducts no 

longer lurk overhead, awaiting unwary owners. Flat 

ducts now hug joists, leaving plenty of head room. Us- 

able space that formerly was wasted has been made avail- 

able by the development of modern oil burners, gas heat- 

ing units and coal stokers. 

The many uses to which basement space can be put | 

are too well known to need reviewing here. On the other 

hand, the best ways of making this space available are 
not so well understood. There are many opportunities 

to create striking new effects because of the ways in 

which basements are being “dressed up.” The purpose 

of this department is to present and discuss the many 

improvements, conveniences and modern methods that | 

are making attractive basements one of the strongest 

selling features of 1937 homes. This is to be an idea 

department for those who plan homes, with details for ] 

practical men on the job who build and install modern 

conveniences of all kinds. 

The department includes a consulting service on base- 

ment designing and building. Readers are invited to sub- 

mit problems of basement planning or construction. If 

you are having trouble arranging a basement to meet 
some special need, or some new requirement of an own- 

er, write a letter to “Plan for a Modern Basement De- { 
partment” in care of American Builder. Suggestions 

dealing with your problem will be sent without charge. 

It takes more than a golden slipper in the form of | 
an automatic heating unit to make a Basement Cinder- 

ella ready for presentation at the court of prospective 

home buyers. She must be properly dressed from head 

to toe. A basement that is to be used merely for storage, 

as a laundry, or while firing a furnace or boiler need not 

be finished. A modern basement that is to be used for 

recreation or living purposes must be ready for visitors 

at any time. 

Each builder should become a basement expert who 

can talk at length on any specialized requirement that 

may arise. To do this he should know the merits of all 

modern equipment, materials, and conveniences used in 

basements; for present-day prospects and clients may ] 
want to make some unique and entirely new use of their 

basements. He should be prepared for anything. 

T= ability of contractor-builders to put attractive, 

This timely new department, ‘‘Plan 

for a Modern Basement,”’ will present 

new ways of designing and building 

attractive residential basements that 
have maximum sales appeal. One or 

more of the following subjects will be 
presented each month. 

Heating plant 
Coal stokers 
Boilers for coal stokers 
Dustless coal bins 
Dustless coal 
Coal windows that cut delivery costs 
Hot Water Circulators 

Oil burners 
Boiler units 
Oil storage 

Gas boilers 

Air conditioners 
Furnace fans and filters 
Flues, ducts, piping 
Thermostats, timestats, aquastats, 

safety controls 

Water heaters 
Coal, Gas, Oil, electric 

Incinerators 

Water supply for rural and suburban 
homes 

Pumps 
Pressure tanks 
Water softeners and filters 

Basement drainage 
Sump pumps—back-water gates 
Cast iron drain lines under buildings 
Water—damp-proof walls and floors 

Basement lighting 

Basement cooking 
Bottled gas 

Recreation rooms 
Entrances and stairways 
Wall finishes 
Floor coverings 
Recreation equipment 
Bar—billiard table—home work- 
equipment 

Arrangement of basement space 
Treatments of various sizes and shapes 

Basement windows, area-ways, doors 

Basement heating for comfort 

Fruit and vegetable storage 
Basement store rooms 

Basement toilet, showers 

Ceiling construction to isolate base- 
ment from main floor 

Headroom, clear spans, fireproof first 
floor 

Basement decorative schemes 

‘‘Tricky basements’’ sell the home 
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A partial list of the subjects to be presented in this 

department appears in the accompanying “box.” Taken 
individually these topics might seem relatively unimpor- 

tant, yet each is so closely related and intermingled in 

the complex business of producing an attractive modern 

basement that it cannot be ignored. Readers who follow 

each issue of this department will be able to discuss mod- 
ern basements in ways that will impress clients with their 

well rounded knowledge and many ideas. 
In modern homes it is not considered “fittin’ and pro- 

per” to lead guests from an attractive living or dining 

room to a unique basement recreation room by way of 
the kitchen, where dishes are being washed, then through 

a dark or chilly hallway, down painted, open-tread stairs 

with no hand rail. Such a route to the basement might 

be acceptable in a “conversion job” in an existing house, 
but in a new home, where a modern basement recreation 

room has been included in original plans, it should not 

be tolerated. 

In order to make this department more valuable to 

readers, and to further the development of effective 
basement utilization, American Builder has engaged 

architectural talent to explore the many interesting 

possibilities, and to conduct research on problems of 

basement development. These findings will be pre- 
sented regularly, with descriptive matter that will en- 

able the reader to adapt and use many salable ideas. 

George W. Murison, Jr., of Chicago, was asked to 

develop some treatments of stairways leading to base- 

ment recreation rooms direct from upstairs living quar- 

ters. A tendency frequently noted in homes with base- 

ment recreation rooms was pointed out. Owners who in- 

sist on conservative, conventional interiors and furnish- 

ings in upstairs rooms often welcome the opportunity to 

use bright colors and modernistic effects downstairs. The 

stairway that connects the basement and first floor of 
such a home must effect a transition between two totally 

different decorative styles. 

With the foregoing considerations in mind, Mr. Mur- 

ison prepared the plan and details shown at the bottom 
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of this page, and the supplementary sketches on the fac- 
ing page. The plan shows a stairway from basement to 

second floor, placed in an open well. Various treatments 

of rails and walls are suggested. 

The open stairway shown in the plan below was de- 

signed for a house in which the basement is to be lived 

in and used regularly. No doorway has been indicated 

between the two floors. One can look over the first floor 

railing and see part of the basement recreation room. 

This means that the basement floor should be carpeted, 

covered with linoleum, or composition tile in mastic, and 

that the walls should be decorated, plastered, covered 

with wallboard, insulation board, plywood, hard-board, 

or other suitable wall covering. 

The use of a single stair well for an entire house is 

currently popular, because it is a space-saving arrange- 
ment. If it involves use of an open stairway from living 

room to basement, special care must be taken in finishing 

and enclosing the recreation room. It should be clean, 

dry, and draft-free. Special attention should be given to 

soil drainage outside the house, so that water does not 
force its way into the basement after heavy rains. Walls 

should be insulated. Provisions should be made for heat- 

ing the recreation room in winter, and adequate venti- 

lation should be provided to keep the basement from 

“sweating” in summer. 
The stairways shown in the accompanying sketches 

would be effective even though the upper end were placed 

in a stair hall, or were closed off by a door. The illustra- 
tions show stair treatments without attempting to solve 

problems of room arrangement and house design. When 

a basement stairway is made part of a living room, there 

usually should be a separate grade entrance to the laun- 

dry and heater room from outside the house. It might 

otherwise be necessary to bring wet laundry up from the 

basement and through the living room to reach the back 

yard. Similar problems would be encountered in the han- 

dling of supplies that are stored in the basement, mov- 
ing of storm sash and screens, garden tools, and in the 

disposal of ashes where solid fuels are used. 
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ARCHITECTURAL rendering of recreation room stairway, especially designed for American Builder by George W. Murison, Jr. 
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Regardless of its location, the landing at the top of 

the basement stairs is an important spot, and espe-- 

cially so when access to the basement is through a living 
room. In the ideal plan this landing should provide rea- 

sonably direct circulation to practically any point on the 

first floor. It might be placed between two open arches 

that connect a living room and dining room. It might be 

placed in an enclosed hallway that gives access to an at- 

tached garage. 
The stairway was considered by Mr. Murison as a 

piece of furniture, part of a room, and as an object of . 

beauty in its own right. He has emphasized strong hori- 

zontals in the open rails to give a modern effect suitable 

for stylistic surroundings. Yet this railing would not be 

out of place in conventional surroundings, and should be 

accepted in the same way that the horizontal slats of 

Venetian blinds are accepted today. A strong recommen- 

dation for this stairway is that it is inexpensive—a fac- 

tor that will be carefully considered in all architectural 

presentations that appear in this department. 
The laminated posts also present a new use of hori- 

zontals. A laminated post was suggested because it should 

be stronger and less likely to split than if made from a 

single piece. The projecting horizontal parts of the posts 

provide natural terminals for the open rails, and continue 

the strong horizontal effect. If desired, a bolt can be 

inserted in the center of each post to give added strength. 

The entire railing and stairway suggest bold use of 

color, as indicated on the plan, with treads and rails 

painted one color, risers, uprights and stringers painted 

another. Where a more costly effect is desired, the rails 

and posts could be made of two different woods, stained 

and waxed to bring out variations in color and grain. 
The transition from conventional first floor to modern 

basement is indicated by several different treatments. In 

the plan elevation, open rails of the basement stairway 
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MODERNISTIC effects in a basement stairway, created by use of 

a laminated railing with narrow set-backs, finished in contrasting 

colors, with horizontal metal bands at top of the basement wall. 
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NARROW wood panels on this basement stair rail lends harmonious 

variety to the wider panels used above. Detail (lower right) shows 

base moulding and casing treatment used for basement doorway. 

are cut off below the first floor level. Beneath that point 

the stairway has been covered with vertical boards and 

battens to a point 4” below the open hand rail. Horizon- 

tal boards and battens would have been equally effective. 

Structural insulation board-tile, plywood, or other cov- 

ering materials might have been used. In this way the 

stair is enclosed, and space that might otherwise have 

been wasted is used as a closet. The closet door (see 

right hand elevation of plan) is made of boards with 

concealed battens. It obviously is a door, yet it continues 

the same general effect as the stairway enclosure. No 

effort at concealment has been made. This provides a 

suitable “break” between the closet and basement walls. 

The latter may be plastered, decorated cement blocks, 

insulation board, plywood, wallboard, or other material. 

Sketches on page facing the plan show various 

treatments of basement and second floor stairways, with 

cross-section details of mouldings. 

The panel treatments shown are inexpensive and easily 

produced. The striking streamlined effect was suggested 

by a department store escalator. It is particularly well 

suited to a recreation room where strong modern treat- 
ments are desired. Striking color effects could be pro- 

duced by painting each of the set-backs of the built-up 
railing’a different, graduated shade of the same color, in 

harmony with the solid color used on the side. 

BASEMENT CONSULTING SERVICE 

IF YOU have some special problem of basement de- 
sign, or have been asked to construct a basement 

suitable for some new or unique use, write to "Plan 

For a Modern Basement,” in care of AMERICAN 

BUILDER. Your questions will be answered and sug- 
gestions will be offered without charge. 
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Air C
onditi

oned 
Shop 

Buildi
ng 

Installation Using Deep Well Cooling 

F THE small shop buildings com- 

O pleted in the last year, one located 

in Winnetka, Ill., North Shore Chi- 

cago suburb, is most interesting both from 

design and equipment standpoints. The 

street elevation is well handled in English Tudor style 

to conform with the general scheme of the surrounding 

business district. A conditioning system which delivers 

filtered air, cooled in summer, heated and humidified in 

winter, makes the building ideal for its two tenants, a 

dress shop and a beauty parlor. 

W. L. Suter, Chicago architect, has given the front of 

this small structure a dignified and imposing appearance. 

Lannon stone with a base of Indiana limestone was used; 

awning covers and window trim are Alumilite finish 

aluminum. Glass block serve as a display window screen 

in the dress shop, as seen in the illustration below. A 

4-inch layer of Red Top rock wool between the suspended 

joists insulates the ceilings. 

The drawings on the opposite page show the details 

of the conditioning system. There is no basement under 

the property, the heat supply coming from the building 

next door; a small utility room at the rear houses the 

deep-well pump, Crane heat exchange unit and control 

panel. The well was drilled to a depth of 260 feet and 

delivers water at about a 50 degree temperature to the 

Assures Year 'Round Shopping Comfort 

for Winnetka, IIl., Business Property 

conditioning unit during periods when cooling is required. 

The sheet metal supply duct runs along the building 

above the dividing partition through which the branch 

ducts are carried. Return ducts of poured concrete, 

lined with Celotex hardboard, are placed under the floor 

at the wall line. The return grilles are located just above 

the baseboard and connect down to the concrete trunk 

with short ducts in outside walls. The workroom area 

at the rear has a separate. return through the back wall 

of the utility room. Layout of this duct work is indi- 

cated in the plan and section on the opposite page; also 

shown are the pump unit in the photo at the left and one 

end of the heat transfer unit at the right, including the 

hot and cold supply lines, valves, indicators and ducts. 

McKeown Bros., Chicago, had the general contract and 

J. E. Miller of Evanston was the heating contractor. 

The building has a content of approximately 55,000 

cubic feet and cost 17.63 cents per cube without heating 

and conditioning, which added 4.87 cents per cubic foot. 

This total of 22.5 cents does not include architect’s fee, 

decorating and lighting fixtures. 

ATTRACTIVE front of Winnetka, Ill., air conditioned shop building designed by Architect W. L. Suter and built by McKeown hee, 

both of Chicago. The vacant shop is now occupied by a beauty parlor; both tenants benefit from the summer cooling. 
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RIGHT: Deep well pump unit used in conditioning 

system to supply water for cooling; black painted sup- 

ply pipe is connected to heat transfer unit through 

flexible hose as shown in other illustration. 
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ABOVE DRAWINGS show plan, section, front elevation and details giving construction features of air conditioned shop layout and indi- 

cating location of ducts and supply lines. The cost including heating and conditioning was 22.5 cents per cubic foot exclusive of archi- 

tect's fee, decorating and fixtures; cubage, about 50,000 cu. ft. 
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" ‘Thhieg the Edge Off Winter 

Improved environment through 

mechanical equipment 

“deadly effect of winter environment.” The out- 

of-doors was my chief habitat in all seasons then 

and, except for chapped hands and face in cold weather 

and stone bruises in warm weather, nothing mattered 

much if there was plenty to eat. There always was. So 

it was some time before the word “environment” meant 

anything to me and still longer before the “deadly effect” 

meant much. The older folks seemed to patronize la 

grippe in the winter and other ailments during the sum- 

mer, but they were obliged to remain indoors so much of 

the time compared to the youngsters and the farmer peo- 

ple that we felt sorry for them even if we did not know 

what “environment” stood for. 

But there is a growing appreciation of the word and 

a growing suspicion among most of us that only by an 

improvement in our in-door environments can we protect 

ourselves from many of the ills which we had previously 

blamed on an all-wise providence. The doctors have 

shown us that what many took for careless feeding of the 

babies in the hot weather arose particularly from the 

consequences of overheated bodies. Their little insides 

could not operate properly with so much of the blood sup- 

ply drawn to the skin in order to keep their inside tem- 

peratures normal. That we might call the deadly effect 

of summer environment. 

To go a little further in the way of environment and 

Wives I was younger they used to speak of the By V. L. SHERMAN 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 

Lewis Institute of Technology, Chicago 

possibly to clear up a term which is being mishandled 

more frequently as information on air conditioning 

spreads. Under certain conditions a surgical patient un- 

dergoes a “shock” after an operation. By this is meant, 

I believe, the consequence of undue loss of water from 

the system by perspiration, injury to the body, or any 

marked depletion of water from the circulation as a 

whole. The surgeons, I know, have done as much as they 

could to procure, as nearly as possible, a normal mental 

environment. They are not so cold blooded as many of 

us imagine. But it takes little imagination for most of 

us to sweat when we think of being opened up on an 

operating table. A comfortable atmospheric environment 

would help us along through the operation and after- 

wards, if we did not have to leave it too quickly. 

Supposing, however, that upon finishing the operation, 

and in our weakened and unstable state of being, we were 

to be wheeled into a terrifically hot room we might suffer 

from “post-operative shock.” “Shock” to the medical 

brethren is a pretty definite term. But the word “shock” 

as used in the study of air conditioning is that marked 
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sensation of warmth or chill which we experience when 

passing from one extreme to another of temperature and 

humidity without ample protection to the skin. Perhaps 

privately I might add that between the two terms it is 

really only a question of degree. A normal person would 

compensate automatically within a reasonable time. An 

unstable person might become sick for a while at least. 

That is a long discourse on environment, but we are 

coming to appreciate the fact that there is such a thing 

and that many of our ills are our own fault rather than 

the ordinations of an all-wise providence. Figure 1 is 

chosen to show a piece of equipment which can rid us 

of bad in-door winter environment. There are other pieces 

and other means, of course, but as my predilection is 

effectiveness combined with size this one is shown. The 

air conditioning unit shown in Figure 1 is an oil burning 

unit. It can be had with gas. This unit can supply 190,000 

British thermal units per hour by means of properly 

conditioned air or, combined with a compressor, almost 

four tons of refrigeration and properly conditioned air 

in the summer time. For such a load only modern equip- 

ment of the better type can stand only six feet in height 

and with proportional floor space. 

Considerable work in research and design was neces- 

sary to bring out such units. The market is by no means 

restricted to this particular unit, but it is a good thing 

to know that the home owner through his general con- 
tractor has such means for home comfort within his 

reach, and that the results to be obtained are not a mat- 

ter of speculation. As has been suggested previously it 

is not altogether required that all house space be air con- 

ditioned during the winter. Some spaces may be supplied 

with heat enough for comfort if little used and still come 

up to requirements. The attached garage is an example. 

Or it might be that some added direct radiation would 

prove effective. So we have, in such a unit as is shown, 

connections for direct radiation. Added to this we can 

have domestic hot water supply, tank or tankless. 

_It seems then that our old days of “deadly winter en- 

vironment” are about to be ended if we avail ourselves 

of means which can equal such a unit. To get back to 

the reasons for favoring size or, really, lack of size. In 

order to produce the heat or the coolness or the moisture 

or the lack of moisture which must 

fact may be repeated that under present day conditions 

of financing a home the Federal Housing Administra- 

tion’s policy points to a much greater comfort for the 

home owner. With his long term mortgage and the elimi- 

nation of refinancing and the low rate of interest he has 

a great many advantages which were not to be procured 

in the “good old days.” Then, to secure as much in the 

way of results as his finances would allow, his home’s 

design had to toe the mark in certain particulars. It might 

be well to point these out, because even under present 

conditions in financing the prospective owner may not 

recognize his advantages. 
It used to be said never to build the living room under 

12 feet in width because if you did the living room could 

never be more than half occupied in cold weather without 

discomfort. There was not so much talk about radiant 

heat losses in those days or the deserved concern about 

proper insulation. Then there was the thought that win- 

dows should never be placed less than 15 feet from a fire- 

place. The reasons were the same but more emphatic, 

losses from the body by radiant heat to the walls and 

windows unless one wanted an uncomfortable gain 

through radiant heat from the fireplace. Sometimes the 

answer was, leave out the fireplace. But after the war the 

idea of keeping the “home fires burning” seemed to take 

shape in a real return to the open fireplace and they are 

now more popular than ever. 
It was often a ticklish business in those days to get 

the floor layouts and the cubage and the window loca- 

tions into suitable relationship. To please the prospec- 

tive home owner and his wife and yet to feel sure that 

after a year of service the house would match their re- 

quirements without complete dissatisfaction was some- 

times a job. But times have changed. In those days, to 

come within the estimates, and to come up to the antici- 

pated size, there was a heat loss coefficient through the 

average wall of about .25 to .30 Btus per hour to cope 

with. With narrow rooms and fashionable windows and 

window spacings the problem became more intricate. 

With breakfast nooks and dining alcoves increasing in 

popularity it became more of a problem. 
This sketch in Figure 2 is meant to show the differ- 

ence between present day possibilities in design and what 

be assured in an air conditioned home 

it is necessary always to work toward 

efficiency if the results are to be ob- 

tained by smaller units. The urge to- 

ward smaller units has brought about 

efficiencies in all of the parts of the 

unit. Just as the power of the modern 
locomotive has been tremendously in- 

creased without proportionate in- 
crease in size so has the heating unit 

and the cooling unit and the whole 
air conditioning unit been improved. 

When a prospective owner looks over 

such units he must remember the size 

in the present equipment must not be 

compared to size of the old days. 

The next subject matter is not me- 

chanical equipment but is second 

cousin to it. The sketch shown in Fig- 

ure 2 has to do with winter, or sum- 

mer, environment in the home. Just 

now we will say winter, and later on 

there will be time for hot weather. The 

FIG. 2. GLASS BRICK BAY AND 

CONVECTORS PROVIDE 

WARMTH AND BRIGHTNESS 

FOR SMALL DINING SPACE. 
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one could not have done a few years ago. As is often the 
case one end of the living room could be arranged to be 

used as a dining room. A dining room or a dining alcove 

should be bright and it should be warm. If the floor 

space is relatively small it sometimes has more appeal to 
the younger house-wife as a cozy place to eat. The prob- 

lem now is not so difficult. Glass bricks will admit the 

light and at the same time provide a heat transmission 

coefficient of the average wall. Unless my memory is at 

fault glass brick a bit under 4 inches thick, with vacuum 

space sealed in, comes to about .29 Btus per square foot. 

They can be had without clear vision which gives bright- 

ness to a room without adding unattractive views. 
This last point is one which is of great advantage. In 

industrial work it might be well to give workmen plenty 

of light without the distraction of the out-of-doors, and 

also to provide prismatic surface to reduce the sunlight 

effect. But to take advantage of this, glass walls or sec- 

tions of walls can be used when the same reasons appeal 

to the householder. Some believe that a full wall, floor to 
ceiling, of glass to be the “better treatment,” but I can- 

not entirely agree with that. To be effective there should 
be enough glass wall to make it part of the design, and 

since it must be an exposed wall, as such, it is entitled 

to a little extra heat if its heat losses are greater than 

other insulated exposed walls. Here is where the little 

direct radiation units can play their part. 

The thing to remember about glass walls is their great 

reduction in heat transmission, the reduction in “sun ef- 

fect” during the hot weather, and their admittance of 

light. 
Figure 3 shows a valve for a steam heating system. 

We are all familiar with the idea in steam heating sys- 

tems that you can open a valve and admit steam to a 
radiator where, if the pressure be only a little above at- 

mospheric, the steam will condense at the average rate of 

Y lb. per hour per square foot of radiating surface, 

thereby providing a little less than 250 Btus. This is the 

loss of latent heat from the steam when it changes to 

water on the inner surfaces of the radiator. 

An increased heating rate can be given the radiator 

by building up the pressure of the steam, but with the 

reduction in the bulk of the steam and increasing pres- 

sures come certain disadvantages attaching to the entire 
system. But should the system be sealed to the outside 

air and steam generated in the boiler at pressures less 

than atmospheric, then the steam’s bulk and, of course, 

the latent heat derived from the steam in the radiator, 

become quite adjustable. 

Where air and water readily move themselves from a 
radiator and where the steam pressures and flow are well 

controlled we come onto the efficient system. Such a sys- 

tem is the kind called for where the heating require- 

ments are large and the fuel costs are in danger of being 

greater because an oversupply of heat from a radiator 
can be most easily shunted to the out-of-doors. That is 

where the fuel costs go. Right along with the heat. 

In Figure 3 is shown a valve which is used in con- 

nection with a steam heating system which operates at 
sub-atmospheric pressures. The steam is adjustable as 
to bulk, temperature, and somewhat in latent heat per 

lb. although that does not amount to much. This valve, 

in which the size of the orifice for steam flow may be 

changed without disconnecting the radiator, gives one a 

chance to balance and regulate individual radiators. The 

upper cap contains the mechanism for adjustment and 

is out of the path of the steam. That is a good item. 

FIG.3. 
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AN AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
SS FOR STEAM FED TO THE 

RADIATOR OR CONVECTOR. 
ABOVE OR BELOW ATMOS* 
PHERIC -PRESSURE. 

If any well versed salesman of valves comes your way 

be sure to make him comfortable and to make him talk. 

If he knows all about valves, especially steam flow valves, 

he cannot help but be interesting in telling about how the 

valves operate and what they can do in the way of sup- 
plying comfortable amounts of heat at the right points 

and the saving of money on the fuel bill. As has been 

remarked before in these pages it is the present home- 

builder’s good fortune that so many of these improve- 
ments in mechanical equipment have been worked out on 

the larger systems of industry and are now adapted to 
residential work. What might be termed a negligible 

saving in fuel costs by a home owner would be propor- 
tionately large in industry. Here operating costs are very 
important. 

These improvements in mechanical equipment were 

not originally worked out for the residential market. 
They were sought after and produced by hard headed 

folk who recognized the value of efficiency in equipment. 

That these improvements have grown over into the resi- 

dential field is a sign that the average American home- 

builder is just as eager for improvement. 

* * * 

Expects Big Heating and 

Conditioning Year 

THE outlook for increased sales of steel boilers is very favorable, 
according to Homer Addams, president of the Steel Heating 

Boiler Institute and the Fitzgibbons Boiler Company, Inc., and 
Kewanee Boiler Co., Inc., of New York. = 

“Steel boiler sales in 1936 were ’way ahead of those in 1935” 
stated Mr. Addams. “Several reasons can be attributed to this 
increase. Among them are the large number of old, obsolete boil- 
ers that had to be replaced. The building expansion in the resi- 
dence field I believe has just started. We look forward to over 
400,000 new homes in 1937. In many of them the most modern 
automatic heating equipment will be installed. The demand for 
winter air conditioning equipment has increased so that we are 
enlarging our works at Oswego, N.Y., to meet the needs of this 
rapidly growing industry, and we anticipate the largest year in 
unit sales that our company has had in the past fifty years.” 
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PRACTICAL JOB 

POINTERS 

A READERS’ EXCHANGE of tested ideas and 

methods, taken from their own building experience. 

Two dollars or a year’s subscription to American 

Builder is paid for each item when published. 

State business connection or trade. 

Veneering Old Steps 

HERE is a simple method of veneering old steps which is a 
successful way of putting a new surface on worn-out stairs. 

Fig. 1 shows a section of the first step of a stair which is to 
be covered with veneering. The veneering in this case is 2%4-inch 
flooring. The dotted line shows where the nosing is cut off. It 
will be noticed here that a new floor has been laid; this usually 
is necessary about the time the stairs need renewing. The floor 
is laid up to the first riser which is covered with the same floor- 
ing. The last board of the riser is ripped off in such a manner 
that the nosing piece will rest tightly onto it as shown in Fig. 2. 
—H. H. SIEGELE, Emporia, Kans. 

“Cut off here 
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METHOD of veneering stairs when new floor is being laid. 

Handy Mixing Block 

FOR a container in which to mix up small quantities of glue, 
wood pastes, etc., a number of holes an inch in diameter or 

larger are bored through a waste piece of 2x4 stock and a thin 
strip is nailed securely over the bottom. After using, it will not 
be necessary to clean it out as another hole is always available. — 
W. C. WILHITE, Litchfield, I11. 

USING handy wood biock for mixing small quantities. 
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Quick Way to Tie Chalk Line 

HE most awkward thing that I have watched carpenters do 
is to tie a chalk line, and the amount of time taken to do it. 

When putting up a line, hook the dead end as usual; then take 
the other end and loop around the index finger, then twirl five or 
six times, and slip off the finger, onto the nail as shown in Fig. A. 
Now pull the line to be tightened toward the nail and the loose 

end away from the nail until the line is tight, indicated by Fig. B. 
A quick jerk of the loose end back toward the nail will tighten 
the line hangman’s fashion around the nail. To loosen, pull the 
loose end back and the line is free. I feel that this is one real 
speed trick, and have found that very few know of it—FLOY 
E. MATTOX, Builder, Pomona, Calif. 

A QUICK jerk towards the nail ties the chalk line. 

Strengthening Ladder with Wire 

T2 STRENGTHEN a ladder with heavy gauge wire proceed 
as follows: Cut two lengths, each length about 2 feet longer 

than the ladder. Then plow out on the back side of ladder, par- 
allel with the carriages, just enough to let the wire fit in snugly 
and flush with the surface. Cut the wire in the center and fasten 
it securely to the turnbolts and proceed to let the wire into the 
groove as shown, bringing the wire around to the face of the 
ladder to help make the ends secure. About every 6 inches or 
so drive staples to keep the wire intact; then draw the wire taut 
to give it the bow-string effect. 

In time the wire is apt to stretch and if turn bolts have been 
used, it is an easy matter to take up the slack and maintain the 
necessary bow-string effect—JOS. H. STECHER, Carpenter 
and Builder, St. Louis, Mo. 

Section of 
Ladder at ‘A’ 
Showing Turn- 
buckle and 

TIGHTENED heavy wire let into rails strengthens ladder. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT any new product 

write American Builder Information Exchange 

105 West Adams Street, Chicago, IIl. 

Interchangeable Kitchen Units 

NEW unit kitchen, with standardized, prefabricated and 
interchangeable units which will fit any kitchen plan, has 

just been announced by the appliance and merchandise depart- 
ment of General Electric Company. Low in initial cost, the unit 
kitchen also effects big savings-in the cost of installation. The unit 
kitchen may be adapted to one-wall, L-shaped or U-shaped 
kitchens, and it is extremely flexible so that as many sections as 
desired may be ordered to fit any space for home or apartment. 

There are six basic sections show in illustration below—range 
section, dishwasher section, sink section, refrigerator section, base 

cabinet section and a corner section. Each section has four 
divisions—top storage cabinets, lighting strips or molding, back 
splash wall panel and base units of drawers or appliances. Other 
cabinet sections also may be added where desired. 

Each section, either a base cabinet section or an appliance sec- 
tion, is 24 inches wide. The maximum height of a complete sec- 
tion is 8814 inches. Work surfaces are all one height and the 
top storage cabinets are all one size. The wall panels, which 
are 18 inches high, are made to finish the wall area between the 
back splash and the storage cabinets. Lumiline lamp lighting 
strips or molding are used between the wall sections and the top 
storage cabinets. 

Universal Cabinet Catch 

NEW cabinet catch, the “321,” is being made by the Frantz 
Mfg. Co. of Sterling, Ill. It is necessary to bore only one 

small hole to install this catch, which is universal in that it may 
be applied to any door from ¥% inch to 1% inch—either flush or 
lip type, right or left hand. 

The handle is solid brass and may be attached in either the 
vertical or horizontal position; the bolt, 
too, may be placed in any position, regard- 
less of the position of the handle. Strike 
is designed so that it can be adjusted to 
fit the space between door and jamb or 
shelf, eliminating the need for shimming 
or mortising. Also the strike can be 
placed on the jamb or shelf in any posi- 
tion desired. 

CABINET catch fits 

door in any position. 
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Adjustable Metal Bearing Plate 

ASIMPLE device which allows air ducts and plumbing to pass 
through bearing plates in wood framing without cutting or 

destroying the strength of the plate or partition is being manu- 
factured by the Adjustable Bearing Plate Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
The plate which is made of rigid 12-gauge steel can be in- 

stalled in three ways—it can be used in construction to elimin- 
ate the wood plate; where wood frame construction is used over 
concrete slabs; it can be installed instead of a wood sill; it re- 
places wood plate where cut for ducts and plumbing. 

The Adjustable Bearing Plate carries any normal load sub- 
ject to conventional wood plate framing, carries lapping joist 
stud over stud or continuous stud framing, permits fire-stop of 
rough blocking, minimizes shrinkage and locks studs in place. 
It is made for 4-, 6- and 8-inch studs and provides for any spac- 
ing. Erection is 
simple as the plate 
is only nailed and 
hammer-locked in 
place, requiring no 
bolts or rivets. 

Another unit 
called the Clark 
Stud-Tie Plate is 
available as a con- 
tinuous lateral plate 
tie for single duct 
or plumbing be- 
tween two studs 
spaced 14 to 17 
inches apart. 

met 

METAL bearing 

plate used in place 

of wood plate and 

sill around ducts and 

plumbing pipes. 

Small Home Air Conditioner 

AN EW Sunbeam gas fired air conditioning unit for small and 
average size homes has just been announced by The Fox 

Furnace Company of Elyria, Ohio. Like all Sunbeam air con- 
ditioners, this unit warms, filters, humidifies and circulates the 
air in winter and in summer purifies the air and provides cooling 
ventilation. If desired mechanical cooling can be added. 

Space saving compactness is one of the features of this unit 
which fits into limited areas. The outer casing, of modern de- 
sign, is finished in green crystalline enamel with a contrasting 
trim of dark green glossy enamel. Capacities at register range 
from 61,000 to 153,000 BTU per hour. 

GAS-FIRED 

conditioning 

unit for small 

and average 

size homes. 
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Tempered-Aire Principle 

THE Tempered-Aire principle used in the conditioning units 
manufactured by Gar Wood Industries, Inc., Detroit, is shown 

in the illustration below. Polluted air, indicated by arrows, is 
drawn into the unit from a return air duct and is forced through 
a group of specially woven cloth filters which remove bacteria- 
laden dust, dirt and pollen. (A recent test has shown that two 
quarts of dirt have been stopped by air filters from entering a 
single room in one month’s time—note lower left picture-inset.) 
The cleaned air, pumped by a silent-acting power-blower, con- 
tacts and scrubs the heating surfaces. The air, now cleaned and 
warmed, is then humidified properly before entering the rooms 
of the home. After the conditioned air circulates evenly and 
gently throughout the entire home, it is forced into the return air 
duct which leads back to the unit in the basement. This cycle is 
repeated continuously. 

IR 
2 | 

CLOTH filters when dirty can be cleaned in washing machine. 

1937 Line of GMC Trucks 

COMPLETE new line of trucks has been announced for 1937 
by the General Motors Truck and Coach Division of the 

Yellow Truck nd Coach Manufacturing Company. For the 
first time in its history, the company has introduced a new light, 
short wheelbase unit at an extremely low price. It is a 112-inch 
wheelbase truck, rated at half-ton capacity. Continued in the 
1937 line is the 126-inch wheelbase 14 ton unit which proved so 
popular during 1936. 

Indicative of the trend towards cab-over-engine design is the 
fact that the company now has a complete line of COE models 
ranging in carrying capacity from 1% to 12 tons. All models 
in the GMC line have been improved and refined. The advanced 
stream-styling is emphasized by Dual-Tone color-design—a new 
and exclusive GMC development—offered in twelve color com- 
binations at no extra cost. New all-steel “helmet top” cabs, 
standard and de luxe, are available for every model. 

In addition to a complete new series of trucks, the GMC line 
also includes a complete new group of trailers. 

THIS pickup model in 1937 line of GMC trucks has '/-ton capacity. 
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J-M Asbestos Clapboard 

AN ASBESTOS clapboard for residential siding and re-siding 
made by Johns-Manville is now available. This new clab- 

board, an exclusive J-M development, is a companion product to 
Johns-Manville Cedargrain asbestos siding shingles. 
J-M clapboard is made of asbestos and portland cement; its 

surface texture is simi- 
lar to old weather-worn 
clapboards such as those 
found on Colonial 
houses. 

This new clapboard, 
the high quality and 
white color of which are 
due to the special white 
portland cement used in 
its manufacture, is 9%4 
inches wide by 8 feet 
long and 3/16 inch 
thick. It is designed for 
an exposure of eight 
inches. 

APPLYING new J-M 

asbestos clapboard. 

Metal Cutting Mitre Box 

ANEW sturdy easy-to-use mitre box for cutting metal trim, 
metal mouldings and similar work, is now being manufac- 

tured by Stanley Tools, New Britain, Conn. Attractively fin- 
ished in light blue, orange and aluminum color, this No. 2358MC 
mitre box has a special saw frame with a high quality hack saw 
blade, 24 inches by 1 inch—24 teeth to the inch. Swivels, up- 
rights, legs and saw guides are made of malleable iron. Two 
roller bearings in each saw guide assure smooth saw action. Au- 
tomatic saw guide catches hold of saw above work, leaving both 
hands free. Box has a depth capacity of 4% inches, width capacity 
at right angles, 914 inches, and at .45 degrees, 614 inches. 

Ta 

‘. 

MITRE box with special frame for cutting metal work. 
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New Temperature Controls 

THE Jefferson Electric Company, Bellwood, Ill., has just placed 
on the market a line of temperature controls for industrial and 

domestic applications. Cases are of one- 
piece construction finished in crackled art 
lacquer, with easily readable outside dials 
and attractively knurled regulating knobs. 

Air switch, No. 634-321, illustrated at 
right is designed for applications requiring 
remote control of the heating plant and 
regulation of the plant by room temperature, 
or the temperature of any body of gas. 
Range of adjustment is 25 degrees to 85 
degrees Fahrenheit. Dimensions, 5x3x2%4 
inches. 

AIR-SWITCH temperature control. 
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News of the Month 

Building Activities and Meetings 

Private Building Exceeds Public Volume 

REPORTING on construction in November, 1936, F. W. Dodge 
Corporation showed a total of $208,204,200 for the 37 eastern 

states covering both public and private jobs, as against $188,115,000 
for November, 1935, and $225,767,900 for October of this year. 
Of the November, 1936, total about 58 per cent represented 
private projects, the remainder being public, making the sixth 
time this year that the monthly volume of private construction has 
exceeded the total for public projects of every description. For 
November, 1935, private construction accounted for less than 40 
per cent of the total. 

Residential building during November in the 37 eastern states 
amounted to $68,440,700 as against only $39,695,200 for November, 
1935, and $79,664,200 for October this year. Non-residential 
building reported by the Dodge organization totaled $65,895,300 
for November as against $68,115,300 for November of last year 
and $79,071,300 for October, 1936. Heavy engineering projects 
of every description undertaken in the 37 eastern states during 
November amounted to $73,868,200 as against $80,339,500 for 
November, 1935, and $67,032,400 for October, 1936. 
The total volume of construction started in the 37 eastern 

states during the elapsed eleven months of 1936 amounted to 
$2,475,600,300 as compared with $1,580,408,400 for the corre- 
sponding eleven months of 1935. Of the 1936 cumulative total, 
$736,136,500 was for residential building ; $880,303,700 for non- 
residential building, while the remainder went for heavy engineer- 
ing projects. For residential building the improvement over 1935 
now stands at 70 per cent while for non-residential building the 
gain is almost 60 per cent. 

Shackelford Made J-M Vice President 

b4 M. SHACKELFORD has recently been elected vice presi- 
» dent of the Johns-Manville Sales Corporation. For the 

last three years he has been sales promotion manager for 
Johns-Manville, which position he retains under his new title. 

Mr. Shackelford entered the services of the Goodyear Tire 
and Rubber Company after his graduation from Indiana Uni- 
versity. World War service was followed by a brief period 

as coal mine operator 
in his native state and 
later by a_ successful 
theatrical career on the 
Broadway stage and radio 
In 1928, he joined J-M as 
manager of national shows 
and exhibits. In 1931 he 
was made assistant to Ken 
R. Dyke, sales promotion 
manager, whom he suc- 
ceeded in 1933. Mr. Shack- 
elford’s election as vice 
president follows three 
successful years in direct- 
ing Johns-Manville’s ex- 
tensive advertising and 
sales promotional activities. 

H. M. SHACKELFORD 

Lumber Manufacturers 

Develop 1937 Program 

THE lumber industry made plans looking to new prosperity 
highs for 1937 at an enthusiastic meeting of the Executive, 

Trade Promotion and Advisory Committees of the National 
Lumber Manufacturers Association, held at the Loraine Hotel, 
Madison, Wis., Dec. 7, 8 and 9. High light of the business 
session was the decision of the Association to launch in 1937 a 
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nation-wide home building demonstration. of unprecedented scope. 
The Executive Committee adopted the following resolutions: 
1. That the President of the National Lumber Manufacturers 

Association call a Conference on Forest Conservation to meet 
as early as practicable after Mar. 1, 1937, to review industry 
practices in forest conservation and recommend such further 
developments thereof as seem desirable; to review the public ac- 
tivities and legislation pertaining to forest conservation and recom- 
mend needed public action and legislation, with reference par- 
ticularly to supporting and giving full effect to the program of 
the industry. 

2. That the industry representatives at the Conference on 
Forest Conservation consist of officers of NLMA and members 
of the Forest Conservation Committee, delegates selected by the 
several regional associations equal in members to their respective 
membership upon the NLMA Board of Directors, and such rep- 
resentatives at large as may be invited by the President. 

3. That the President also invite to the Conference the Sec- 
retary of Agriculture and representatives of his Department, 
the Secretary of the Interior and representatives of his department, 
representatives of State Departments of Forestry, and such other 
representatives of public forest agencies and national organiza- 
tions interested in Forest Conservation as the President shall 
select. 

It is the intent of this resolution that the number of repre- 
sentatives of public agencies and organizations invited to the Con- 
ference shall be approximately equal to the number of represen- 
tatives of the industry. 

4. That the President invite the industry representatives to 
meet shortly in advance of the Conference, to discuss the prob- 
lems to be considered therein. 

Republic Plans Complete Building 

Products Line 

THE Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio, Republic Steel Corp. sub- 
sidiary, will re-enter the building products fabrication field, in 

which it has not been active for several years, with a complete 
line of building products. The new line will be manufactured 
under the Berloy trademark and will supplement the company’s 
present line of sheet metal products. R. I. Schuppener, who has 
had more than 20 years experience as a sales executive with the 
Milcor Steel Co., the Klauer Mfg. Co., and Wheeling Corru- 
gating Co., will act as general sales manager of the new division. 
Among the products which the company will start producing 

shortly after January Ist are eaves troughs, conductor pipe, 
gutters, valleys, and ridgings. In addition they will have com- 
plete lines of trimmings and accessories, galvanized and black 
sheets, ternes, and coke plates. Other products will include roof- 
ing, siding, shingles, metal ceiling, metal lath, corner beads, chan- 
nels and accessories. Metal windows, metal lumber, coal windows, 
wire products, furnace and ventilating pipe and accessories will 
also be produced. 

Lowe Paints Get New Labels 

THE Lowe Brothers Company of Dayton, Ohio, paint manu- 
facturers for 67 years, have dressed their entire line of paints, 

enamels, and varnishes in new labels developed by Arther S. Allen, 
which suggest the pleasing effects secured by using the products. 
In keeping with modern packaging one basic design unifies the 
entire line, yet the various product labels differ through the use 
of individual color combinations. For instance, the High Standard 
House Paint label is blue and brown; Mellotone Flat Wall Paint 
is green and buff; Standard Barn Paint is deep red with tones 
in medium and high value. 

NEW labels for Lowe Bros. line of paints, 
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THis is a winter of opportunity for up-and- 

coming men in the building industry. Their 

business no longer need suffer a winter let- 

down. We have shown them how to make this 

slack season profitable—how to contact new 

customers — how to keep their staffs employed. 

REYNOLDS METALLATION* takes up the 

winter slack. It provides a solution for that great 

body of householders who want effective home 

insulation. It overcomes sales resistance be- 

cause it is inexpensive and economical. It is 

the practical modern reflective insulation, within 

the reach of every one. 

The proper application of Metallation in ac- 

cordance with approved standards is simple 

and easy. It comes in rolls and can be installed 

by any one with ordinary ability and a hammer 

— no special tools or tricks required. That's why 

you can train a man one day and have him 

out on the job the next. 

There are at least two places in almost every 

house where Metallation is badly needed. One 

is in the attic where it constitutes an effective 

barrier to prevent loss of heat. The other is be- 

hind radiators where it reflects heat into the 

room and prevents its absorption by the walls. 

Metallation is unique for this purpose. It is 

unique in other ways too — it is not affected by 

moisture and is permanently efficient. These 

are two good reasons why it is speeding up 

air-conditioning installations, especially sales 

of Reynolds Air-Conditioning Systems. 

Estimate for yourself the jobs in your com- 

munity. insulating attics and radiators. Then 

talk it over with our distributor or your build- 

ing supply dealer. He will put you on the right 

track for winter profits, and a better spring and 

summer business. And he will keep you going! 

Write me and I will send you our distributor's 

name and address by return mail. 

Very truly yours, 

Me
y.
 

en General Sales Manager 

REYNOLDS CORPORATION 

9 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK 

TIMKEN SCREW THRUST 
. HOISTS, TOWERS, 

“SURE PRIME” 

PUMPS... 
2, 3, 4,6, 8.10 
INCH SIZES, 
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A famous legend tells how 

Little Peter thrust his arm 

into the hole in the dike to 

hold back the onrushing 

water. Bravely he stayed at 

his post until help came— 

thereby saving Haarlem 

(Holland) from watery 

destruction. 

Nowadays BONDEX 

Keeps Water Out 

A momentous act indeed was Peter’s—yet 

keeping their basement walls free from 

leaks and resulting unhealthy dampness is 

equally important to home owners. You 

can solve their problem simp!; for them— 

suggest BONDEX, Reardon’s Waterproof 

Cement Paint. 

Bondex—“The Paint Eternal’’—beautifies, 

waterproofs and preserves—all in one 

treatment. Yet, Bondex costs little. Famil- 

iarize yourself now with its superior ad- 

vantages. 

Bondex also Preserves 

Stucco Buildings 

Stucco homes and buildings 
stay young and beautiful or 
regain their first charm when 
weatherproofed with Bondex. 

Send for New Illustrated 
Bondex Folder Now 

THE REARDON CO. 
Chicago ¢ St. Louis ¢ Los Angeles 

Reardon's BONDEX 

WATERPROOF CEMENT PAINT 

wa TERPROO, 
EMENT PAINT | 
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NAREB Elects Officers at Convention 

PAUL E. STARK, Madison, Wis., was elected president of the 
National Association of Real Estate Boards for the year begin- 

ning January, 1937, at the recent twenty-ninth annual convention 
of the Association at New Orleans. Mark Levy, Chicago, was 
re-elected treasurer for a sixth consecutive term. Other action 
taken included the launching of a national foundation for research 
and education in real estate and the adoption of recommendations 
for action at the coming session of Congress as to real estate 
mortgage structure and national housing program. 

The real estate finance committee recommended: 

1. That this Association reaffirm its belief in the need of a 
mortgage discount agency to be established as soon as possible 
and that we work to that end. 

2. That we seek an extension of Federal guarantee of mortgages 
and such changes in the National Housing Act and its adminis- 
tration as will make the plan more flexible and more useful to 
our business. 

A summary of the conclusions reached regarding action on 
housing follows: 

1. The Federal Government should abandon its direct housing 
project and turn them over to private enterprise. 

2. Private enterprise can serve all except a small fraction of 
the housing needs of the country and there is no need for sub- 
sidies or governmental help for most American families. 

3. For the very lowest income group unable to pay economic 
rents or purchase homes under present conditions, low cost hous- 
ing can be provided through the setting up of limited dividend or 
public utility housing companies, organized locally and eligible 
to receive loans and assistance from federal agencies. 

4. The clearance of slum districts should be undertaken by local 
governments with financial help, if necessary, from federal 
agencies, but the local governments should in no case undertake to 
build or operate new housing facilities. 

5. High taxes on homes is still one of the great obstacles to 
better housing and no sound national housing policy can be 
evolved which does not seek to deal with this factor. 

Glass Brick Used in Modern Factory 

GCIENTIFIC interior layout of the corrugated container factory 
and warehouse recently completed by The Austin Company for 

the Owens-Illinois Glass Company at Gas City, Ind., is reflected 
by the functional arrangement of more than 42,000 glass bricks in 
panels, which indicate the interior plan. (See illustration.) Eight 
huge horizontal panels extending along the 541 foot east wall 
admit abundant glareless daylight all along the corrugating and 
box production line which occupies the second floor. The panels, 
61 feet 5 inches wide and 8 feet 7 inches high, are the largest 
independent exterior sections to be constructed of glass brick up 
to the present time. 

The lower course of small horizontal panels, situated at ceiling 
height throughout the bottle warehousing area, which extends the 
full length of the first floor, is arranged so as to admit necessary 
light in the storage area. Glass brick recessed in three towering 
shafts on the north elevation affords illumination for stairway 
and lobby, and serves as a motif over the entrance. 

GLASS brick used extensively in Owens-Illinois factory. 
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Asked For It — 

Now Here It Is 

Jie book on Home Heating Helps 

wasn’t first-off intended for you build- 

ers. But a lot of you wanted a book of this 

kind to help with your heating jobs. Not 

your end of the job, but getting your cus- 

tomers to better know what they were 

getting. 

So we took you at your word and made it. 

Made it, so it will help you with your cus- 

tomers. Help you, by presenting in a friend- 

ly, untechnical way, the things you so often 

have to wrestle with them about, on their 

home heating problems. 

To use one builder’s comment: “It certainly 

has helped us to take the cuss out of heating 

decisions with both those who think they 
know all about heating, and those who 

frankly admit they don’t know a thing.” 

If therefore, you have any customers you 

feel this Home Heating Helps Book would 

be of assistance to, send us their names and 
along it will go. Or if you prefer, we'll 

gladly send it to you for placing in their 

hands. 

You'll want one for yourself anyway. Might 
be a good idea to have a few on hand. Tell 

us how many and we'll send them right 

along. It is really a mighty helpful book. 

Ena 

Irvington, New York Zanesville, Ohio 

Representatives in All Principal Cities 

of the United States and Canada 

Your prospects want HOMES 

NOT HOUSES 

Floors of Armstrong’s Linoleum in various colore make the nursery the 
feature of this Worcester, Mass., home. With floors like this, wouldn’t 

your houses be easier to sell? Architect: L. W. Briggs. 

... and floors like this are the touch 

that makes a HOUSE a HOME 

OUR “For Sale” sign won’t stay up long on 

a house that has rooms with interesting 

floors like this one. The beauty and convenience 

of Armstrong’s Linoleum Floors have a powerful 

influence on sales. The rich colors and friendly 

warmth make any house more inviting, more 

livable . . . easier to sell. 

In your hard-to-sell properties, an Armstrong’s 

Linoleum Floor may be the extra feature that will 

make the difference between a sale and a “white 

elephant.” Armstrong’s Linoleum is not expensive 

to install. There are grades for every pocketbook. 

And because it is nationally advertised, your 

prospects will “‘sit up and take notice” when you 

tell them the floors are Armstrong’s Linoleum. 

Send ten cents now for color-illustrated copies 

of “Floors That Keep Homes in Fashion” and 

“Gay Floors for Basement Playrooms”—two 

books offering practical suggestions on sales- 

making floors. Armstrong Cork Products 

Company, Building Materials Division, © 

1218 State Street, Lancaster, Penna. 

L? Wi 

ARMSTRONG’S —Lwolteowwn. 
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OU CAN'T TELL WHERE 

THE PANELS JOIN! 

ART-PLY reduces the cost of real 

wood paneling and ushers in a new 

// mode for modern interiors... 

ART-PLY is unlike anything on the market today. 
It offers so many unusual decorative possibilities, 
at reasonable cost, that architects, contractors and 
builders prefer it to imitation wood materials. 

ART-PLY is an innovation in three outstanding 
particulars: (1) Battens, or strips over joints, are 
eligainated. (2) Mouldings are inlaid flush with 
the surface to form standard multi-paneled sec- 
tions. (3) Joints between sections are entirely con- 
cealed and sealed for insulation. 

ART-PLY is manufactured from durable Doug- 
las Fir. Its natural surface grain has all the beauty 
of this famous wood. ART-PLY is 14 inch thick, 
and has great tensile strength. It is crack-proof — 
will not bulge, sag or crumple. Installation is 
simple and low in cost. Stain it; paint it; enamel 
it; stencil it—ART-PLY will take any finish that 
wood will take. 

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES 
G. FREEMAN — ; Swampscott, Mass. 

2 Walker Road ; 
W. H. MACFARLANE New York City 

Detroit, Mich. 
515 Chrysler Bidg. 

Cc. J. ASHTON CO ~ 
746 6 New Center Bldg. 

SIDNEY W. CORNE . « St. Louis, Mo. 
4938 tas Ave. ) 

GEORGE C. PHILLIPS. . Los Angeles, Calif. 
423 Petroleum Securities Bldg. 

‘R. C. FREDERICK . . . Houston, Texas 
538 West 2ist St. 

Chicago, III. W. H. FULLERTON é 
1407 Railway Exchange. Bldg. 

EAN: 

=[—_THE_INLAID PLYWOOD |< 

with invisible sealed joints 
Patents 
Pending 

32 square ft. put 
:Up ata time;. 
‘eliminates con-| 
‘struction delay: 

ART-PLY, inlaid multi-paneled sec- 
tions come in 4 standard patterns. 
Size, 4 ft. x 8 ft.; 3-ply thickness. 

(ABV-1) 
VANCOUVER PLYWOOD AND VENEER COMPANY 
Vancouver, Washington, U.S.A. 
Gentlemen— Please send me more information about ART-PLY. 

’ 
Name 

Address 
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Wilby in New Job for Carnegie 

APPOINTMENT of A. C. Wilby as manager of Public 
Relations for the Chicago District has been announced by 

B. F. Fairless, president of the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corpora- 
tion. Mr. Wilby for a number of years has been assistant to the 
president of the Universal Atlas Cement Company, a subsidiary 
of the United States Steel Corporation, according to a statement 
from G. C. Kimball, executive vice-president of the Carnegie- 

_IIinois Steel Corporation. 

A similar department of public relations has been established i 
in the Pittsburgh district with William Voigt Jr. in charge. 

Modern Laboratory for Armco 

ONSTRUCTION of a modern research laboratory to replace 
the research building which was leveled by an explosion in 

December, 1935, has been announced by The American Rolling 
Mill Company. This building, to be erected in Middletown of 
porcelain enameled sheets, other decorative metal products, and 
glass blocks, will cost approximately $260,000, exclusive of equip- 
ment. A multiple-story building of equal floor space but of con- 
ventional construction would cost about $400,000. | 

The laboratory, a single-story building designed and to be 
erected by The Austin Company, is the outgrowth of éxtensive 
research which led to the use of sheet iron and steel as building 
materials. Six hundred lineal feet of porcelain enamel side wall— 
cream colored with contrasting decorative pilasters and band of 
stainless steel—will enclose the three street sides. Between the 
pilasters there will be broad areas of glass block in which horizon- 
tal steel sash with clear glass will be set to accentuate the sweep 
of the building which describes impressive areas where corners 
ought to be. 

A massive square central entrance tower will dominate the 
principal facade. Vertical shafts of glass block, recessed between 
narrow strips of porcelain, will extend upward for its full two- 
story height from a semi-circular marquise of stainless steel at 
the portal. 

Welded steel frame construction of a special new design will 
be employed. Structural steel required for the job is being fabri- 
cated from heavy rolled sections at The Austin Company’s Cleve- 
land shops and will be delivered in sections to the site ready for 
assembly into a continuous sturdy frame. 

The building will provide an area of 41,900 square feet on one 
floor and an additional 1,600 square feet in the square entrance 
tower. Although there are to be more than 100 individual offices, 
laboratories, conference rooms, etc., abundant daylight will be 
furnished in all sections through vertical saw-tooth monitors 
closed in with glass block in continuous sections, 175 feet long and 
10 feet high. The entire building is being equipped for summer 
and winter air conditioning. 

ARMCO to build modern laboratory of metal and glass. 

Indirect Labor Large on PWA Projects 

THREE years of PWA’s program are covered in a Department 
of Labor study which shows that during these 36 months PWA’s 

non-federal projects alone created 299,000,000 man hours of site 
employment. Materials ordered during the same period totaled 
$539,000,000. To produce these materials, according to the bureau’s 
compilation, 741,000,000 man hours of labor were required in 
forests and mines, in mills and factories, and in transportation; 
these two figures give a 2.5 to 1 ratio between indirect and direct 
employment resulting from PWA non-federal projects. 
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ANOTHER FINE LIME FINISH 

with 

Original OHIO WHITE 

Denver, Colorado, Court House; at top, mayor’s office. 
Architects: Association of Allie Architects. 

Contractor: Varnum, Bate & Fleischer. 
Ohio White Finish Lime used for white coat. 

@ From the world’s greatest and purest deposit 

of dolomitic limestone—in northwestern Ohio— 

comes the fine quality Ohio Hydrate Finishing 

Lime being used so widely today. Ohio White 

and Hawk Spread White Finish are noted for 

plasticity, coolness and as the best-known deco- 

rating base. Ohio Sanlime Sand Finish, ready 

mixed to insure uniform plasticity, quality and 

color, is popular for tinted or textured finishes. 

Ohio Ritewall Hair Fibered Lime Plaster for 

basecoats spreads more easily than any other 

plaster, requiring less labor — with resulting 

economy. All Ohio Hydrate limes are made of 

9914% pure dolomite. Guaranteed to meet 

A.S.T.M. and U.S. Government standards. 

Write for your copy of 16-page book, “Lime for 

Plaster and Stucco”; also, 12-page book, “Lime 

for Masonry Mortar and Concrete.” The Ohio 

Hydrate & Supply Company, Woodville, Ohio. 

PAB IVI SI I 

OHIO PRODUCTS SOLD EVERYWHERE IN FAMOUS ZIG ZAG BAGS 
Ohio White Finish—Hawk Spread White Finish—Ohio Rite- 
wall Fibered Lime Plaster—Ohio Sanlime Finish—Mastite 
Masonry Mortar—Ohio Masons Lime—Ohio Ground Lime. 
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BIG SHEETS 

mean new uses 

and new economies 

a single sheet of Homasote (there are nineteen sizes, 

from 4’ x 4’ to 8’ x 14’). Think what this means in time 

and labor. Think how greatly it reduces the number of joints 
in walls and ceilings. 

Ts siot many a wall—many a ceiling—that is made of 

Homasote has both high structural strength and high insu- 

lation efficiency. Its surface takes paint or paper perfectly — 

with quick adhesion and no waste of materials. 

Here is the answer for low-cost house construction! In conjunction 

with their materials, Homasote engineers have undoubtedly 

worked out the lowest cost construction per cubic foot yet devised. 

We can show you how to build a 6-room, 30-year house to 
sell for $3500. (Qualified for FHA Mortgage.) 

On every job you-do—new construction or remodeling— 

there are jobs Homasote can do for you and save you money. 

In rural areas the sales opportunities are multiplied even 

further. Write for our simplified methods of planning. Let 

us send you literature and samples and suggestions for new 

sales. Homasote is nationally advertised—in both urban and 

rural areas. Do business with the Homasote dealer; we are 

working with him to supply you with live leads to new 

business. Our methods are tested; they are profitable for 

you, as well as for us. Write today. 

And now the new 

PANELYZED INSULATION 

We have just recently introduced 

Homasote in a new form— panels 

with the grain and beauty of wood 

(several types). Same strength, 

same insulation—new uses. Let 

us send you pictures and prices. 

THE AGASOTE MILLBOARD CO. 

TRENTON, N.J. 

Manufacturers of Quality Products since 1909 
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“HERE'S THE MASONITE ‘SPEC 

FOR THESE ROOMS!” 

WHEN you specify Genuine Masonite Products you provide 

beautiful, durable surfaces for the life of the building. And — 

you cut costs to a minimum without sacrificing quality of mate- 

rial or workmanship. Find out ALL about these modern, grain- 

less boards before planning any new building or remodeling. 

Mail coupon for FREE samples and full details. 

MASONITE 

LESERSS ET THE WONDER WOOD OF A THOUSAND USES 

SOLD BY LUMBER DEALERS EVERYWHERE 
—pamaina (ome reese A Re CL NN REE eM cee eT 

MASONITE CORPORATION, Dept. AB-1 7 
111 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Ill. 

Please send FREE samples and full particulars about Genuine 
MASONITE Products. 

! | 

| | 
| | 

Name 

| | 
| i 
L J 
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Material Manufacturers See 

Good Building Year Ahead 

Various Predictions Outline 1937 Prospects 

AS ONE of the material manufacturing company executives 
who predict a good bui'ding year for 1937, Lewis H. Brown, 

president of Johns-Manville Corp., recently told 500 building 
material dealers from the mid-Atlantic and New England states 
that the country has arrived at the threshold of a building pro- 
gram of major proportions, and to avoid repetition of past dis- 
astrous “booms” the cost of homes must be lowered while con- 
struction standards are raised. 

For 1936, Mr. Brown said that the country will build approxi- 
mately 260,000 home units, or seven times the total for 1934. 
He foresaw a 425,000 total for 1937, a tremendous acceleration in 
three years’ time, but still below the 590,000 units needed annually 
to wipe out the existing home shortage and keep abreast of 
current needs. 

“I think we are all agreed,” he said, “that we do not want 
another boom such as we experienced in the twenties. I hope 
we are further agreed that the consequence will be disastrous 
if we do not begin to plan now for a sound and orderly type of 
progress. 

“To reduce home building costs without sacrificing quality, 
financing for the home owner must be on a sound basis, providing 
a single mortgage—up to 80 per cent of the dwelling’s value— 
amortized over a long period of time with small monthly pay- 
ments taking care of interest charges, which must be consistent 
with sound financing principles, and at the same time reducing 
the sum of the mortgage so that eventually the property passes 
to the home owner. 

“These fundamental principles are incorporated in Title II of 
the National Housing Act, and the ultimate challenge to industry 
and finance is to demonstrate that it can gradually absorb the 
function now performed by the federal government in providing 
for sound mortgage financing. 
“Manufacturers must continue development of better materials 

at less cost, while manufacturer and dealer must strive to reduce 
cost of distribution.” 

Abraham Sees Increasing Residential Construction 

A steady acceleration of activity in the residential construction 
industry that may closely approach 1929 proportions by the end 
of 1937 and should continue for four or five years, is predicted 
by Herbert Abraham, president of The Ruberoid Co., manufac- 
turers of asphalt and asbestos building products. 

Mr. Abraham’s prediction was based chiefly, he said, on five 
considerations: first, the actual experience of The Ruberoid Co. 
during the past three years; second, the growing improvement 
in general business conditions; third, greatly increased employ- 
ment by private industry; fourth, the tremendous backlog of 
repairs, replacements, and new construction piled up during the 
depression years, and, fifth, the present position of the building 
industry in its underlying economic cycle. 

Convincing evidence of rapidly growing activity in the build- 
ing field throughout the country is found in current reports of 
the United States Department of Commerce, indicating that the 
number of standard units of asphalt shingles and prepared roofing 
shipped by manufacturers representing virtually the entire in- 
dustry will show an increase of around 22 per cent in 1936 over 
1935. 

Electric Products Sales Are Moving Upward 

The prospects for the electrical manufacturing industry are 
very bright, according to A. W. Robertson, chairman of the 
Board, Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. 
Practically all divisions are operating at capacity and orders in 
sufficient volume are coming to warrant an optimistic view for 
the next several months. Incoming business is not confined to 
any one type of product. The demand for household goods is 
excellent and the public utilities and industry generally are making 
substantial purchases. 

Notwithstanding many threatening, unpredictable contingencies, 
there is evidence that we are moving upward along a more or 
less typical American business curve. The upward swing may 
continue for considerable time. 
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A NATION-WIDE SALES—INSTALLATION SERVICE 

GARAGE—FACTORY—WAREHOUSE 

AND SIMILAR BUILDINGS 

BACKED BY 

A service that stands willing to assist you in satis- 

fying your customer by the selection of the proper 

“OVERHEAD DOOR" to suit his requirements. 

A service that takes the full responsibility in mak- 

ing the installation and rendering future service 

that insures lasting satisfaction to the customer. 

oR Aa a. -7-woee role) amelie) 4 Teo] V-ware), | 

| HARTFORD CITY, 

A MILLION USERS THE BEST RECOMMENDATION 

INDIANA U.S.A. | 
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IT’S GOING TO BE A 

bok Loe. 

The EAGLE-PICHER 

LEAD COMPANY 

CINCINNATI, OHIO Ep 

Colonial architecture is the over- 

whelming choice of prospective 

home- builders — according to the 

famous 5-Star Survey made by Arch- 

itectural Forum. 

Colonial means white paint — 

and to contractors who want to 

make sure of a long-wearing, trouble- 

free paint job, it means Eagle 

Pure White Lead. 

Eagle White Lead is the ideal 

olontal YEAR 

...and EAGLE WHITE LEAD will solve all your 

paint problems...because it's troubleproof 

pigment for all surfaces— wood, 

brick, stucco. It weathers well — 

weats longer—anchors deep—be- 

cause it’s a chemically active pigment. 

Standardize on Eagle Pure White 

Lead this year—and you'll have no 

paint complaints from your custom- 

ers and nothing but enthusiastic 

support from your painter contrac- 

tors. Sold by paint dealers from 

coast to Coast. 

EAGLE pure WHITE LEAD 

eee - 



She HEATILATOR 

makes a 

FIREPLACE 

easter to 

‘THE Heatilator is a correctly designed metal form 

around which the masonry is easily laid. Com- 

plete from floor to flue, it replaces firebrick, damper 

and other materials. Yet it does not limit the 

design of your fireplace or the type of masonry. 

Operating on proved warm-air heating principles, 

the Heatilator is a steel heating chamber hidden in 

the fireplace—correctly proportioned for smokeless 

operation. Cold air is drawn from the floor into 

this heating chamber—warmed—then circulated 

uniformly to every corner of the room and even to 

adjoining rooms. 

Ideal for Homes and Camps 

By providing living comfort on cool spring and 

fall days, the Heatilator cuts weeks off the furnace- 

firing season and dollars off the fuel bill. In mild 

climates, or in summer homes and camps, it is the 

only heating equipment required. 

Present low prices make the cost of a Heatilator Fireplace 
but little more than ordinary construction. Heatilators are 
sold by leading building-supply and lumber dealers . . . with 
stocks in principal cities for quick delivery. Send the coupon 

today for complete 
information and prices. 

Heatilator seuex' coe, 

Fireplace 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

OO RE SE EE es Ss SE 

Heatilator Company 

751 E. Brighton Ave., 

Syracuse, N. Y. 

Please send me complete Heatila- 

tor information and prices. 
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Secretary Bodfish Defends Building & Loan 

Attitude on FHA 

Chicago, II. 
To the Editor: 

Your editorial in the November American Builder raises some 
issues on which you may welcome the point of view of our organ- 
ization, especially since we were specifically mentioned. The FHA 
has become a subject of such controversy of late that oftentimes 
the points from which the objections to it arise are obscured in 
the intensive defense voiced by those who are convinced that it 
is responsible for all the improvements in building, mortgage prac- 
tice, etc. 

You are convinced apparently that those of us engaged in home 
financing object to the 5 per cent interest rate because it is low. 
On the contrary we object to the advertising of a 5 per cent rate 
which does not represent a 5 per cent cost of money to the borrow- 
er, but rather turns out to be something over 6 per cent. The 
Report of the United States Building and Loan League’s Commit- 
tee on FHA, made recently to our annual convention, has this to 
say on the interest rate question: 

“Continuously the statement is made in advertising and public- 
ity that the FHA mortgage rate is 5 per cent. Actually the typ- 
ical rate paid by the borrower on a loan with a maturiy of 15 to 
20 years is closer to a 6.4 per cent rate and accordingly usually 
higher than that charged by savings and loan associations giving 
a loan plan equally desirable from the point of view of the bor- 
rower. The FHA is sometimes directly responsible for statements 
that the FHA rate is 5 per cent. In other cases, mortgagees seeking 
these loans make such statements.” 

In your editorial you say that the FHA’s chief fault has been 
its failure to reduce interest rates sufficiently. This being the 
case we should think that the advertising of the rate which is 
misleading, as to its apparent lowness, would not meet with your 
approval any more than it does with ours. 

The crux of the matter, in our opinion, is whether the FHA has 
accomplished what it set out to do. I imagine that is your build- 
ing man’s concern with it, too. 

Has he stopped to consider the fact that the mortgage loans dis- 
bursed for home building under the protection of the FHA Title 
II insured plan totaled in October not more than $100,000,000, 
after two years of operation? After all, he should not be encour- 
aged to overlook the fact that the valuation of new residential 
construction in the 37 states east of the Rockies, according to 
the F. W. Dodge Corporation figures, amounted to $1,066,000,000 
for the same period and there was quite apparently therefore nine 
times the volume of insured mortgage money coming from the 
mortgage lenders who did not feel it necessary to ask the borrower 
for an extra 4% per cent or 1 per cent a year to insure that he 
would be a good customer. Construction financing by savings, 
building and loan associations this year amounts to more than 
$200,000,000 to date. 
When the builder gives the FHA credit for organizing a home- 

ownership sentiment and for several other things the United States 
Building and Loan League committee in its report is in accord. 
Paragraph three of the report emphasizes five things which it 
feels to be good results achieved in the administration of Title 
II; 1) better understanding of the principles and advantages of 
the long-time, monthly payment loan on homes; 2) revival and en- 
couragement of the desire for home ownership; 3) education in 
architecture, worthwhile construction and neighborhood standards ; 
4) emphasis upon the individual’s credit standing ; and 5) develop- 
ment of the monthly loan payments on. taxes and fire insurance 
premiums. 

Let’s remind ourselves that there was one other thing the 
National Housing Act was supposed to accomplish which at its in- 
ception was considered the most important—the reflow of private 

(Continued to page 84) 
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WERMACHES 

Casement and Double Hung 

BRONZE o ALUMINUM 

NOW USED IN BUILDINGS OF 

MODERATE COST AS WELL AS _ HEAD 

MONUMENTAL STRUCTURES 

WEATHER - TIGHT 

RUST, DUST AND RATTLE PROOF 

DO NOT WARP NOR STICK 

Note sturdy construction and tubular sections, giving 

maximum strength; also resilient non-corrosive SILL 

weather-stripping, positively sealing contact between 

sash and frame in continuous line. 

(1) PATENTED WEATHER STRIP 
Section of aluminum Section of 
double hung window prt a 

WRITE DEPT. E-1 FOR CATALOGUE OR SEE SWEETS 1937 FILE casement 
window 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS REDUCED “4 

Wvic/, UNITS MADE ON THIS MACHINE 

When modern buildings are being erected with 

1/3 savings in material costs, % in mortar and 

. 1/3 in labor, it again furnishes definite proof that 

DUNBRIK and DUNSTONE Build Better 

Buildings Cheaper. In addition multiple sizes 

offer wide flexibility, permitting solid—veneer— 

ashlar and hollow wall construction,—all in full 

range of color, shade and texture. 

Manufacturing Opportunity 

The manufacture of DUNSTONE offers big money- 
making possibilities for the man equipped to supply the 
building trade in his territory with this exclusive product. 
We equip you with new and revolutionary line produc- 
tion machinery, permitting large production with only one 
or two men. Equipment costs but a fraction of what 
would be required for other processes of equal capacity, 
and production costs are far lower. 

INVESTIGATE 

Write today. Ask for “4 Keys to Manufacturing Suc- 
cess,” and let us show you how present DUNBRIK Man- 
ufacturers are making outstanding progress in a business 
o- — unlimited opportunity for growth, expansion 
and profit. 

W. E. DUNN. MFG. CO. 

450 West 24th St., Holland, Michigan 



fbsolutely 

CAN NOT LEAK! 

Locked sill-joint construction holds sill and jamb rigid 

so they cannot pull apart. This construction positively 

cannot leak. It has all the advantages of both sill- 

dadoed and jamb-dadoed frames with none of their 

disadvantages. 

Exclusive with Andersen Weathertight Master 

Frames: the leakproof locked sill joint construction; 

the steep sill slope; the chamfered blind stop; the re- 

movable jamb liner; the mortar clinch grooves; Ander- 

sen noiseless, wear-proof pulleys assuring a lifetime of 

trouble-free operation. 

Contractors Save 

TIME and MONEY 

Thousands of contractors have told 
us they save time and labor because 
of the accuracy of the Master Frame. 
87% reported a saving of more than 
25 cents per opening and one-fifth 
of these saved more than $1.00 per 
opening! Ask your dealer to demon- 
strate for you. Or use the convenient 

Andersen Casement 
A modern, weathertight unit with 
re hi, di bil, gl 7 8 and 
spring bronze weatherstripping. coupon below. 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR INFORMATION 

| ANDERSEN FRAME CORP. AB17 1 
| Bayport, Minnesota 

I would like complete details and a demonstration on Andersen items 
| checked below: 
| (0 MASTER FRAMES ( NARROLINE WINDOWS | 
| CO ANDERSEN CASEMENTS OC BASEMENT WINDOWS | 

Name. | 

| Address ! 
ieee nen iteieaeseenen obs ‘einsenitintoinncats ieigaeuindadivinnaesnacianiiaeinained -! 
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capital into the home financing field. As to this, the best way to 
examine what has happened is to see where we would have been 
without the FHA. Banks were not making many mortgage loans 
before the FHA came into being, and they are now making 70 
per cent of the Title II mortgage loans. Aside from all the 
dangerous implications of filling up bank portfolios with long- 
term mortgage loans which have troubled the most astute financing 
minds of the country before now, let us consider what particular 
gain to anybody there has been in having $70,000,000 go into the 
residential building field from the banks under the FHA plan of 
mortgage insurance. 

It is costing the borrower no less to have his building money 
under this plan than it would have cost him had he borrowed it 
from a savings and loan association. Moreover, the charter of a 
federal savings and loan association and the laws under which 
many state associations operate permit them to lend 75 per cent 
of the value of the property. At the beginning of 1936 the report 
of the Federal Housing Administrator shows that 48.4 per cent 
of the volume of construction loans insured by the FHA up to that 
date was for amounts less than 75 per cent of the property value. 
But the builder asks: where else could borrowers have gotten this 
$70,000,000 to build their houses except from the banks which were 
persuaded to do it by the FHA insurance plan? The answer is that 
savings and loan associations had the money with which to do it 
and were looking for loans at the same time that this group was 
placed in banking portfolios. The builder comes back, being a 
practical man, with the question: what is the difference in the 
whole situation whether the banks did it or the savings and loan 
associations? To them naturally the all important thing is that 
the money was forthcoming, but I believe that the business men of 
this country are profoundly interested in the effect which some 
of these policies have upon the credit of the federal government. 
The difference between these two sources of the money is that the 
savings and loan associations in the main would have disbursed 
the $70,000,000 without asking the federal government to co-sign 
the note of the borrower before they loaned the money and the 
banks by using Title II insurance did ask for something tanta- 
mount to that co-signing. 

This brings me to the last point with which your editorial takes 
issue with our stand on the whole question of FHA. You state that 
there is a difference of opinion as to whether it was only an 
emergency measure and that many persons felt it was a permanent 
development. You are undoubtedly right, but if permanence of the 
FHA depends upon permanent use of the credit of the United 
States to insure the banking debts of a growing group of bor- 
rowers, when there are institutions which would be willing to 
make the borrower a proposition as favorable if not more favor- 
able, without placing this extra liability upon the government, 
those persons should do some broad thinking. 

Your editorial asks what builders think about the FHA? A fair 
enough question, certainly, in a builder’s magazine. My thought 
is that you will want the builders, in forming that opinion, to 
understand clearly the reasons why the mortgage bankers and the 
building and loan associations oppose some of the FHA prin- 
ciples and practices, because the men in charge of these financial 
institutions cannot possibly be without common interests with the 
lumbermen and the builders and the other patrons of your mag- 
azine. We all are interested in home building, sound home build- 
ing and sound home financing. We in the finance end provide the 
credit which makes possible their activities today. It just occurs 
to me that, considering these things, your readers might be 
interested in seeing this letter in print, or the Report of the U. S. 
Building and Loan League’s Committee on FHA, verbatim. A 
copy of that report is enclosed. 

MORTON BODFISH, Executive Vice President 
United States Building and Loan League. 

Paint Industry Strong for FHA 
Washington, D.C. 

To the Editor: 
I have read with interest the article in the November issue of 

your magazine entitled “Shall FHA Be Continued.” I think this 
is a splendid article and I know most of your readers will find it 
extremely interesting. 

(Continued to page 86) 
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@ Modern homes need modern materials of 

all kinds, and especially paper! And the 

improved modern paper is SISALKRAFT. 

@ Every air-conditioned house needs it to pre- 

vent infiltration of air. Use it under floors, 

under roofs, over sheathing, around doors 

and windows. Use it to cover insulating 

material—increases efficiency of any kind 

of insulation. 

@ Use it to cover delivered materials for 

weather protection—use it to cure concrete 

basements and walks—to protect finished 

floors and woodwork—and wherever you 

need building paper. 

@ SISALKRAFT is as modern as television. 

It’s made of two sheets of kraft paper, wa- 

terproofed and inlaid with millions of real 

sisal fibres—which act like steel reenforc- 

ing bars in a concrete slab. Sisalkraft is 

tough—clean—won’t tear or break. No 

holes. Waterproof as a duck’s back. Easy 

to handle, cut, fit, and nail. It’s the quality 

building paper, readily available, sold and 

stocked by lumber dealers in every county. 

Inexpensive—saves money right on the job. 

No house is really modern without it. 

We'll send you a liberal sample, free, with 

new ideas for use and typical specifications. 

What's your address? 

THE SISALKRAFT CO. 

203b West Wacker Drive Chicago, Ill. 
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AUTOMATIC HEAT 

and 

The Tempered-Aire filter of 
woven fabric overcomes the 
objections to other types of 
filters. Each screen may be 
removed by simply lifting a 

metal retaining ring. 

The coordinated 
Tempered-Aire 

Chassis. 

THE PRACTICAL 

TEMPERED-AIRE 

AIR FILTER 

Examine the various 

units of the coordinated 
Tempered-Aire chassis 
and you will see that 
each is a masterpiece of 

efficiency and simplicity. 

The Tempered-Aire filter consists of a series of collector screens 

made of special woven fabric. It has so much area that it needs 
attention only at long intervals. To clean, the screens are lifted 

off and put in the washing machine. Nb trouble, no expense. 

Exclusive features such as this encourage more and more archi- 

tects and builders to recommend Tempered-Aire to their clients. 

Air Conditioning Division 

GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES, INC., DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Canadian Distributors: Engineering Industries, Ltd., Leaside, Ontario 

Hot Water — 

Heaters 

' Split 
Boiler Burner pis oi 

Units 

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE NATIONAL OIL BURNER AND AIR 
CONDITIONING EXPOSITION, MARCH 15-19, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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Designed Like the SMITH 
BOULDER DAM MIXERS 

A brand new machine # the ONLY mixer with ALL 

these quality features. Write for new bulletin. 

The T. L. Smith Co., 284 St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

LEA BERS YEARS 
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(Continued from page 84) 

In the article I note the following, “What do building men in 
general feel about the strong denunciations by the financiers? 
Do builders want FHA continued? If they do they should make 
their feelings and opinions known and American Builder will be 
glad to have letters from its readers on this subject.” 

I am attaching hereto resolution adopted at the annual conven- 
tion of our Association held in Chicago last month which will 
show you that the paint industry, which is a part of the building 
industry, has received benefits from the National Housing Act, 
and that they very definitely want FHA continued. 

These are sent you so that you may know what the members of 
the paint, varnish and lacquer industry think about the continuation 
of FHA. 

LAWRENCE KIEFER, Secretary, Trade Sales Division 
National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association. 

A Resolution Adopted by the National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer 
Assn. Inc., at the Annual Convention Assembled in Chicago, 
Illinois, November 19, 1936. 

WHEREAS the insured mortgage program of the Federal 
Housing Administration in the brief period of two years in which 
it has been in operation has already proved itself to be the prin- 
cipal factor in producing the widespread revival now apparent in 
home building and allied construction and business activities in 
the building trades to such an extent that an actual shortage of 
skilled labor in these trades has become noticeable; and 
WHEREAS such insured mortgage program has by its in- 

sistence upon the use of the long term amortized mortgage at a 
maximum rate of interest not to exceed five per cent per annum, 
together with a service charge, optional with the mortgage not to 
exceed one-half of one per cent per annum and the mutual 
mortgage insurance premium of one-half of one per cent per 
annum on the original face amount of the mortgage, and by its 
system of mortgage risk valuation, property inspection and 
minimum property standards, largely eliminated from the home 
mortgage field secondary financing, excessive fees, commissions, 
hidden charges, shoddy construction, etc., thus bringing sound 
debt-free home ownership within the means of the average citizen 
of this country; and 

WHEREAS the mutual mortgage insurance provided through 
the Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund established by Title II of 
the National Housing Act, is a device which without cost to the 
taxpayer is capable of placing the home mortgage market of the 
country on a permanently staple basis; and 

WHEREAS this insured mortgage program now has the active 
and enthusiastic cooperation of some 5,000 banks and other finan- 
cial institutions throughout the country; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the National 
Paint, Varnish and Laequer Association, Inc. go on record as 
endorsing the program of the Federal Housing Administration 
under Title II of the National Housing Act and as favoring any 
reasonable measures calculated to make that program more wide- 
spread and effective. 

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the National 
Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association, Inc. specifically urge the 
extension by the Congress of the United States of the guarantee 
by the United States of principal and interest of the debentures of 
the Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund issued by the Federal 
Housing Administrator in exchange for properties foreclosed 
under insured mortgages. The contingent liability of the United 
States under such guarantee is so remote that the possibility of its 
being invoked cannot reasonably be anticipated. The expiration 
of such guarantee at a time before the Mutual Mortgage Insurance 
Fund has had an opportunity to build itself up through the 
premiums paid for mortgage insurance to a capital figure reason- 
ably proportionate to its total insurance liability, would have an 
unfortunate psychological effect seriously inhibiting the develop- 
ment of a program which has justified itself beyond question 
from a social and economic as well as a business point of view. 
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this 

resolution be mailed to the Federal Housing Administrator, Wash- 
ington, D.C., and that copies be made available also to members 
of Congress representing all states in which the members of this 
Association operate. 

(Continued to page 88) 
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@ Based on the experience of builders 
everywhere, your chances of selling 
your homes quicker are definitely 
greater when the kitchen is Victor 
In-Bilt equipped. Fresh, clean air isa 
comfort necessity for modern living 
and, therefore, a powerful sales mag- 
net. Think of this — wouldn’t any 
woman prefer a home where cooking 
odors and greasy fumes are removed 
as fast as they are formed? And, a 

VE Hy TI LATO F LS Victor In-Bilt in the kitchen even 
changes the air in all the rooms on 

/ an entire floor—removing smoke, stale 
air and keeping cleaning bills low! 

fq th e VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC. 

Complete information— 

718 READING ROAD CINCINNATI, OHIO 

mechanical specifica- 
DEALERS Unless yuu are in position to 

sell home ventilators, you are 
Baae installation de- overlooking a big bet. *‘ Ventilation for the 
tails are given in free Home”’ is here to stay and growing every 
Bulletin No. 30D-I. day. Victor has a real proposition to offer 
Write for your copy to- you. Write today for details. ay. 

Nitchens SELL Homes -Venti/ators SELL Aitchens 

WALKER — TURNER 

AT $57.50 THIS SAW 

PAYS FOR ITSELF ON ONE JOB 

Plenty of room in front of the blade and a big (3114”x 

24”) working table. Capacity to zip through studs, raft- 
ers, in fact, every member used in the construction of the 
average house. Those two features alone will convince 

any builder that the Walker-Turner 941 Bench Saw is a 

money-making machine. 

SKF ball bearings, 8” blade with 214” cutting capacity, 

a 4 H.P. motor and precision construction throughout 
are your assurance that this saw will work faithfully in 

your shop or on the job. Full details promptly on re- 

quest. alker-Turner Co., Inc., 1017 Berckman St., 

Plainfield, N.J. 
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BID ON JOBS LIKE THIS 

with Colorful, New 

DE LUXE TEMLOK 

Cream-colored Temlok De Luze decorates 
and insulates the — of this attractive 
interior, Temlok Insulating Lath also 

used. Contractor: agg rownette, 
Jacksonville, Fla. 

OW you can offer your clients interior finishes that 

combine colorful decoration and insulation in one 
material. Armstrong’s Temlok De LuxeInterior Finishes 

permit you to do this AT NO EXTRA COST. These attrac- 

tive new finishes are available in factory-finished colors— 

white, walnut, cream, green, ash—as wellas natural. They 

will harmonize with any decorative scheme—help you win 

contracts for smart interiors like the one shown above. 

Furnished in boards, planks, tiles, panels, battens, and 

border strips, Temlok De Luxe Interior Finishes can be 

used to create a variety of decorative effects. They are easy 

and economical to erect either by nailing or cementing. 

And thanks to their high insulating efficiency, they make 

possible greater comfort—lower fuel bills in homes, stores, 
restaurants, commercial and public buildings of all types. 

Temlok De Luxe Interior Finishes will help you secure 

greater customer good will on every job. They also pro- 

vide a valuable talking point in selling and renting idle 

properties. Investigate the possibilities of Temlok De 
Luxe now. Learn how these finishes, which are dis- 

tributed through retail lumber dealers, can help open 

the way to better jobs—bigger profits. Write today for 

samples and full information. Armstrong Cork 

Products Company. Building Materials Divi- 

sion, 1006 Concord Street, Lancaster, Penna. 

Armstrong’s 

TEMLOK DE LUXE INTERIOR FINISHES 

Temlok Insulating Board ~ Temlok Insulating Lath 



DURAPLY... 

Completely waterproof . . . resistant to 
attacks of termites, vermin, rodents, bacteria, 
and fungus .. . DURAPLY makes the well- 
known advantages and economies of ply- 

wood available for exterior as well as interior building purposes. 
Produced by the ALGOMA Resin-Fused process) DURAPLY 
provides strength approximating that of steel . . . has excellent 
insulation qualities . . . will not warp ... is more economical 
than multiple-ply fibers and other compositions. Available in 
every type of domestic or imported veneer. 
Write for full details and free sample. 

ALGOMA PLYWOOD & VENEER CO. 

Plywood Mills & General Offices, 
112 Wolf River Rd., Algoma, Wis. 

Veneer Mills, Birchwood, Wis. 
Cincinnati, 634 Eden Park Entrance............ Cherry 7823 
Chicago, 1234 N. Halsted St................. Diversey 4342 
Cleveland, 5400 Brook Park Road........ Shadyside 1400 
Detroit, 355 E. Woodbridge St............... Cadillac 2472 

WONDER 

“CUB” 

A complete line of modernized 
equipment for 1937—New CMC Mix- 
ers—all sizes. “Dumpover” Pneu- 
matic Tired Concrete Carts—Hoists 
— Pumps—Saw Rigs — Wheelbar- 
rows. All engineered for faster 
work. Write for prices. 

CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY 

COMPANY 

WATERLOO, IOWA 
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“8 Per Cent Boys Are Itching” 

Dallas, Tex. 
To the Editor: 

Here is a permanent vote for a permanent FHA. The “8 per 
cent boys” are itching to gobble up the common rabble. And this 
is exactly what will happen if the FHA is discontinued. I am in 
the contracting business. Previously I was connected with a 
large life insurance company here in Dallas. This company gets 
its share of the FHA business. 
From my experience I highly endorse the whole FHA structure. 

WM. J. HAHNEL, 
Beilharz & Hahnel, Contractors & Builders. 

No Tears Here for “Loan Structure Upset” 

Sioux Falls, $.D. 
To the Editor: 

It is too bad that the FHA is “attempting to upset the existing 
mortgage loan structure,” as Mr. L. A. McLean, president of the 
Mortgage Bankers had stated. It is too bad that the interest rate 
has been reduced and that the boosters of home ownership can’t 
have their way about charging 7 and 8 per cent interest and getting 
their little commission every three or five years together with 
other charges the home owner has had to pay. 

I am not defending the material men, but if the building and 
loan league would be satisfied with a reasonable charge, they 
would not try to lay the blame for the high cost of building on the 
labor unions. 

Yes indeed, we want FHA continued. It was good enough to 
bring the building industry out of the mire and it is good enough 
now to keep us up and going. Home ownership has been popu- 
larized by FHA. We want to go ahead now and I hope that the 
American Builder and all building men will do all in their power 
to keep it so. 

NELS OIE NOREM, Carpenter & Builder. 

Some Charges Still Excessive 

Kenosha, Wis. 
To the Editor : 

We wish to compliment you on your article in the American 
Builder of November 1936 entitled, “Shall FHA Be Continued?” 

In my estimation the FHA has been a big factor in the return 
of residential construction. Prior to the inauguration of the FHA, 
is was physically impossible to obtain a mortgage loan for con- 
struction purposes. 

There are still some charges made by the local banks on FHA 
loans which we consider exorbitant. As an illustration, there is a 
charge of some $20.00 to $24.00 made for photographing the 
mortgagee’s lot. 
RAY J. ECKENRODE COMPANY, Contractors & Builders. 

Politics in FHA Appraisals 

Jonesboro, Ark. 
To the Editor: 

I have just read your article entitled, “Shall FHA Be Con- 
tinued?” There is no doubt that the need for the provisions of 
Title I has just about passed. With the elimination of equipment 
sales the loss on this type of financing would be small, however, 
and it might be continued with certain additional restrictions. 

The provisions under Title II should mean that the FHA is an 
insuring agency only. The condition that is developing in our 
locality is that the banks will make any loan the FHA will 
insure. The RFC Mortgage Company will buy any new con- 
struction loan that the FHA will insure. Neither of the lending 
institutions has any knowledge of the value of the property, in most 
cases never sees it, and relies wholly on the appraisal of some 
employee of the Federal Housing Administration. Most of these 
men have been hired by their political pull rather than for their 
qualifications. The result is that it is no uncommon thing for a 
prospective home owner to secure a loan of sufficient size to pay 
for the lot, build the house, pay all the loan costs, and have some- 
thing left when it is all over. There is no point in building up 

(Continued to page 90) 
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HERE’S A BUY! a 

er 20” ECONOMY BAND SAW 
1is 
in $97 F.00 

only °75 
>ts 

' 27” and 36” sizes priced in 
re, proportion. Saw Blade, 

Saw Guides, Brazing tongs 
and clamp included. Ball 
Bearings and Guards at 
slight extra cost. 

Install now, before prices 
go up, one or more of these 

ee = sturdy, accurate and cap- 
1g a ' able machines which save 
he you money and help you 

make more money. Write for folder completely describ- 
: ing and illustrating these machines. 

ig We make a complete line of Woodworking, Contractors’ 
th and Saw Mill Machinery. Literature gladly furnished 

on request. 

id ¥%& Modernize with Monarchs for a Prosperous New Year! 

1€ 

9 AMERICAN 

“4 SAW MILL MACHINERY CO. 

1e Makers of Woodworking and Saw-Mill Machinery 

2 60 MAIN STREET HACKETTSTOWN, N. J. 

WYTEFACE 
” y A TRADE M r 

n Te ee ee Ce ee 

by ee 

for , f/, Ui, : 
=) a 

\ z 

a a e Fe 

This improved steel tape makes life easier ee 

for the man on the job. The clear, black- 

on-white graduations are a decided conve- 

nience, and a valuable safeguard against 

annoying errors. 

And WYTEFACE is serviceable. A new 

resilience prevents kinks or curls; a crack- 

proof surface protects the steel from rust— 

exclusive WYTEFACE features that greatly 

increase the useful life of 

the line. 

. 

2 qasanay \ 
. & 

Oe rausnay L1ah. 

O02 83583 

8 

a 
7H 

You’ll want to own a 

WYTEFACE Steel Tape. 

Ask your dealer, or write 

for complete information. 

EST 1867 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
HOBOKEN, N. Jj 

NEW YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO DETROIT MONTREAL 

Be a Contractor— 

Make Big Money 

NOW 

2 Billions of dollars are being used to make jobs 
@ and the Home Building Program offers the big- 

gest chance to make money carpenters have ever known. 
Are YOU Ready? Can you Yemodel from start to fin- 
ish—do you know the tricks of estimating, laying out, 

etc.? Here’s your chance to get these facts—quickly— 
easily, without study or work—just put your finger on what 

you want to know instantly. 

5 Big Books Shipped FREE 
for examination. 2400 Pages, hundreds of diagrams, estimate sheets, etc., instructions 
on blueprint reading, estimating framing, construction, architectural drawing, plumbing, 
heating, etc., make these books invaluable to any carpenter who wants to Cash in NOW 
on today’s opportunities. This may be the chance of a lifetime. 
Jiffy Index makes these facts available in a few seconds. Remember these five big books 
all shipped to You FREE for examination. Send the coupon, there is no obligation. 
Get these books and be ready to bid on ANY building or modernizing job NOW. 

Uncle Sam will help 
you make money if 
you are ready. 

Consulting 9 pomm—— For Free Offer Use Coupon=— ———— 
i American Technical Society. 

a he Drexel Ave. at 58th St., Dept. G-133, Chicago, III. 
nciude I would like to look at the five books deseribed above. Send 

Privilege of con- them on your free examination offer. I will pay the few cents de- 
sulting experts livery charges only and will examine them thoroughly and return 
f ili doll them in ten days unless I like them in which case I will send 
pe ollar you $2.00 and after that $3.00 per month until the total price 

nical Society on “Blueprint Reading,’’ and consulting membership certificate 
any building prob- without extra charge. 
lem for’one year 
without charge, if 
you mail coupon 
immediately. 

Name 
Address oe 
Attach letter stating age, employer’s name and address and 
that of at least one business man as a reference, 

| 
| 
| 
| 

Tech- | of only $19.80 is paid. You are also to send me an extra book, 

| 
| 
| 
{ 

Easier to 

Install 

Ro-Way Over- 
Head Type 
Doors require 
no alterations 
in most old 
buildings, and 
are available 
in all sizes to 
fit all door 
openings. That 
means real 
economy for 
both owner 
and contract- 
or. 

OVER-HEAD 
tPF. DOORS 

for Commercial, Industrial 

and Residential Use 

Ro-Way Over- 
Head Type Doors 
can’t jump the 
track, bind nor freeze in. They are also 
exceptionally attractive in appearance. 

RO-WAY 

—are made in alf Standard Sizes, 
as well as Special Sizes and Heavy 
Duty Doors with heavy tracking 
are available. Investigate the Ro- 
Way specially designed Torsion 
Spring High Lift Doors for use in 
public service stations. Also the 
Ro-Way low priced Doors for res- 
idence garages. 

Write for Ro-Way Door Folder and Price 
List. Also special folder on Ro-Way Elec- 
trie Operators. 

Rowe Manufacturing Co. 
739 HOLTON ST., GALESBURG, ILL., U.S.A. 
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SASH 

SPO CORD 

ME of extra quality uni- 

form fine yarn, spun in our 

own mills. Firmly braided, 

smoothly finished, carefully in- 

spected and guaranteed free from 

imperfections which cause in- 

ferior sash cord to wear out 

quickly. Specified by leading ar- 

chitects everywhere. Send for 
sample. 

Samson Cordage Works 

BOSTON, MASS. 

*‘Direct-driven outfit eliminates a ter- 

rific power loss .....” A prominent Kansas 

City Lumber Company—name on request—writes: “We are 
more than pleased with the power of the DeWalt machine and 

must admit that a direct-driven outfit eliminates a terrific 

power loss over the belt-driven type of equipment.” 

The building trend is up; profits follow fastest when the 

cost trend is down. DeWalts eliminate the labor waste of 

table tilting and material swinging. DeWalt direct-drive gets 

the most out of power. Write for information. 

DE WALT fintonitos 

267 Fountain Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 
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false values in this manner only to see them crash in the next 
depression. 

The money for home construction, either from banks or savings 
and loan associations, comes from the investing public. A con- 
scientious lending institution therefore must have some reason 
to believe that the borrower has an actual equity in the property. 
Many of the employees of the Federal Housing Administration 

have assumed the attitude of dictating policies to the lending in- 
stitution. They do not have full knowledge of the responsibilities 
of the management of the associations. There was some talk a 
few months ago that an attempt to co-ordinate all these activities 
would eliminate many of the present misunderstandings. 

I hope that in your future articles relative to the work of the 
FHA you will try to secure the viewpoints from all interested 
parties. In this way the readers who are builders will have a true 
picture of the situation and maybe a better understanding of what 
this whole thing has been created for. 

Cc. A. STUCK & SONS, Lumber Dealer, 
By William R. Stuck. 

Red Tape No Worse Than “Banker Mind” 

Wichita, Kans. 
To the Editor: 

Regarding the editorial in your last issue pertaining to “Shall 
FHA Be Continued?” we wish to take this opportunity to write 
you and let you know that we are heartily in favor of the continu- 
ance of FHA. 

There is no doubt but that this government agency has done 
more to put us back on Good Times Street than any other stimulant 
taken by the public for the ails of republicanism depression. 

The set-up of the Federal Housing Administration that we come 
in contact with shows efficiency throughout, down to the personnel. 
The red tape is no worse than the slow functioning of the minds 
of those in the building and loan and the mortgage bankers or- 
ganizations to assist the ones that are deserving to finance a new 
home or to remodel their present old run-down one. 
We understand perfectly the attitude of the above mentioned 

two organizations who recently condemned the FHA at their 
national conventions, but they seem to have forgotten their predic- 
ament of four years ago before the HOLC stepped in and put 
them back on their feet. 
To continue up the steps from depression, rather than even to 

think of discontinuing the FHA, we should be working toward 
4 per cent money and 90 per cent loans. Then the happiness of 
the multitude will prevail. 

THE JOHN ENGSTROM LUMBER COMPANY, 
By Robt. M. Moore, Sales Manager. 

How Would You Modernize Old Style Tub? 

New York City. 
To the Editor: 

I would like to know if there is on the market anything that will 
cover the old footed bathtub so as to appear built in. Also which 
are the cheapest imitation tiles for remodeling kitchen and bath- 
room? There are many small houses that could be improved, but 
owing to the cost they are left as they are. 

MAURO REALTY CORP. 
By Nicholas R. Mauro. 

Stair Building Articles Requested 

Ravanna, Mo. 
To the Editor: 

I think that it would be a good idea if you publish in your mag- 
azine a series of articles on stair building. 

H. B. CLARK. 

California Home Designs 

San Jose, Calif. 
To the Editor: 

I have been a subscriber and reader of the American Builder 
and Building Age for many years, and always take time to read 

(Continued to page 92) 
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... for new jobs or remodeling 

... for any style of installation 

specify 

WILLIS SKYLIGHTS 

because of their long-standing reputation for de- 
pendability. They’re made only of the best mate- 
rials by workmen of long experience, and are guar- 
anteed not to leak. Condensation bars on all sides 
and at eaves. Made in all styles and sizes, with or 
without ventilation. 

Show your clients how they can save money and 
improve working conditions by more daylight, 
more fresh air... 

WRITE for Skylight Catalog 

The WILLIS MANUFACTURING CO. 

**Standard for almost Half a Century’ 

Natural texture and rich color 

preserved through correct drying 

and seasoning. 

e, 

Lays without waste and stays 

where you lay it. . ; 

Marked and guaranteed for grade 

with the NOFMA copyrighted 

label certifying highest standard 

of quality. 

ASK YOUR LUMBER DEALER 
or Address 

FORDYCE-CROSSETT SALES CO. 

FORDYCE and CROSSETT, ARKANSAS 

Hones a Natural 

IN RUBBER FLOOR COVERING 

SYRA-BORD. . 

unskilled workman. 

therefore you can _ install 
On your request 
we will gladly 
send you spe- 
cial _ bulletins 
on any or all 
of the prod- 
ucts here men- 
tioned. 

chart. 

er Pipe Sealer, etc. 

Servicised Products Corp. 

a, Sinvios? 

6047 W. 65th ST. ~p 

—it is furnished to you in nar- 
row 10 foot strips—and is the 
only brand having the pat- 
ented tongue and groove 
construction on sides and ends 
which makes it a very simple 
job of laying, even for an 

SYRA-BORD "stays put'’ and will 
not curl, warp, creep nor crack— 

product and be sure you'll have 
no "come backs."" Write us today 
for descriptive bulletin and color 

SYRA-BORD is made by the or- 
ganization that produces Servic- 
ised Expansion Joints—Industrial 
Flooring—Asphalt Planking—Sew- 

“} CHICAGO, ILL. 

SAW 10 TIMES FASTER 

with SKILSAW! 

SKILSAW does any saw- 
ing joh quicker, better 
and cheaper—it pays for 
itself with its savings on 
the first job—it enables 
you to out-bid and out- 
perform those who still 
cling to the old, slow 
hand-saw methods! 

SKILSAW has been the 
choice of builders for 
sixteen years because, 
model for model, it has more 
power, more construction refine- 
ments, more sawing applications. 
It is safe, accurate and durable. 
Operates from any A. C. or D. C. 
light socket. Cuts wood, metal, 
stone and compositions. 7 power- 
ful sizes. 

Ask Your Hardware Deal- 
er fer a Demonstration and 
Write fer Our New Catalog. 

fs 

= _/ se 
* 

Pits 

3314 ELSTON AVENUE, CHICAGO 
210 E. 40th St., New York—52 Brookline Ave., Boston 

s 312 Omar Street, Los Angeles y 
y | Sales & Service for Canada: 85 Deloraine Ave., Toronto 



EDWARDS 

*‘Herringbone’’ 

Steel Ceiling 

Harmonizes with 

Tile Side Walls 

and Floors 

From Massachusetts to Ala- 
bama and from Virginia to 
Texas leading sheet metal 

contractors sound the praises of Edwards Steel Ceilings: 

“The same perfect ceiling as when installed twenty years 
ago.” “The best investments I ever made.” “Highest 
quality and satisfactory to the owners.” “Beautiful jobs, 
satisfied customers and nice profits—all that anyone could 
ask for.” 

Now the demand is for our “Herringbone” design, the 
only steel ceiling that ties in with the prevailing use of 
tile and tile substitutes for side walls, wainscote and 
floors. 

Write for Ceiling Catalog 180 with Tile Supplement. 

Send measurements for estimate. 

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO. 

542-562 Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 

Write 

FOR THIS 

Catalog 

® 

You'll find this Catalog full of practical 

suggestions. Questions to be answered 

when ordering, standard car sizes, 

capacities, location of shaft doors, 

shaft enclosure data, how to specify 

and many other valuable details. 

nd Elevators sxanua 

Catalog includes informative data on Dumb Wait- 
ers, Freight and Sidewalk Elevators, Residence 
Elevators, Fuel Lifts, Trunk Lifts, Correspondence 
Lifts and Ash Hoists. Also details of the ROTO- 
WAITER—the latest type and safest electric dumb 
waiter that is proving so popular with owners. 
Ask for your free copy now. 

CEDGWICK 

MACHINE WORKS 

154 WEST 5th STREET, NEW YORK 
Established 1893. Agents in Principal Cities. 

Dumb Waiters 

Sedgwick 
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each issue from cover to cover, noting many items of great interest 
to us contractors and builders. 

Specializing, as I do, in industrial construction, you might think 
that I would not be interested in the designs of homes which, seem 
to constitute the major part of all construction magazines. How- 
ever, I am much interested and will have to admit that the building 
of a home or residence, designed especially for a certain family 
and its needs, is and always has been the most pleasing work ever 
done by a contractor or the real building mechanic who makes 
building his life’s work. 
Many times my thoughts return to the years when I erected 

25 to 30 homes each year, by contract, for real home owners who 
had them designed to meet their individual requirements. Very 
few, if any, in these days were erected “to sell” or on the present 
speculative plan, hoping that someone would come along and be 
so pleased with the new house that he would want it as his. 
Watching with much pleasure the many designs in the Builder 

of the present day homes, I am led to make a “few remarks” 
regarding them. The major part of the homes are of Eastern 
design. We here in California seem to demand the style which 
our history has created as California Architecture. The larger 
home or estate on larger tracts of ground is very easy to design, 
especially when the costs are not held down to the price the work- 
ing man is able to own. The home that is now much discussed is 
the California Home that can be erected on a 45 or 50 foot lot, 
125 feet or more in depth with the garage in the rear or attached, 
either one-story plan or one and a half story. 

I would be very much pleased if some issue of the Builder could 
feature our California Architecture in the small homes. 

FRANK L. HOYT, General Building Contractor. 

“A Text Book for Over 20 Years” 

Burlington, Wash. 
To the Editor: 

Just a word of appreciation of your years of service and edu- 
cation, for your magazine has been a text book to me for over 
twenty years. 

Haven’t written anything for you since I described a Gothic roof 
barn in about 1923 for Building Age, but I am enclosing a picture 

of a modern design I built last year, using American Builder 
information very largely to get my design true to type. 

I enclose requests for catalogs. These, too, are a wonderful 
source of information and are filed for reference. 

C. E. KELLY, Carpenter & Builder. 

Three Houses from “American Builder” Designs 

Lyons, Kans. 
To the Editor: 

Please note that I have marked quite a number of publications, 
all of which I want for my files. 

I am a young contractor, started in business for myself four 
years ago and have taken your magazine for the last two years. 
I have gotten enough information from it during this time to pay 
for the subscription price the rest of my life. I have built three 
houses from your designs and am going to start your featured 
design for November in about six weeks. 

LLOYD G. REEVE, Contractor. 
(Continued to page 94) 
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MAKE QUICK, 

CLOSE ESTIMATES 

Within six months 
2,500 contractors, archi- 
tects, banks, Building 
and Loan Associations, 
HOLC appraisers, Build- 
ing Commissioners and 
Assessors, and others in 
the building field have 
adopted the MANUAL 
and its method. 
This is a new 
SECOND EDI- 
TION. 

With the new BOECKH MANUAL OF AP- 

PRAISALS you can in a few minutes estimate closely 

the cost of constructing a building. In an hour or so, 

you can make an accurate, detailed appraisal that 

will stand up when checked by the HOLC or FHA. 

The MANUAL'S cubic foot tables assure a precise 

cost figure for practically any building. They cover 

97 specified and illustrated types of buildings, in 

3,000 sizes. A simple system of credits and deduc- 

tions corrects them for hundreds of variations in 

specifications. 

It gives data and instructions necessary for apprais- 

ing property on the basis of Market and Income 

Values, and an original scientific method for valuing 

land. Percentage figures from inexpensive new Index 

Control Number service quickly convert MANUAL 

base prices into present prices of materials and labor 

in your locality. 

1935. 272 pages, illustrated, 5!/>x8!/> inches, flexible Fabrikoid. 

MANUAL with pad of Work-Sheets, $5.00 

BOECKH INDEX CALCULATOR 

The author tells how to get reliable figures as to 

local cost of labor and materials, and how to use the 

charts to find the fractional Index Numbers for each 

item, which, added up, gives the total Local Index 

Number. 

1936. 40 pages, 21 charts, 8!/oxI14/4, Fabrikoid. With pad of 

50 Index Calculation Record Sheets, $3.50. 

Money Back If Not Satisfied 

Book Service Department 

AMERICAN BUILDER and 

BUILDING AGE 

30 Church Street New York 

“CONTRACTOR SPECIAL” 

FLOOR SANDING MACHINE 

Built for the man who wants to do a first class job in a hurry! 

Just Compare These Features 
%& Motor develops almost 4 H.P. on house current. 
%& Lubri-seal ball bearings never need 

shor sr or oil. 
% Perfectly balanced drum prevents ripples. 
%& Selective drum speeds. 
¥%& Motor quickly removable for portability. 
% Dual purpose vacuum system. 
%& Modern, streamline design. 
% Guaranteed for all time. 
This sander has just what you need to cut 
sanding costs and increase your profits. 
TRY IT—COMPARE IT—JUDGE IT 

Speédmatic vANe 

Fast — Sturdy — Balanced — Light 
Powerful — Safe — Dependable 

The most dependable saw ever built. 
Cross cuts—rips—miters—bevels—da- 
does—tennons — ploughs — grooves 
—compound miters.§ Used on } re 
wood, tile, marble 
stone, slate, and al 
compositions. Fin- 
er tip adjustment 
or angle and 

depth. Powerful mo- 
tor that stands the 
gaff. The only saw 
with guaranteed 
cutting speed. 

WRITE 
for complete details 
without obligation. 

PORTER-CABLE MACHINE CO. 
1721-12 No. Salina St.. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

6 "say MOTT BROS. 

All ceilings in the six-room homes in Mott Bros. “Surrey Lane” 
Development at Hempstead, N.Y., were decorated with one coat 
of MuRAL-TONE. And the new owners as well as builders are well- 
pleased. All the homes are occupied. 

The speed, economy and coverage of MURAL-TONE appeal 
to the shrewd developer, contractor and master painter, and 
the velvet-flat beauty of the MURAL-TONE finish pleases tenants 
and prospective buyers. 

The perfected blending of casein and lithopone is the secret 
of MURAL-TONE’s success...plus powerful advertising every 
month in the right national magazines and newspapers. 

Write today for “Facts FOLDER,” 
Color Chart, etc. Play the winner 
and make money. Please address 
THE MuRALo Co., 568 Richmond ; 
Terrace, Staten Island, New York. 
Branches: Atlanta—Chicago—Bos- , 
ton—San Francisco. & BETTER WHITE 

; BETTER LIGHT 

¢ DRIES IN FORTY 
MINUTES 

¢ ADHERES TO UNSEA- 
SONED PLASTER 

¢ SINGLE COAT COVERS 
ON MOST SURFACES 

° WILL NOT LIME-BURN 
2 CUTS COSTS 25% ~ 

A MURALO PRODUCT 

ADVERTISED IN: 
American Builder « Amer- 
ican Paint & Oil Dealer « 
Factory * Architectural 
Forum « Pencil Points « 
National Painters Magazine 

° Sweet’s Catalog 
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$685 52" 

Fills 

The Bill! 

New Model "A" Planing Mill Special 

Here is a machine that meets every demand—from rough 
lumber to finest trim and finish. 8 full-sized machines in 
all, each independently operated. 

Send for catalog of our complete 
line of individual and combination 
machines, priced as low as $50 

Good Woodworking Machines Since 1887 

THE PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE CO. 
Dept. BL-! 1524 Knowlton Street Cincinnati, Ohio 

WOODWORKING MACHINES 

NO DUST 

NO SMOKE 

NO HEAT 

LOSS 

7 =~ " 
7 

PEERLESS dampers 

To be sure the fireplace operates with 100% efficiency install a PEERLESS 
DOME DAMPER. Peerless dampers seal the chimney flue when the fireplace is 
not in use—this is essential to efficient operation of modern heating and air 
conditioning installation. 

Peerless dampers are available in three styles—rotary, poker and chain con- 
trol. All built to last a lifetime, of heavy stove plate cast iron. 

OTHER PEERLESS PRODUCTS 
Fireplace fixtures—ash dumps—coal windows—ash pit doors—garbage 
receivers—radiant gas heaters—Gas Conversion Burners and Stokers. 

Details and prices on request. 

PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CORP. 

1400 W. Ormsby Ave. Louisville, Ky. 
EEA REN a ERs 
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“Old Baby with New Paris Gown” 

Nor folk,Va. 
To the Editor: 

Our secretary is very much interested in your valuable maga- 
zine, the American Builder, and seems to enjoy looking at the 
various plans and modernizations of buildings. 

The officials of the Atlantic Life Insurance Company called on 
us to obtain the advice of various agents on what to do with a 
certain property in this city which they had to take over under 
foreclosure. We undersand some agents told them that the build- 
ing was not worth spending any money on and to have it torn 
down. 

Mr. Curry of said company called on the writer and asked what 
our views would be. The writer told Mr. Curry that if he would 

Above "Before" and below "After" the "Paris Gown" was put on. 

leave it with us we would doll the old baby up and puta new Paris 
gown on her. He became very much interested; so the writer 
prepared the plans, and obtained the contract prices which met 
with the approval of the company and they authorized the writer 
to proceed with the work. The writer prepared the plans and 
specifications and superintended the construction of the build- 
ing. ; 
We are enclosing pictures of the old building as it was, and 

as it is today. 
H. C. HOGGARD & CO., INC., Realtors, 
By H. C. Hoggard. 

Youth Will “Come Through” When Called 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
To the Editor: 

I read with interest the article in the July issue of the Amer- 
ican Builder about apprentice training in the coming building boom. 
Also I noted the complaint of the head of the building trades de- 
partment of the Wiggins Trade School in Los Angeles that young 
men want “white collar” jobs. Being myself a young man, com- 
mercially trained with several years government clerical experi- 
ence, I have changed over to construction work because of ex- 
pectations of better future opportunities in building. I have read 

(Continued to page 96) 
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MORE and MORE.... 

Contractors are Using 

REID-WAY PROFESSIONAL 

i 
This powerful, speedy, \\ 

ultra-modern floor sur- 
facing machine is built 
exclusively for contrac- 
tors and professional floor 
men. If you want to do 
cleaner, faster work—if 
you want a sander on 
which there is practically 
no maintenance cost, you 
will also become a user of 
the Reid-way Profession- 
al “gs” 

Outstanding Exclusive Features 

More and more contractors are choosing Reid-Way because 
it is the only floor surfacing machine that has the following 
exclusive features: 

1. Only Two Moving Parts (Sanding 
Drum and separate Vacuum Motor) 

2. No Gears, Belts, Chains or Pulleys 

3. Works Directly Up to Quarter-round 
on EITHER SIDE of the machine 

Write for full information on this sensational new floor sander. 

The Reid-Way Corporation 

2941 First Avenue, S.E. 

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 

Sescsaeesasal CONTRACTORS 
jeseeesesonl @ )& BUILDING 

pesracaeeeee 2 MATERIAL 
fas DEALERS 

You can make a substantial profit handling our com- 
plete line. You carry no stock. You sell from our fully 
illustrated catalog printed in colors. Free Samples 
Furnished when needed. 100%. co-operation at all 

, ume; PROMPT SHIPMENTS 
= Our line includes tile for Bathrooms, Kitchens, Ves- 
WSt= = tibules, Mantels, Store Rooms, Entrances, Store Fronts, 

Bulkheads, or any kind of 
Tile Work. Also Red, Buff, 
Grey and other colors of 

quarry tiles, recessed tile, bathroom fixtures, etc. 

Sa, 

mation 
without cost or obligation. Write. 
We want a representation in 
every locality. - 

Write or Wire for Free: Samples 

LLOYD FLOOR & WALLTILE CO. 
Established 1920 

1526 Walnut Street KANSAS CITY, MO. 

E CATALOG 24 Full in. 
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for 

LASTING 

BEAUTY AT 

Low Cost 

Tile-Tex Decorative Wall Tile is easily applied in old or new 
buildings. Made in a wide range of colors and gives a per- 
manent wall of lasting beauty at low cost. Ideal for Bathrooms, 
Kitchens, Stores, Barber Shops, Beauty Shops, Public Buildings, 
Restaurants, Bars and Lobbies. 
Tile-Tex is a real wall tile that will not craze, crack, warp or 
mar. Can be applied right over plaster walls or wall board. 

Ask ea dealer about Tile-Tex Wall Tile today—if he cannot 
pply you, write us for detailed information and prices. 

THE TILE-TEX COMPANY 
1229 McKinley Avenue Chicago Heights, Illinois 

ae ee Decorative 

7 ihLea-~T EE xX 

b FLOOR TILE 

Wappat saws 

ARE SAVING 

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS 

FOR BUILDERS 

4 

# 

Learn what WAPPAT 

Portable Electric Saws 

can do for you. 

WRITE FOR DETAILS 

: Please tell me how WAPPAT 
TAPP. : TOOLS can help me save 

INCORPORATE. oe 

7544 Meade St., Pittsburgh, Pa. : Name 

Division of Address. 

Simonds Saw and Steel Co. =< City 
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ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE 

S an installer or as a builder, insist on using 
ACCURATE Metal Weather Strip and you'll have 

no complaints. A leader for 30 years, now better than 
ever. Precision built, every foot true to gauge. Try 
ACCURATE on your next weatherstrip job and get 
acquainted with its exceptional quality. 

Jobbers Wanted. Valuable territory open 

ACCURATE METAL WEATHER STRIP CO. 
218 East 26th Street, New York 

Sensationally 

Low-Priced 

Electric Ventilator 

The Electrovent! The favorite with 
builders from coast to coast be- 
cause of 
its beauty, 
mec hani- 
cal excel- 
lence and 

moderate price. Shutters open and close 
automatically as motor is turned on and 
off. All-metal construction, completel 
rustproof. Aluminum blades. Beautifu 

chrome-plated grille. One 
and two speed motors. No 

Write for | fadio interference. Excep- 
tionally easy to install. — 

Cweular | Write for Builders’ Prices 
and Prices Electrovent Corporation 

5240 Western Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

Lower 

Your Costs 

with a 

“POWER 

KING” 

SAW 

They are safe—durable—efficient 

MADE IN 6 SIZES 6" TO II" 

Write for full information 

POWER KING TOOL CORP. 
Dept. AB, 

WARSAW, INDIANA 

Wilts THIS FASTEST CUTTING - 

CLEANEST OPERATING SANDER 

SPEED (Z)LITE 

For 40 years Contractors have been makin 
MONEY sanding floors with a SPEED-O-LITE. it 
cuts fast—works easier and quickly pays for itself in 
savings on sandpaper, current and labor, 
Finishes new floors—refinishes old floors. Works right 
up to the quarter-round and leaves a ballroom finish 
on every floor. Operates from any light socket. Weighs 
only 80 Ibs. Easily carried by one man. Priced within 
reach of all. Write today for details of our con- 
venient time payment plan and 

5-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER 

LINCOLN-SCHLUETER 
FLOOR MACHINERY CoO. 

_ W. Grand Ave. Chicago, III. 

y No Muss 

*GUARANTEED 
1-YEAR INCLUDING 

MOTOR 
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Letters Dept. 

(Continued from page 94) 

nearly every issue of the American Builder the past year and a 
half. Perhaps my ideas, presented in the following, about youth 
and building will be interesting to readers. 

Whenever the construction industry offers to young men better 
wages, better social security, better associates, better opportuni- 
ties for financial success than competing professions, then it will 
be surprising how quickly fine young men will become skilled me- 
chanics, building superintendents, and real estate operators. For 
some time other professions have promised and given more in 
wages and working conditions. 

For example, the clerical profession offers to a beginner, after 
15 months’ business schooling, $18.00 a week steady work, well 
lighted and heated office, clean working conditions, association 
with executives, chance for advancement. The building trades 
offer, after 9 months’ study in a trade school, to the inexperi- 
enced young man a starting job at $3.20 a day, irregular work 
out in the weather, association with derelicts, “hard boiled” fore- 
men. 

The building profession today, due to extremely stiff competi- 
tion, is full of what is called “chiseling” in the West. The owner 
chisels the architect who chisels the contractor who chisels the 
sub-contractors who chisel their mechanics and everyone chisels 
the material dealers and salesmen. Everyone in the building game 
must be “closer” than the proverbial Scotchman to keep going. We 
cannot blame any particular one for the situation. It is due to the 
present economic condition. 

But, I agree, the future looks very rosy indeed. Contractors 
will soon be able to make money using apprentice labor and turn 
out a better job than is done today by skilled mechanics who 
“must be fast.” Shortage of skilled labor will not hold back the 
building boom. Vocational school employment agencies will 
spring up, government and private. Soon fathers will be saying, 
“My boy four months ago finished a nine-month course in the 
trade school. Now he is working for the Packard Construction 
Co. at $40.00 a week.” 

The necessary economic condition for the arrival of the build- 
ing boom and great general prosperity is a proportionately greater 
income from labor and less from capital, in other words, higher 
wages with lower interest rates. Planning, by owners and execu- 
tives, is, of course, labor. Civilization has been slowed down by 
an impfoper adjustment of the income from labor and capital just 
as an improper mixture of air and gasoline impairs the efficiency 
of a motor. The present economic trend is definitely in this right 
direction. 

In Washington, D.C., several months ago I had the opportunity 
of discussing matters with the Federal Committee on Apprentice 
Training, a part of the National Youth Administration in the 
Department of Labor building. I was much impressed by the prac- 
tical objectives of the Committee, namely, better working and 
learning conditions and better apprentices secured through co-ordi- 
nation by the Committee of Apprentices, employers, vocational 
schools, labor unions, and the Government. 

I have gambled considerable time, study and money to fit my- 
self to take advantage of these expected future opportunities in 
building. No doubt many other young men have done the same. 
I feel sure that we will win. 

THEODORE W. PECKHAM. 

Who Wants Historic Magazines? 

Chelsea, Mich. 

To the Editor: 

Would you be interested in the purchase for cash of the 
following bound volumes of “Carpentry & Building” Maga- 
zine: 

Volume 5 (1883) to and including Volume 27 (1906). Also, 
the following bound issues of the years 1900, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
1905 National Builder. 

I also have the complete issues of both of the above maga- 
zines from'the dates above shown to the time the National 
Builder became known as The American Builder and Building 
Age. 

I would appreciate hearing from you regarding this matter. 
PAUL C. MARONEY. _, 
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SAVE 25c to 35¢ 
Per frame—with 

HONEYCUTT 

SASH CORD SADDLE 
40% less weight. Saves 
labor—merely bore 1” 
hole and drive Saddle in. 
Requires less stock of 
window weights. 

Kiln dried, chemically 
treated, full 1” birch or 
beech. Tested—tried and 

accepted in years of actual 
usage. 

Cannot rust or stick window. 
Noiseless. Will never jump pulley, fray nor wear out sash cord. Positive 
balance for window. 
FREE —Write today for FREE Sample and illustrated literature. 
Honeycutt Mfg. Co., 2715 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo. 

LS LL ddd 
BLIND STOP 

WINDOW STOP 

Summer Cooling 

with Winter Air 

Conditioning $200 
aonUAL plete by your dealer in six room warm air 

tow furnace heated home. 
ATURE’S WAY is most efficient—most 
healthful—most economical to buy 

and to operate. Increases property values 
—brings buyers—makes homes sell. New 
discoveries of U. of Illinois make this 
result possible. Every home owner—ev- 
ery builder—needs invaluable Portfolio 
No. 6 with all facts—charts—diagrams— 
illustrations. Send 10c stamps or coin to 

RUSSELL ELECTRIC CO., Mfrs. 
332 W. Huron St. Chicago 

R. Hold Hoet System .7 
Home Air Conditioning 

Sure, you can dig a basement with a hand shovel. 
But a builder’d go broke doing it. And you can 
still fit windows on the job. But you'll make 
more money using the Silentite Pre-Fit Window 
Unit to take the “puttering” out of installations. 
Your customers will like the 254 fuel savings 
possible with these new windcws that tests show 
are five times as weather-tight as ordinary win- 
dows. Write today for full particulars. 

Curtis CoMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU 
Dept. AB-1 Curtis Building, Clinton, Iowa 

me INSULATED” wirrow 

KINNEAR 

RoL-TOP DOOR 

Check 

°° * These Features 

1 Continuous steel angle mounted 
tracks—rigid and strong—reduces Easy to install in residence 

" i garage, or commercial or 
vibration. industrial buildings. Built 
"Keystone" sealing—door seats like in any size of wood or steel 

i —manually or motor oper- 4 _" Weathertight, yet free Fg tg Tg 

facts on RoL-TOP. 

KINNEAR MFG. CO. 
1560-80 Fields Ave. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 

Rugged hardware bolted—special 
Kinnear ball-bearing rollers—top 
closing arm—pre-tested springs. 

- Backed by a company specializing 
in doors for 40 years. 

A Handsome, Permanent Binder 

AMERICAN 
for BUILD sé «so 60 . Only $1 

OPENS FLAT AS A The ONLY binding that opens flat 
BOUND BOOK! . as a bound book! Made of durable 

mom imitation leather, it will preserve 
your American Builders perman- 
ently. Each cover holds 6 issues. 
Do your own binding at home in a 
few minutes. Instructions easy to 
follow. Mail coupon for 10 day 
free trial. 

——=—==MAIL COUPON TODAY! <= —=—— 
SUCKERT LOOSE LEAF COVER CO., 
234 W. Larned St., Detroit, Michigan 

NOTE: | Mail postpaid binders for Ameri- 
z can Builder for................ years. Will remit We make per- 

manent pind. | $-----eeeeeeeeeeeeee in 10 days or return bind- 
ers for ALL ings collect. 
magazines. | Name 
Write for = Address 
formation. 

| City State 

The Wallace No. 18-F Shaper Cuts Costs 

Shaping Profits 

depend on quick set-up of 
equipment, high speed opera- 
tion, faultless’ performance. 
The Wallace No. 18 Shaper fills this need, 
operating quickly, safely, and effortlessly. 
In the mill, cabinet shop, repair shop, 
furniture factory,—everywhere that shaping 
is done these high-speed direct motor driven 
machines are making new profits. 
No_belts,—easily adjusted. “Can be used 
with solid cutters, formed knives held be- 
tween collars, or adapted for use with stand- 
ard routing and shaping bits. Versatile and 
efficient, ruggedly built, 
Write today for information about this and 
other Wallace tools. 

J. D. WALLACE & CO., 
136 S. California Ave., 

Chicago, III. 

KIMBALL 

HAND POWER 

ELEVATORS 

A complete line of efficient Hand 
Power and Electric Elevators built to 
suit any requirement. 

Fitted for rapid installation in your 
building. These  straight-line-drive 
machines are little giants of lifting 
power and ate surprisingly nominal 
in costs. 

FREE Engineering Data 
Give us your problems and let our 
engineers help you. Full descriptive 
literature on request. 

KIMBALL BROS. CO. 

Council Bluffs, lowa 1200-92 Ninth Street 

(O10) 8310) | The Kawneer Som pany, spree seen 4 
se sen e literature chec e 

BRINGS DATA ff 0 “The Taenneen Book of Store Fronts’’ (56 pages I 
ON | —250 pictures.) () Booklet on Kawneer Rustless | 

I Metal Doors. 1) Booklet on Light Sealair Windows | 

| 
| 
| 

IMPORTANT i in aluminum or bronze. CO Contr. 
NEW NAME 0 Dealer 

KAWNEER i ADDRESS 
PRODUCTS 

be 
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Homes | Homes 

of Definite, | that will 

Distinctive | not soon 

Charm be outmoded 

Homes 

that can suited of every 

be built to every popular 

economically | —_ section type 

Homes | Homes 

Such are the Homes Pictured 

and Described in this Plan Book 

With so many thousands of copies of 
“American Builder 1936 Homes” in 
the hands of the key men of the in- 
dustry, it is certain that many of the 
425,000 new Homes predicted for 1937 
will be reproductions, in whole or in 
part, of the scores of expertly planned, 
sturdily built and modernly equipped 
Homes presented in this unique Plan 
Book. 

And well they might! For when 
originally planned and built, their 
creators looked far ahead of 1936 and 
1937 into the forties and fifties! They 
had the vision to anticipate the tastes, 
the architectural developments and the 
construction requirements of tomor- 
row. 

So the Architect, the Contractor, the 
Builder, the Dealer, the building- 
minded Realtor, the prospective. Home 
Owner, will be thoroughly up to the 
minute in using “American Builder 
1936 Homes” as a guide in planning 
and building Homes in 1937. It is 
tuned to the 1937 market! 

SSS TSS SS 

With its 172 pages—its 300 illustrations—its twelve pages printed in 
2 4 colors—its durable binding in heavy paper with clothstrip reinforce- 4 
* ment—it is as attractive as it is useful, and can be counted upon to 
| prove a productive business-getter for all who use it. 

seamen | sees armen eeroneenn Neen | 

Included in “American Builder 1936 Homes” is a most help- 
ful Foreword, followed by five chapters, in which the entire 
home-building story of today is unfolded. 

In the Foreword will be found explicit directions for Getting 
a Higher FHA Rating and a brief explanation of the Cost Key 
Method of Estimating. 

Chapter 1 contains 24 pages of FORWARD LOOKING 
HOMES—ultra modern, streamlined, shop-cast, etc. 

Chapter 2 presents 34 pages of HOME DESIGNS OF TESTED 
WORTH (detailed on the following page). 

“American Builder 1936 Homes” is 
_ far from being the conventional plan 
book. It is in a class by itself. It con- 
tains features not to be found in any 
other similar publication. In complete- 
ness, in colorfulness, in its wide range 
of Home Ideas from which to choose, 
it makes an ideal Handbook for 1937 
Home Planners, Builders, and Mer- 
chandisers. 

Its contents include Home Designs 
(each with its Cost Key), Floor Plans, 
Interior Details, Exterior Views, Mod- 
ernization and Restyling Ideas, out- 
standing Model Homes, Farm Struc- 
tures of every description, Garages, 
and much useful information on how 
to get better homes for less money. 

.There’s a home here for every pocket- 
book, with low-cost and medium- 
priced Homes predominating. There 
are homes for city and for suburb, 
cottages for mountain side and _ sea- 
shore, homes for those living in East 
and West, North and South—all of 
them masterpieces of the master arti- 
sans of the industry. 

Chapter 3 assembles a marvelous collection of LOW COST 
HOME PLANS—Colonials, Cape Cod, Curtis Homes, some 
“Build Now, Finish Later” Homes, Cottages, One-Room Re- 
treats, etc. 34 pages of them. 

Chapter 4 devotes another 34 pages to new ideas for GET- 
TING NEW VALUE THROUGH RESTYLING AND 
MODERNIZING, exteriors and interiors. 

Chapter 5, COUNTRY HOMES AND FARM BUILDINGS, 
—Low Cost Subsistence Homes, New Homestead Barns, Farm 
Profit Buildings, Some clever Garages, Poultry, Hog and 
Smoke Houses, etc. 

— eet ome ee OP 
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Homes Homes 

that will that are 

stand up H-O-M-E-S, 

under 20-year} not mere 

Financing houses 

Get Your 

FREE 

Copy Now! 

Chapter 2 

of “American Builder 1936 

Homes Detailed 

The chapter is prefaced by 4-color plates of two very attractive, 
comfy looking homes—a fit introduction to a superb collection of 
beautiful homes incomparably superior to old types in plan, con- 
venience and sound construction, all of them reasonably priced. 

The “Silver Star’ Sample House at Washington, constructed of 
brick painted white, with unusually graceful lines and a wide roof 
that sweeps down to form the covering of a large, comfortable 
porch. 

Levitt & Sons’ Manhasset Model Home, modified .Georgian in 
style, each room distinctive by itself, with full-page view of its 
graceful winding staircase. . 

An Exhibit Home of unusual charm across the Potomac from 
Washington. A 6-room creation in English Colonial, with a stately 
paneled living room and inviting fireplace. 

Lancaster Realty Board Model Home, modernized Early American, 
ening and air-conditioned. Half-page view of its truly modern 
itchen. 

Two Northern Jersey Suburban Homes. Moderately priced, despite 
their full complement of modern features. 

A Detroit Cotswald Cottage, with layout of air-conditioning plant. 
Of staunch construction and attractive design. 

Five pages are devoted to the famous “Time Proof” Home, triple 
insulated, with two pages of construction details and building meth- 
ods. A house that was put up in mid-winter. 

“Carefree Cottage,” at Hempstead, one of the country’s best Model 
Homes. In Cape Cod fashion, with shingle exterior. Includes 
two pages of complete working plans. 

Westchester Model Home that looks like a lot of house, but its 
cost is really low. Views are given of entrance, stair detail, dining 
room, kitchen, bath, boys’ room and basement recreation room. 

Other items in this chapter on HOMES OF TESTED WORTH 
include a 6-room Colonial in Kansas City; a well designed Cape 
Cod Colonial at Elmhurst, IIl., and some new ideas in Recreation 
Rooms, Study and Bath. 

“eno ror0 A AO CID 

3 8 ge 

Miscellaneous Features ! 

f—Sormo0rs=—=—somorm=— 

Many new modern Kitchens, Bathrooms, Entrances, Living Rooms, 
Staircases Built-in Breakfast Nooks, Bookcases and Bar. ... A 4- 
Page Shopcrafter’s Corner. . . . Today’s Small House requires new 
Methods and Materials. . . . Planning Farm Improvements. . . . New 
ideas in Garages. . .. What can be done on a half-acre lot... . The 
use of Arkansas Pine Paneling. . .. The construction advantages of 
Enameled Sheets for Wall Finish. ... New suggestions for Recrea- 
tion Rooms, Studies and Open Halls. . . . Some airconditioning 
layouts... . A master Material List for Wind-Proof Gothic Barns. 

AMERICAN BUILDER, New-_---_--.- 

30 Church Street, Renewal___-. 

New York. 

For the enclosed $__-------- enter my 

subscription for 1 year, $2-------~- 

2 years, $3__.--~_ 3 years, $4_______ 

And Include AT NO EXTRA COST 

a copy of “AMERICAN BUILDER 

1936 Homes,” your new plan book. 

Cin cena nneseenni 

This offer good only in United States, 

Possessions and Canada 

1.87 

Oy Caal-sater-bale oibbetel=3 4 

1936 Homes 

is included 

ABSOLUTELY FREE 

with a cash-with-order $2 for 

one year, $3 for two years or 

$4. for three years. 

American Builder 

New or Renewal Subscription 

Order 

USE THE FORM ABOVE 

Your copy of the Plan Book 

will come to you by return 

mail as our receipt for vour 

remittance. 
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SELECTED CATALOGS 

The publications listed below may be obtained without charge either by 

For the Service of Builders, 

Contractors, Architects, Dealers 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

277—Walls and Ceilings—“Modern Inter- 
iors by Insulite,” a remarkably attractive 
brochure illustrated with photographs, 
tinted, showing the use of Insulite plank 
and tile finish for side walls and ceilings in 
store, offices, theatres, churches and the 
home. Permanent decoration plus accousti- 
cal correction is secured by following these 
suggestions—_THE INSULITE CO., 1100 
Builders Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis, 
Minn. 

278—Sash Pulley Catalog—‘“Stanley 
Sash Pulleys,” a new 16-page catalog giv- 
ing sizes, weights and properties of the 
extensive line of sash pulleys now offered 
by—THE STANLEY WORKS, New 
Britain, Conn. 

279—Dexter Lock Catalog—“Quality 
Hardware for Quality Buildings,” Catalog 
No. 30 with new supplement, is an illus- 
trated handbook of 72 pages plus 48-page 
supplement. These catalogs illustrate the 
latest ideas and developments in lock sets, 
including the unique Dexter type locks and 
latches and complete line of door hardware. 
—NATIONAL BRASS CO., Grand Rap- 
ids, Mich. 

280—Venetian Blind Equipment—“Vene- 
tian Blind Hardware of the Better Type,” 
a 36-page handbook covering cord locks, 
tiltors, brackets, valance clips, operating 
cords and cord holders, pulleys and com- 
plete tools for installing venetian blinds. 
A quantity of valuable information on figur- 
ing and installing venetian blinds is in- 
cluded—_FIWALE EQUIPMENT MAN- 
UFACTURING CO., Inc., 64 Reade St., 
New York City. 

281—Garage Door Hardware—“The Em- 
pire Automatic Hinge” is featured in a 
new 4-page circular giving illustrations of 
the low cost, upward-acting doors hung 
with this hardware. Also full specifications 
and installation data—THE EMPIRE 
PLOW CO., 3140 E. 65th St., Cleveland, O. 

282—Syra-Bord Rubber Tile Flooring— 
New illustrated folder on this tongued and 
grooved rubber flooring which is guaran- 
teed not to warp, creep, curl or crack. How 
this interlocked rubber tile flooring is in- 
stalled is clearly shown—SERVICISED 
PRODUCTS CORP., 6051 W. 65th St., 
Chicago. 

283—Walls and Floors of Tile-Tex— 
“Modern Walls of Tile-Tex” and “Tile- 
Tex Floors That Endure” are two new 
data sheets illustrating in black and white 
and in full color the wide variety of uses 

using the coupon, listing the numbers desired and mailing to American 
Builder, 105 West Adams Street, Chicago, or by applying on your business 
stationery to the manufacturers direct, in which case kindly mention this 
publication. Either the titles or the numbers may be used in ordering. 
This list is an editorial feature for convenience of our readers. 

of this tested line of asphalt tiles. A bril- 
liant array of some 71 plain and marbleized 
color effects is available in these resilient 
stain-proof materials. Numerous design 
suggestions are presented in this new litera- 
ture—THE TILE-TEX CO., Chicago 
Heights, Ill. 

284—Ruggedwear Resurfacer—‘Solves the 
Floor Problem” is a new circular describing 
the Flexrock products used for resurfacing 
worn floors of wood, concrete or other 
material. Information which building man- 
agers, plant superintendents and contractors 
should have-—FLEXROCK CO., 800 N. 
Delaware Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

285—Bostwick “Truss-Loop” Metal Lath 
—“Plaster for Profit Over Super-Bostwick 
‘Truss-Loop’ Metal Lath” is an informa- 
tive folder on improved plastering practice 
and of metal lath construction. A companion 
piece, “Bostwick Bead Makes Better Cor- 
ners,” is also available—THE BOST- 
WICK STEEL LATH CO,, Niles, Ohio. 

286—Monel Roofing—“Basic Data” on 
Monel Metal sheets for roofing where ex- 
treme service is required has been prepared 
by—THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL 
CO., Inc., 67 Wall St., New York City. 

287—Reynolds Metallation—“Reflective 
Metal Insulation, Efficient, Durable, Eco- 
nomical,” is a new 8-page data sheet giving 
many specifications, detail drawings and 
clear directions for installations of Reynolds 
Metallation in side wall, ceiling and roof 
construction. New information regarding 
this revolutionary building material— 
REYNOLDS CORP., 19 Rector St., New 
York City. 

288—Ornamental Wrought Iron— 
“Wrought Iron for Beauty and Protection” 
is a new folder illustrating porch rails, bal- 
usters, window guards and gates for both 
exterior and interior decorative use.—CIN- 
CINNATI IRON FENCE CO., Inc., Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio. 

289—Walnut Finish—“The Story of 
American Walnut” is a new handbook of 
36 pages, beautifully illustrated, telling all 
about walnut as a wood and as a construc- 
tion and finishing material of surpassing 
beauty. This is the 8th edition of this au- 
thoritative work by Burdett Green and 
Bernard C. Jakway recently issued by— 
AMERICAN WALNUT MANUFAC- 
TURERS ASSN., Chicago, II. 

290—Hard Maple Flooring—A new serv- 
ice folder prepared for the convenience of 
architects, contractors, dealers and builders 

when discussing flooring grade require- 
ments with their clients. -MAPLE 
FLOORING MANUFACTURERS 
ASSN., McCormick Building, Chicago, III. 

291—Cypress—“An Inside Story of Tide- 
water Red Cypress for Interiors of Beauty 
and Stability” is a 24-page brochure, beau- 
tifully presented in two colors, illustrating 
cypress as a material for beautiful inside 
finish and for long life exterior use. This 
book has been prepared by the Southern 
Cypress Manufacturers Assn. and is being 
distributed by—FLORIDA LOUISIANA 
RED CYPRESS CO., Jacksonville, Fla. 

292—Ohio Hydrate Lime—“Ohio Hydrate 
for Masonry Mortar and Concrete” is a 
12-page data sheet, well illustrated, giving 
the “6 essential properties of masonry mor- 
tar,” specifications for masonry mortar and 
specifications for lime in concrete—THE 
OHIO HYDRATE & SUPPLY CO,, 
Woodville, O. 

OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

293—Sanitas Samples—The 1937 book of 
samples of “Sanitas Cloth Wall Covering” 

_ is ready for distribution to architects, build- 
ing contractors, building supply dealers, 
painters and decorators. The wall covering 
samples range from modern simplicity of 
pattern and covering to styles elaborate 
enough to satisfy the most Victorian of 
housewives. Dull finish patterns for living 
rooms, as well as enamel finishes in tile 
designs for kitchens, bathrooms and laun- 
dries, are included—THE STANDARD 
TEXTILE PRODUCTS CO., 320 Broad- 
way, New York City. 

294—Wood Carving Manual—“Wood 
Carving for Pleasure,” a 24-page beauti- 
fully illustrated elementary treatise for the 
amateur wood carver, as well as the pro- 
fessional. It features sugar pine as the 
proper wood to work on, and was prepared 
by the Association in collaboration with 
Herbert Rayner, wood carver.—WEST- 
ERN PINE ASSN., Portland, Ore. 

295—Concrete House Promotion—“The 
Biggest Year Ever for Concrete Houses” 
is a great big broadside by the Association, 
illustrating some of the results of the edu- 
cational campaigns in favor of concrete 
homes, which has been placed before 
3,000,000 home-interested families during 
the course of the year. Building material 
dealers and contractors interested in con- 
crete houses are putting up these display 
posters in their offices, as well as in store 
windows, bank lobbies, etc. A dozen very 
interesting home designs, both modernistic 
and of traditional architecture, are pictured 
on this display—PORTLAND CEMENT 
ASSN., 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago. 
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296—Industrial Wiring Survey—A survey 
form has been designed to facilitate inves- 
tigation of the condition of the electrical 
equipment and wiring in industrial plants, 
from the standpoint of the ability to carry 
load, surplus or spare capacity, system de- 
fects, safety, deterioration and obsolescence. 
Contractors will find this set of forms ex- 
tremely useful in working with their local 
industrial plants for modernization pro- 
grams. — ANACONDA WIRE AND 
CABLE CO., 25 Broadway, New York 
City. 

297—Cold Weather Concrete Work— 
“Put the Winter Months into Productive 
Building with Marquette High Early 
Strength Portland Cement” is an attrac- 
tive folder giving new information on cold 
weather construction. — MARQUETTE 
CEMENT MANUFACTURING CO,, 
Chicago, Ill. 

HOME EQUIPMENT 

298—Home Ventilating Fans—“Home 
Ventilation Is Now a Necessity” and “En- 
joy Cool Comfort in Hot Weather” are 
new illustrated circulars presenting the 
built-in kitchen ventilating fans and the 
attic ventilators recommended and furnished 
by—BUFFALO FORGE CO., Buffalo, 
N.Y. 

299—Parsons “Pureaire” Kitchens—Full 
information regarding the compact kitchen 
units, all metal enclosed, combining gas or 
electric range, oven, refrigerator, sink and 
cupboard, all snugly built into one compact 
steel cabinet. A profit maker in hotels, 
apartments and homes.—-THE PARSONS 
CO., Detroit, Mich. 

300—Pumps and Water Systems—“Water 
System Catalog C,” a 40-page catalog com- 
pletely illustrating and describing the Dem- 
ing water systems. Shows how to select the 
proper unit for various types of wells.— 
THE DEMING CO., Salem, O. 

301—Grand Gas Ranges—‘The Grand 
Parade,” a loose-leaf portfolio containing a 
4-page presentation and 7 color plates show- 
ing line of Grand gas ranges. 
A companion piece presents the “Grand- 

aire” gas heater for homes, summer cot- 
tages, shops, factories, recreation rooms, 
stores and small business establishments. It 
is an attractive cabinet heater to be located 
in the space to be heated THE CLEVE- 
LAND COOPERATIVE STOVE CO., 
2323 E. 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio. 

302—Safe-T-Showr Thermostatic Water 
Mixing Valve—Full information regard- 
ing this safety device which automatically 
regulates the temperature of shower bath 
water, preventing scalding. New catalog 
now ready—DORAN MANUFACTUR- 
ING CO., 75 Horton St., Seattle, Wash. 

303—Dumbwaiters—“Kiesling Electric 
Dumbwaiters and Doors” is an attractive 
4-page folder presenting complete specifica- 
tions and illustrations of this improved 
equipment—JOHN W. KIESLING & 
a Inc., 1793 Atlantic Ave. Brooklyn, 

304—Barn and Poultry House Equipment 
—New barn equipment catalog No. 24-A 
is a big, 144-page handbook of barn de- 
sign and barn equipment details giving 
sizes, weights and other design data. A 
companion piece, “Poultry Health and 
Profits!” is a 48-page poultry house book 
full of poultry house designs and details 
of construction and equipment—CLAY 
EQUIPMENT CORP., Cedar Falls, Ia. 

HEATING AND VENTILATING 

EQUIPMENT 

305—Code for Heating Systems in Resi- 
dences—“Code for the Installation of 
Mechanical Warm Air Furnace Heating 
Systems in Residences” as compiled by 
the Code Committee and frequently re- 
vised is an 8-page data sheet presenting 
a world of authoritative information for 
heating and general contractors. Stand- 
ard code for installation of gravity warm 
air heating systems in residences is also 
available. This is a 20-page pamphlet 
full of basic data—NATIONAL WARM 
AIR HEATING AND AIR CONDI- 
TIONING ASSN., 50 W. Broad St., Co- 
lumbus, O. 

306—Moncrief Air Conditioning Systems 
—Full information regarding Moncrief 
warm air pipe fittings and specialties is 
presented in a series of illustrated cata- 
logs prepared in a very thorough man- 
ner. The complete line of Moncrief equip- 
ment is illustrated and described—THE 
HENRY FURNACE & FOUNDRY CO., 
Cleveland, O. 

307—Favorite Warm Air Furnaces—A 
24-page illustrated catalog shows the 
complete Favorite line with installation 
data and detailed specifications—THE 
FAVORITE MANUFACTURING CO., 
Piqua, Ohio. 

308—Coal Stokers—The Combustioneer 
line of coal stokers is graphically pre- 
sented in a series of pamphlets to ap- 
peal both to home owners and to home 
building contractors and architects. The 
Combustioneer automatic respirator is 
described and its fuel-saving features 
made clear—COMBUSTIONEER DIV. 
of The Steel Products Engineering Co., 
Springfield, Ohio. 

American Builder, 

105 W. Adams St., 

Chicago, Ill. 
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309—National-Unitem Submerged Water 
Heaters—Full information regarding this 
economical method of securing domestic 
hot water when used with National Pre- 
mier steel boilers. A companion catalog 
gives full particulars and specifications 
of these boilers—NATIONAL RADI- 
ATOR CORP., Johnstown, Pa. 

CONTRACTORS' EQUIPMENT 

310—Construction Machinery, Mixers, 
Hoists, Pumps, Saw Rigs, Etc.—Cele- 
brating its 25th Anniversary, a new sil- 
ver covered general catalog presenting 
the complete and modernized line of con- 
crete mixers, plaster and mortar mixers, 
hoists, pumps, saw rigs, pneumatic tired 
concrete carts and wheelbarrows, has just 
been issued. In it will be found partic- 
ulars on the new Wonder tilting and 
Master and Silverstreak non-tilt mixers. 
—CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY CO., 
Waterloo, Ia. 

311—Ransome Concrete Machinery—A 
new 28-page vest pocket sized catalog 
gives the essentials of the Ransome line 
of mixers, pavers, forms, towers, carts, 
hoppers, etc —-RANSOME CONCRETE 
MACHINERY CO., Dunellen, N.J. 

312—Republic Tilting Mixers—A 16-page 
catalog, well illustrated, presents the Re- 
public improved concrete mixers, “de- 
pendable equipment since 1849.”—H. 
BREWER AND CO., Tecumseh, Mich. 

313—Monarch Woodworking Machinery 
—An elaborate loose-leaf indexed port- 
folio ranging from portable saw benches 
to large planers and resaws has just 
been issued. The cover is of actual wood 
veneer, 4/1000 of an inch thick, and is 
fitting for a book devoted to woodwork- 
ing machinery —AMERICAN SAW MILL 
MACHINERY CO., Hackettstown, N.J., 
and 26 Platt St., New York City. 

314—Power King Portable Electric Saws 
—A new 4-page circular presents the Power 
King line of power saws and electric 
drills—POWER KING TOOL CORP., 
Warsaw, Ind. 

(January, 1937) 

Please have the following Catalogs listed in this issue sent me— 
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water, 
proof. Can’t warp, sag or “C” for aloes to 6’ 6” long to 
swell. Work perfectly al- 4’ wide, $27.5 
ways. Strong steel doors, eee | a 0 down, crated. FOB 
when locked, give added se- N. H. Low Frt. rates. 
curity. 

BILCO MFG. CO., 

BILCO COPPER STEEL 

Home Cellar Hatchway 

Every home needs the extra safety 
of a cellar exit, the convenience of 
an outside cellar entrance. That’s 
why so many progressive archi- 
tects and builders are using 
Bilco all-metal Hatchways. &= 
Precision made, of copper 
steel—easy to assemble and 
install, i 

ADVERTISING PAGBS REMOVED 

Type 03 for homes in 3 sizes 
“A” for openings to 4’ 6” long to 
8’ 4” wide, $24. 
“B” for openings to 5’ 6” long to 
3’ 8” wide, $26. 

last forever. Fire, 
decay and termite 

Ask for literature. Order Thru Your Dealer or Direct 

DEPT. A, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
STEEL HATCHWAYS—SIDEWALK DOORS 

American Builder, January 1937. 

Cut Corner Costs With 

K EE §S conntrs 

Big Cost Saving! SAVING IN MATERIAL—siding 
boards do not have to be flush and carefully fitted at 
corners . . . eliminates corner strips . . . SAVING IN 
TIME—careful sawing for mitred corners is unneces- 
sary ... yet gives a mitred appearance and is much 
stronger. Seals against moisture and dust. Made of 
galvanized iron—chemically treated to take and hold 
paint . . . and for all sizes of lap siding (including 
Colonial) and for popular drop sidings. One of the 
gteatest building economies ever developed. 

FREE Buy from your hardware or lumber 
dealer, or write us for Free Sample. 

F. D KEES MFG. COMPANY 
Beatrice, Box 93 Nebraska 

PORT WASHINGTON 

Full anti-friction 

bearing. Light 

weight. Skip shaker. 

Automatic water 

tank. Spring mount- 

ing. Sizes: 31,-S, 5-S, 

7-S, 10-S. 

WRITE FOR LOW PRICE 

KWIK-MIX CONCRETE MIXER CO. 

IRON RAILING 

Of Every Description 

For Interior and Exterior Use 

Also 

Iron Fence, Gates, Iron and Wire 
window guards, Chain Link Wire 
Fence, etc. 
Send measurements showing your 
requirements and we will forward 
illustrations suitable for your en- 
closure. 

Cincinnati Iron Fence Co., Inc. 

3411 Spring Grove Ave. 

CINCINNATI OHIO 

WISCONSIN 

Weatherstrip Jobs Mean 

EXTRA PROFITS 
New building and remodeling jobs 
create a big demand right now... 
a source of = you can easily 
cash in upon wit 
ALLMETAL WEATHERSTRIP Id 

Easy to install. Profitable. Always 4 
efficient and satisfactory. Get your 
share of the weatherstrip business 
NOW ... while the weatherstrip 

season is in full swing. Write for price 
lists and free display charts now. 

Ask 

\, 

sem OFFERS | BIG EARNINGS 
Buildings everywhere need this permanent sur- 
facing and resurfacing process, It fuses a water- 
proofed plastic mixture on all masonry. It fills 
all cracks and checks and can be applied in any 
thickness desired, and in 30 colors and shades. 
Time proven by over 10 years actual use the 
world over, 
With Colorcrete spraying machine you can sup- 
ply a permanent decorative surface in any shade 
at amazingly low cost. Operators report costs 
of 2c and up per sq. ft. and sell up to 7c. Some 
have paid for their equipment from first few 
— Machine capacity up to 1000 sq. ft. per 

“og the facts. Learn about Colorcrete and its 
big money making possibilities. Two Color- 
crete books tell the whole story. Write today. 

COLORCRETE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
500 Ottawa Ave., Holland, Michigan 

DISAPPEARING 

You ‘can make many profitable sales 
installing this modern convenience in 

struction—strong—safe—rigid. Nice- 
ly balanced for quick, easy operation. 
Highest quality materials. 
service. Low cost. 
Gives full use of attic without taking 
up valuable space in room below. 
STORED IN ATTIC WHEN NOT IN USE. 

QUALITYBILT 
pe 

His STAIRWAY 

= 

or new homes. Guaranteed con- 

Lifetime 

your lumber dealer or write us for 
details. Address Dept. AB137 

FARLCY & LOCTSCHCR: MEG. CO. 
CUBUQUE,IOWA 

Save You Money 
Lumber is costly, and the time spent 
in building new staging for each 
job soon pays for all the durable 
steel ‘“Trouble Saver’’ brackets you 
may need for any contract. e 
builder writes: e could not have 
spent our money to better advan- 
tage than to buy Trouble Saver 

SS Nail Attached Brackets.’ 

84 A Complete Line 
Se Studding Brackets, Nail Attached 

red oe Adj pee . eeatles, Lad- 
S'S der Jacks Shingles, Single 
S & Pole Scaffolds. ont time and money 
Zz savers ! 

Write for Cataiog and Prices 
THE STEEL SCAFFOLDING COMPANY 

402 East Missouri Street, Evansville, Indiana 


